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ABSTRACT 
This study attempts to derive, describe, and *mare 
some aspects of the cognised and the ideal selfvletures 
of some children in their last year of primary end first 
year of secondary eohoole Three measures 4* a Check List, 
a* 	Test of i.rson4Lr Adjustment, sad the Michloun 
Picture Stow Test I. emeidered to differ clearly In the 
degree of their directness of approach, *ere used to 
obtain data. about their self-pictures from 34 Wye and 
36 girle fulfilling certain criteria of selection. The 
data are analysed in relation to wallabies such as sum 
and educational level. The findings are 4/mussed in 
relation primarily to pommel edequacy, coolal attitudes 
• and Meow, and interpersonal relationship** 14110****es 
in problem areas, attitudes to authority and peers, and 
between the pictures of the ideal self, the cognised self 
and the "projected" seat were found associated with 
variables ouch as sex, intelligence, school and educational 
level. The flan** of this study are juxtaposed with 
those of similar or relevant studies. 
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PART I 
CHAPIDI I 
What 10 beet for a child remains 4 constant sours. Of enquiry 
argumonts Demos• the child le young and inexpo 'need he 
ke an adoquato baokground agminet *high to maks certain choices 
leerily. He lobo foresight and the adults, feeling of the =sant 
neooesity to acquire certain habits, attitudes, skills, end 
information if he is to taae confidently and preparedly the demands 
and competition of adult life. So it fells to the lot of the 
adult to mako oertain *haloes for WA. Some of those choices 
relate to matter. of 'Auntie% curricula, types of sohoolf 
Standards of aohievoment in sohool wort4 
Over the past 20 years in Tasmsnia there has been a history 
of experimentation in ettmaote to match education end socic.soonomio 
demands. Sohoole havo *hanged externally and, one hopes, 
intornollyp especially if this cm* there has cos* a better under* 
standing of children and an increased capaolty to use the ohiles 
crannied. and motivations in the process of structured (education* 
ihmalnation oystems have come in for much criticism, he policy 
hie oscillated betwein m4horonce to an atmosphore ()frigid, fOrmalleed, 
regimented, and disciplined instruction, and experlakentatimawit% 
2. 
relative pernicetVet peXt*p oven relatively teacher-detached, 
toospheres. Maybe the atmosphere has been not oververmiosive 
e in an island geoirraphically remote frma the LAU centres 
of western thought and educational Wimp in Damp* and Atomics, 
(Extremes in feshions of education tend to lose their edge and 
flomboyaney by the time they attest the local eulture. Out of 
the intonation of overseas influence end local need hes some 
rather a diversity of Neneeere* the Area Scheel, the modern 
00boolt the *nietetot.typs esoondary school. the Tesbnical 
Cehool, the Matriculation Oollegee the coeVreheeette 3ehteeli 
Uoms of these boo semi their pnrpose mad passed outer fashion 
and uses or been part otaunion from which has sPritagagiaaa 
with a different chareeler if not a different moss And 
experimentation oontinues though one exeders bow eccurately the 
totem materials at the heart of the experiments • teachers end 
children -"understand one another. 
tØ matter what pattern the aOhool takes or Whet ts the content 
of the ourrioulum. the Mmosphere of the cohool and the peyehologioal 
developneet of the children depend • . considerahlY On the 
human *lemmata in the eituation tao teacher and the child, and 
the relationships between theft, 
It is from involvement int and eon's= with these °hang**, 
and the problems Wawa up to, theme end the enforced reothinking 
of attitudes that the interest in this troneition from primary to 
.14t ø 	ii 4 to 	to ten tiy lord, 
tiumbor of quay one, tame of whioh it in pe wUi WI 	tad, 
te net sal:qua, by thio AU*. 
Aida* 0. do sow 	$1, 
	
1420or IgtUAt 11111 	SO *Wain ation5o 
ti%o obild 	fl*wove ANA& beiog aeoncat the bigicest 4itiitar04 j. 
eatilas tO 	fa446114tb. 141143,04% IA tit0 Oalaboli :Ma 
havINn eotab1iemwW1 piano tonoweat * Moab group of wohooleatoe, 
cAlftAtkai. 404 U W 	 m. W MWV41145 	WWWWWAAMOWW 11WWWW 4/. 41.0 It I avonwil 	ttv ITAtirstisi 9ir ,sitg. 
grow of, sohoolzataa ■ 
unotler patter% from 
porNanent toother to betog 
of *dttuutiet to 
class wiVs on* 
120;0v:coal or 4 4144.444■403t 03.4411 
wove. :row 
a he 
wt 2; a Iwo =oberat teantara Wee are w000linlistes eaims 
from holzo a &AU with whoa the tohaher ia 11/1614Y to bo 
0444th:rod, to belxic a oblid who :Ay ealape the 	Ce of al 
over: talobort because o telabor Does 14vi f4;2rV2V 944 or it, * 
persamently atteohed way. In particular, 4242 far ae worse tug 
eueordant 	atteodthi trar the obildrart in Ude study, he novo* 
frog a rather *s4**tax Litc o -Z iiiittioe en day ion; la OW CLIMS. 
roOM, 
 
to a fairly olobila life eontainiml within a largo :whoa of 
seattareS 11004m whorehO I. roq,4rq4 f4 move around o big nOreaga 
of 13nd from 	to Lowther of tires° 	 cottage...Vile 
olamereeme and ftsbeps. (This is ens unique feature of this 
aeeendary 000014 Ile ammo fron a school which its awe* 
entirely urban in population, er elternatively, :roma school 
with a strong rural component, to a 'reboot with *mixed though 
dominantly urban population. (2he *heap is probably more markvad 
for the rural ohild l eince, although the sesondory onbool Population 
in nixed, the urban element still prodoninstoo.) Ho /AY b. 
required to travel filithor and longer, and by buses whidh leave 
at only one strietly appointed tine. Ile °lunges from being nne 
of a peer group all doing the sane course, to Wing ono ng OM 
where tbs members of his sub...group do the sans course but different 
tram the courses *their purr submgruopo 40, though taco hoW mot 
occur so mob in his first year** thereafter. He moves &Oa 
being one of a soNcalled homogeneous grmap in that thy are all 
in the one classroom and, rogordleas of level of ability, are 
following the sane curriculum at the sane prosoribod Wed, to 
being one of a probably mare homogeneous group Am that the usmbers 
are et more equal ability, but his group is now separated out and 
disiinguisithed or a label or by the mutant of its °cures from 
other peer groups; tram being one of au uadiglirentiated group 
he becomes differentiated by his group membership frac other groups. 
Ho coves from a whoa which was potentially comprehensive but 
which was not so admintotored to one which 1 comprehensive and 
5. 
la$e administered thet le, be is required to recosnise 
dieerepeneise between Woolf end others$ 
as, the adults, suddenly pee his anew la this; dUf.IIOM 
contexts It is oberwAteristie of the imondary *Choi teacher 
to oonseat on the mallow and inseturiti Q each =wiser's 
inteke, whereas the yrisery school teseher is aeoustomed to refer 
to the abildren of the smolor primary °lames ...and to ace them 
as °big boye und °big Orlon aad to expect then to sot responsibly 
as the moot "extown•np" of the school population., 2he attitudem 
or the teaohers of the two types of schools are different beoauso 
their frames of reference axe different: the context of the child 
to different before and atter the Uhristmes holideys. Does the 
child ewe hiaselT an different? And If **, la It bemmo his 
frame of re.4rence, too, has altered wish his obange of sehool 
or becauto it is the natural autooes of his physical end payeh.. 
olol mataration? It Seems probebls (and in fact studies 
have shown it to to 	that the way in tlieh the chdld ases 
hiamelf, and the layin uhien the teacher sees May aey not alwAVm 
be the same. The tem4mw guy easily displace on to the Ohild 
his owa concepts and emotielos, for example, seeing the "good" 
confOrninG child au happy vi thou0 he ney not he too obeoauee it 
ashes the tesolmm ham to have such conforming behavior in the 
child, 
ze of canto xt and of to * 	omtatin 
6 • 
thrust the child into U4 now tram) of reformats which may well 
out= hia to become uncertain of hio payobolozica 14=tity 
and lead him to =vim nail =vino hip oonoopt oC 
thca 
 
to tho con +vita how to it dovelcsA aea 
influenocaT 
The 'lent tvo oho9torp proaunt tai critical remote of 
iftao froa tho pact thrco Cocados about to oaf end the 
devoIopszeat 0 the colf.pictIme. 
CHAIM 
1 Review et the Concept of the Self a Defining the Sat 
MAMA U 
a Pevie of the Concept of the lelf t 
Defininj the Self 
"Au a theoretical oonstract the aclf i1440, obbed ond 1:lewed 
with the currents of pbilceoydool 	 woholoGicai pondering 
sinee the 17th century when Deseartes firet diseumsed the 'coat** 
or pelf, an a thinking substance (Uamechtek, p. v). awe the 
1940's or taoreabouts, however, sepsychological thinking haa 
ere4 11,,,,m the 4nrAnnAtein  of bahavlatui 	4114 3Nal the 
handling of 4Wficulties experte4oed by the intrespectioniste 
(al,Sardt 1349), the ealZ 1140 beeoLle el Seeal interest in 
persor2e1ity Ileory mad the explanation and predlotiou of auman 
behaviour. 4ad "since the self-eoneeA wee accepted by the 
behavioural ocie4cee ao ocaetruet worthy ef 
Aore than a thoum=nd oties have been publichod in vihich thifl 
was a :Cactor Rug . curprleingly few of %nese deal witn caldron" 
(Layer, 19674.2491). 	• 
;ho self* according to 411lata Ja4aeo (1890) and LvAish. and 
Alf41ieh . (1958), Z:al be viewe4 in tw* Cletinet ways the self as 
the subject or procer.io or QbDcz'ver tie self M&J. the obSect, 
the observed, or %Is intavithull a 4nown to the individual" 
a, 
(2urphy, 190, p. 996), .0 that is, the self concept. 
The otlf-ias-subject has _maw aspects: the bodily pelf, 
tho "eosial oaf" (ea, 1934, p. WI), the plenty "ozpirical selves" 
coabincd, coactituto an ego or total cognitive strulature 
as postulated by farbill (1)52) &Id by . 4oterif, M, 4nd Uentril, Q. 
(1947). 
:jr pgycholoniste strolls tht concept of the nelf tie the 
process. ,4o Bert000t (1945) tt is "a totea unitary aetivitY0" 
"a psycholosical self," which in divorimineting aldi selecting 
roc tho motel and pbyvical environment with which it interescts. 
develops 4 pereonallty and tp. For WADI:states (1996) it is am 
"esplorine,epontionsously expressing 8014 finding =natation 
in peraoma being"; it is "the °antral being of the individual" 
cot defimble in words* not truly divisible into ouch parte am 
self concept" and oideal-"self" : "behaviour .le self." 
The self-es-sobject alto has been categorized in many wAys 
anti abstraotad into mem aspects. There is the "actual self" 
of Horny (1945), a psytho-phyaioal being bath consciously and 
unconsciously motivated, Cattail (1990, p. 696) presents 4 
"real self," the self stiohl at his mast rational, the indlvidual 
admits himself to be. 	or Cattail, self is the cornerstone of 
personality LInd has three aspects, the felt self, the ocntemplative 
self, end the structural self. 3ymonds (1951) sees the self as 
being the bodily nod mental processes as they are observed an4 
reacted to by the individual, 
9. 
However, the two us4or concepts of self es aubjeet and self 
am ebjeet taa4 to 4hgra eertala olouoaW au4 zaw *ma ratilwx 
E.4.3 tua a a ailag4W acastraat, Util the COLT 1011U4s0:1nt 
.24a, object 
 
in rtlie ladlvidual subject riwealed to W.° c-4a oheerVatien . 
as the 1.dentica1 L44 persiateat ceAtrs a pwatalloGloal precoosee 
(J-71-1,31.10h E74.1.0b4 	05), Ltr Jung the realitlea 
O tIle ooli iotQcArll tuaarda Aintoinalvtannl otrlimo 
(coparn Carl 1or3, se117-actml1ization 1 ), t;'ut tt 11 alc0 the 
aolat or proneol 	ealblestholadivldulal to riccoreloo 
him9o10 an mique 11& ;40 43171C a unique mlaticAohip to all life 
(Jm7o41, 1942). To aaing (1948)0 "the uolf6a0aqopt $41 tl-a rasp 
wItich each or= rutic in oraor to nn8erot=4 Wce114 
eclyAlally durtml rzoc_Alto og criao 	020i.W C:rVItto 19591P.44, 
Levta (1935) tabao a phylarlezeloolcal appronch to the coil?; the 
if is a perceptual oblect In kield orcated by tbe oaf in 
:io ;Anieoption a hio mad; the self lo elm OltaeoPtata tntitt• 
Sywac ank Ccobe3 (1949) also reLfard, a pcnonsnolozlcal self as 
tho evolve o0 hoblviour. Tito phoner.nnolosal solf la constituted 
of all the parte of tho penencaal field whioh the In.dividn51 
ezporioncoo ao part c4 or oharaeteriatio of hirosolf. Tao 
coif tu contiaually rodainiurl itsolf 0. that los it is beth 
proeoes cw1 ebjcot thruAlt exporisnee whish enables "mere 
sioquato 42,Vgarentiatioa 	t4o phenokaal sol2 and it roiotioni.  
ship to azternal reality' (19490 p. 265). aogere (1991, pp. 497». 
505) denoribes the *Volution Of the phenomenal self as leading 
to an "organised configuration oi perception* of the salt wach 
aro -odzie3lb1e to asereness," eh* phesomsnolOgical belt  hAus 
ttr6 aspect*, (a) the oosnised e*lf whICA contains the 
"perosptiole of one's oharesterietice and abilities," (b) the 
°then-self which, like Jtranee "eccial self," result* from 
improicns ear.vi*cd&jothe4c, Lad (c) t:no Lival &1 	ii  
coposed of the coalo c.mi lacele 7440,1 are perive d 40 
L1Viz:3 po(gtivo or racative valcxoc." 
1:o the self*o.aobjcot ..Ay be roL:araed by the nalt.ac-
oa400t Dereeptaally0 erraluntivaly an aa ooji:ct a setiteal• or 
as aa object to be defo=ded or aahaacea (.4zoads, 1051; liewors 0 1951). 
Atrter, the cognised self or the salf..3ietare z4Ay be 
distorted conzeicauly (Roaers 0 19510 .0. ;05) 0 or by uncovaclons 
factorn 0 in. GA. OtteMpt to *WV* UTZiety, IiiVOSOZVV telf...011te0114 
und prevent iseenaletenties int self victurt (..!olfito 1)45); 
co tn3t between ornesious tad uncenceious ovalaatio2 of t14 self, 
ore iu diovrearest. (2.he individual adopts a "self-ojateor 
of defoTioivo acueurs and control:3 (.:LtIlivan, 1953) ‘illich prevents 
him Ai= Qa'Aitr realistic objective 3udi-fments an:,2 fiva seeing 
the contradict& 	etvreen *tat !ao rea11i ie and Ivhat }ii 
Ogitit= IWO 110 104 
It 10 the study' of tho phonomenolojoal coif aud the 
ineonoisteaoles witan the eolf.Acture and between the solf.wpioture 
end the individual's obarhoteristioe and rolationOlps denied 
to awareness with which this study is concerned. 
CHAP= XII 
A Revtw of the Concept of the Self s The Dettelopment 
CattPT:a III 
Uoview of the Concept of the Uelf $ 
Thu Devolopaent of the Uelf....Acture 
The oaf, whether the concept io that of the eelfhlass. 
subject or the self-asoobjeot, develops and changes,' aid as 
the self chwagee iuteraotion with the enviroment (the life• 
*pace) also ohances. Boanuee this is eo, understanding atd 
prediction of behaviour end, even more, the establiohing of a 
olipatc Walsh foetere appro2;riate developmmt of the oaf, 
Wray* havint: a knowledge of the subject's ooneolous perceptions 
and /ale rAationnhipe with hi, environment (flocerw. let al s1 1940). 
The theorist, eddcator, or therapiet of the phenomenological 
personality cohool has to "assume, ineofar as he le able, the 
internal frame of reference of [the subjessil. to perceive the 
world no he subjec sews it, to peroeive (ibe sab3e013 
himself as he is aeon by bluetit" (ashlers, 1951, p. 2)). 
Zn endeavouriN7 to enter the cubjeet'a frame of refemee, his 
*ttmtion to focuesea larzely on the subject's self-lieture  
which to the eelf.ao.mobterved, a subjective phenomenal construct 
(Zmith, i. 30, 1950)4 The self ictUre is the self of "Alreet 
awareness" °ince it iv the subject's own view of hie own 
characterieties. Recere desoribei it no "the ooneietent 
13. 
conoeptual pattern of pereeptiOna of ohareoteriestices and 
relationshipe of the "I" or "Ue". together with Values atts0he1 
to these concept*" (Iager*, 1951 11 p. 49a): 
There arep however, certain perSeptione which sr o denied 
&serene** because they are unacceptable to the individual ag 
part of as 401.1614(Am,', but ifeiCh caw, eoVerthelesol Do 
perceived by the-ealocker aetkert4nt in the enWoctle U.,14.1vieur 
and as vart of tho onloOkerto yieture of th cubject'o nolt* 
The subject aew accept that tex' 	o 	wAy, thol,u4x ot 
acceptin3 that he le like thief *owl claracteristico aro not 
IntroJected but aro vart oZ tho "other" nolfe Under ocrtalu 
oirounetancee, or throuTa ohonges in tho Pheoe=enacical acid, 
the aubjeot.nv CODO to eocept into awareness 3ue4 provicaelg 
denied zzateriali Oonelftration of ti developaent of to sole.. 
pioture choula, therefore, include conidc ation of the= 
potentisliticm of, and unconecioue infltuncoo en, the phcnemaal 
self. 
Th-J followins- theordea Of develexent of the self derived 
front ob3ervationt mvprirlzento intervitne, and therveutic 3ractice 
ahoe . that fram a 'ow:Platy of eor1mmtal back:m:11n1° fatallar ideas 
of developnent of the self havo oVOlvodd 
1 	OW' O 	ill, .0 	t U1.73-11-11.7-1co of 
del! of. aNro:Aratelg  
=port (194,1,Acoutminr. the "total e0119so -of tho coul 
and the partial ittlipse of the ocwifl' 	moboloO.oal thrown,. 
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his needs, ao 	001003 to attach a, aellnz of "ilood" to rood- 
eatlareation and to those aotivities Which hang approval, and 
a fee11ng et "bad" to activities obich result in a lose of senae 
of well...being and security ani are assooiated with fliespprovel, 
Both the notber and the self are alit into good and bad feelings, 
a "goodume" who is rewarded, and a "badges" who is diewroved. 
Co ear4 self-awareneas axiom from, and in eawolated with aaxicty. 
Thereafter it is charesteristio of th4 self that "it tondo to 
maintala its own fora anti direction as a aye= Whose bailie 2unotion 
it is to ViDia ankle ...at Any experieoe whlo4 treat*na to 
disrupt or conflict with its organisation provokes auxioty and 
ieade to behaviour cal ltd to sialigy Ito 41 ,01144400" 
(Brom, 1961 , IN 166). 	here le, therefore. a eplit between whe 
"aelf6a7etem" w1104 in the observable 'wart o:Z the ;= ./ersonraitzr 
and the "true self" silioh is "the core of potoatialitice exiotino 
from the beginnine whether or not thvi hove been developed. 
"Whether or not the individual in able to aovelop 	truo pelf 
depends to oonniderable measure upon cultural fat:stomp aim) nau 
le moulded by bin culture, and all attavto to bmakwith it 
produce, waxiety" (Brown, 1961, p. 168). ale self of:v:110i one 
is aware is the OW4 of "reflected appraisals" derived from what 
the Individual thinks others think of bia in the fonutive years. 
Lrikaon sees the aelf-pioturc as the outoonak of rcycZlo» 
physical maturation anti xoelul interaotion4 ;Me develop;zont of 
17, 
the aelf-pieture .jr0000do through a series of oiaat iloy41w-savial 
stages tm the course of "devolopiag into a defined ego Taithiii a 
20014'1 reality" (1)50, p* 203)* 
Mese stages ran3c from trust versus basic mis,.4rust9 thavaSti 
autonomy versa* shams And doubt to, oventua1ly9 Genorativity versos 
station at adulthood, and finally to ego intccrity vorous despair 
in old age, 2hea,.! steps are "preJetermined in the ban organises 
reodineso to be driven toward, to be aware of9 ohil to interact with 
a widening social radius" Viamacheek9 1965 9 p, 
An csoentiol hypotihesis in pweho,ionalytio theow aad approach 
is the existence of the Vnoonscious Qhich varies ia 15ca21in,l; awangst 
the various poicheaoalytio thaoriee9 but which, for 411 of them, 
vakos an important contribution to the develop=nt of the sole 
and the self..inage• Zor Vreud the Zacor..abious any bo ovated 
with the "unvorbalicable or "unizza rinable" (ao(mn 4.slory9 
1965 9 p• 5.9). Zo Adler toe Uiloonsoiouo is not a different 
inetinctual energy ayeto4 but zay be unawareness of activations 
and of tho moaning and significance of behaviour. To ;luilivon 
it may be on inability to understand the full twantaz of tho 
situations or it mad' be a disregarding of a situation b7 the proems 
of "maleotive inottontion" and wilful 21ounderstsading or disassociation, 
tuning no# to the lose analytical, incliaed theorists 
04 E4 5310 (1D54) postulates that the self Oa a arise only in a 
ie. 
*motel Sottinc c Itixotc'a ocva-macaticp, with °trier?, cAnee 
pothAmme ocattitutil. c.2.717 ;you.!) tiv:ro mot 0.avo1vi.):=y "cOlven." 
These many sevez aro craa%Afly ,..':ynt:xml_E:ed into 2 'immoral ()thee 
shiah is the child' , trzn Gazio2o1 ralJ ctt ioco7=ption 
of hie self. 	ho self in both thottae ”I" 171e is the actor 
in this deVelorinzato aTld the "It" 'N .19 lo tho re3oltini; intocration 
or the roles, aroort (1:43, 1953), states' that conecitmaneatt 
of Oa self in ta di -acat ocUovowito :arliest oonnoioummees 
.10 devoid of celf re,for&rloc tho yo 	afent seeas not to be 
aware of binwelg taf; a sail ho lacl;s a c7bodi1y" or "nociol" aelf. 
Zhc pelt derelopo t7,111.4kah ricar/J5ijcollations, throuzh 
the repotitlaa o? on:7cricmcee, i throttc,h ancrkle point° such 
as having a nw.. vLt 	c; a nocial contribution to the establishuwat 
of identity. 	bt=14;: o.,7.nro T:414.1 :wro ntratv.71e 4:4n1; 
of oontsst 	ocoif =4 	enter vorld. 	t leads to 
"position within a mcial :aicrarclv4" '212 1E 	tare e 
diffieult to raint.iin t lot alOno to ezlhazi4N. 	Inc=petibilifty 
within the eelf.plotaro v.:741 ta ttc) rolationthip ractmen the self 
and the eavircnmft in painZal aad rot1oe 	iu1rewtrioturing 
of the •eiroturri. tall experiences of t,aini fruntr,s4on, 
eopeolaW of social ricaloule# alu:aler aWate state; 02 eclf.0 
consciousness tit leave per-lIaraat 0 2e0t3 on tt10 404 Allyort 
(1955) sweets tt self ftVictionu are 3droriri4to -:Amotilmme 
19. 
perso3311ty ead inolu)o Uonly oence t tell' identity" aoif-e3teext v 
solf-oztovion t rtin1 	clf imfre s J.lad the fuaction 
of 
(1(,'Act) I ca ovolvin3 into 
a cl:-.L ,...o:■,..;..leatory 	 the 	,i1r,t1 ,.,:ry Licoo 7rtyr.timt in 
the 	 [,;roaoa. 11V:Itifieation %vita the ,a.,-rouD 
icy stronfJor LIOtivat6r.  , then self azsertion. 
'.ick-;et (1940 9 11)31), 	vontulateo developLeat of a 
"p.:;r3or.a1 n_yatez."r coaâitf 	ineorperotes the self. 
5.1hc "persanal :qcter" le rather SiTA 	Z'ritr.sonts Lotion of 
LIfilrloprqc.:A of' 'the 	the first otsoc in 
nroceir."; of; ::"Lreei,41ity i':ovelopr.tent, eet.:..leto 	lifierzr.ULiting 
the tx4ily ec:1:? 	 a er.:.--tfttsien of objects, ona 
oontrootin.',;; 	oAvtIva un.ivnroti with "the intornal 	low..dised 
tIe 'AlbjeCti C.Z.1 4:14. 	Initicaly tilore in 1-'1c 	‘-neo.e of 
''4'.4:41 as a source 	 (3 .4' ocnoor.t-' LLotor 
"over:it:1.r t it lo centred. OJ he 
L'ubjectio on activity" (1)40. 	In V11,-;-,3 soo the1..%!&L',.; io 
atpdoriltria. 	rir:1 tic raali %-w uor.).1utoo 	aintorted to 
Lit in !!i,t iii iiia,Jtivitip 'art idtzi t 	 of 1.1.-Ics 
una lucre:ALA Ozill inconnunietion :Le beoomee ',AU- tooeLf- 
ev,:.1w- t1o= i 	u li11.1t, of tee .sueet.q)ses !=nti r■Ii1,:tres •Q:2 
gotivltl. 2omaa1ity results fro. 3. "to LIAO -AoTlio“, or rath.or the 
,tutoJA , 131wi o-Z 	 co,v) 	of di2ziTlineu (1j40), 
As the individual develops the capacity for formal logical thought 
and the resultant capacity to interpret, anticipate and restructure 
reality, the self becomes decenered and co.ordinated with other 
factors, mach as values and rules, into 01 "personal system" or 
personality. In the mature adult reason maintates a balance 
between the intellectual and the affective oomponents of the 
personality. However, when disequilibrium Demure, as in 
adolescent», the self again becomes the centre of its own attention. 
"The development of the self system reveals the seas progressive 
objectification which occurs with respect to 031yettool realite 
On'indt 1967a P. xv). 
34Vgg end Oonbe (1949) see the self as the phenomenal self 
constituted of all the partsof the phenomenal field which the 
individual experiences as part or charsoteristic of himself. It 
includes the moraundifferentiatod parts, those Perts each are 
seldom in figure but are part of the ground of the phenomemologioal 
field, The self Is both object and process, and is a learned 
perceptual system. The parts of the phenomenological field 
tsPortant in determining behaviour are those pereeived to be 
ohareaterietio of the self for example the physical self, the 
mantel self. Development withia the phenomenological field 
occurs as new facto are discovered and answer to the strength and 
awareness of the individuals need. The individual has many 
mode, and as this Ohmage so he will seethe phenomenologisal field 
21* 
tifferently, &JLt.lo too he. utlil °hal:7o hic calf.opiotare. 20t 
etr2-Arontentra ot 	 therotbro, Itixe 
equal t.vortarloe or ferwe t evolcznmt 	tIze 
ocitle• 	'ato YWCA 	I.L.S;Ort:rlt :7„L.- .:«t`;017. 	here Vier° 19 ao 
need, iao at • fotlation ,•,11.11 	 WAlef  
cauttatilcirt 0:Atuno the rielf, 	'7:he irrilv-icit1, ti'lereforc:, 
tide to ilevelel, echot , .-:uet vr:"Lich bec37o etaiAlizc -j ona te-DAracter.• 
istie of hie; behaviour vaa ato 	Lir,d to e.1.6tavo 
aocordaUce with tic oonaeot tInt the V.:enonaaolc:;1031 
coil givos oonsiotermy to %la beInvio•ar, Tho e1lo 
organination hunt up .!,'"x`0,-.1 ti-V1 	 e7leeltaicao c.ni at 
atv titio 410 a cortain Itradlity 	u to-,Tioaej to roniot Char;°. 
rcallt4r roluiren certaln rolog o7 the 	oid these 
rolou ti tirn co= to cAt ce.to.nocac 	bu 	iIuUE.K1 
Whavicar 3n:1 in 	07,1f-roo4cout, 	iZTLFM t.11„ 
between the individUalen co1f—IL:1*j°, col;?-cralmttiort 	Vito 
cultural °valuation (rival iti lie Trill tend 'i•;€ 	r-.1° to 
• . confore to the 011,/lifg1 tint others !Two (i_9:1 no reach 
towards tt, atzto of bllannor 	o:: the self. 
D. (1 954) ) 	e i CCM With ntj ui Combson 
the contentioa 	bot.,:ntiour icinteaded t 	it4I.aitt 
the oelfe 	warko tram thi ;Taint t'ia t 	}z.e..y.11 car: ic too 
bread a 	tnot, Vtat "trolf:' akiaaLi 	:ccatriatc. to a IAQI-4•.:.c,w41, 
subleettve. eer,stle!act tiifferent fj te ezg  
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ocsetruCt referrim t , the observintl: ilia:leas of the individual. 
theu conton0 tITA hobilvitur oe 	total organism may be 
seen as ega-defesive but not secenzar117 an salf-leeensivet 
that ie. the !aldividwl lc cezecrucft wimintsisin7 and 
enhanotna the e!lo rather thm tbr coif, since in togs beha7iour 
ouch as refrrestve b(thaviolcr 'on c can 	sirspor:e that tio 
eolf is enb,aaced L. av way. 	„Itanzes in the salt sten irosa 
the fortunca 0Z tho e30.. .3s1th a:molders thrA a ptmoly 
#henoacmcloItcal 	ls ilalequato to aceount for all behaviour, 
"eines neither., all t7t. er?ectiv.e threats to tho ego nor all 'ishe 
degeneva aGatnet thozi arc re,7isterld scwrately in conscious 
MWS41140WW1 
USSere l  (19511 1951) acncept of it nolf le that o2 a 
phensmoaolo3la:0, ackl with 3 covrovw.1 "pattern of coacalraone 
of CCtriJC9aad relationellipo o2 the "I" or tae 
together with vulues attached to tIzess concente." It 
dual course - (1) ,aireot n=yeri#noc t (ii) iRt;ro3catica & values 
as if they wore eAricces. 	lo, tuurefore s doident 
O1 luteraotioat tht,. e.-TirczrIt'ht JLI,..artleally on iaicractica 
with others. 	',ale k,rocc:7o of davolozvat bezla, oven ia the pre- 
verbal period f.md v;.?ailc r000 concepts two "aon-ver?..!al" and max 
not be present V.a corr.‘.;31.=nnr,ln, 	is no barritx o thAr'I'aitot- 
ioning as guidist rTlaalples (1951, p. 490. ,easory pepoeptiono 
an1erg-mit-71c ozperiences io are oJoyb1e and self.enhtiuoliag 
23. 
initially appear to dominate in the formation of phenomenal 
*elf but social evaluation 0 , that is, evaluation by other significant 
people much as the parents - soon assumes great laportanoe and 
11447 cam into conflict with positive sensory values, so that the 
individual discovers and experiences inconsisteneiss in the 
pelf-picture, and eonsequently feels threatened and suffers 
paychological discomfort. Such threats to the us structure 
are dealt with by denying or distorting perceptions end values. 
Ultimately the selfulicture is an organised configuration of 
perceptiois of the self admioeiblo to awareness and consisting 
of perceptions of one/a characteristics and abilities, 
relationships with others, value systems, and vas and ideals 
Anderson (1952) also stresses the importanoe of social 
information and evaluations in the establishment of the **Um 
picture. Th. self-pioture is never complete and never more 
than roughly accurate. It is composed of many parts including 
body image and peyohologioal images 	Early in the indtvidualos 
developnent there is a continuing process of according different 
values to the various parts of the eelt4mage. These values are 
"determined by the attitudes of signifioant people towards the 
ohl14." "Significant people" are those who can enhance or 
diminish the security and wellsPbeing of the child, for example 
Parents end temahere. lAoh trait or characteristic of the HU.- 
image Is seen by the individual as calling up a particular 
response from otherS, and as these traitocooporwe structures 
are established they bcoves "conoept001 units or afteumtioliOn 
in the selZoptoture. 
So peers and teacher, are less Important than parents, as 
"significant people" in their affect on the self tinge because 
their influence comes later and at a less potent time in the 
child's development. 
Jerollgls (19,2, 1960) theory of the development of the 
self has something in common with that of Sullivan, Proms and 
Homey, but also something In common with that Of the Phone' 
omenologials Rogers, Snygg and Combs. The develOyMent 
of the oalf is a process of differentiation. The self is  both 
constant and *hanging so that in its effort to maintatm itaalf 
it is, while changing, geared to resist change (1952, p. 19). 
It is individual in charaeter but largely sooial in origin; IV 
is ariets; from social experiences)an4 influenced by relationship', 
with other people. It arises by a process of differentiation. 
It is also associated with the development of imagination 
which may be involves' in reporting experiences, and mny 
consequently produce a distorted or folio image of the self. 
The oaf begins to evolve the moment the Child "comes to grips 
with the experiences of life" and "is made up of all that goes 
into a person's experiences of his individual amietence." It 
includes his vision of himself in the peat, proitouto and future, 
25. 
and his evaluations of bio own worth, and has perceOial, 
coneeptual, and attitulinal compeneats, dersild, like asset, 
believes that (mum oxpartemeas probably Latta', the individual 00 
awarenese of Aaaelf as beina ix but eeparate from the outside 
world. Thereafter maturina pk111  end interaction with both 
physioal and epelal environmaat lead to increasine identification 
and differentiation and, at the sera Use, to a striving "in 
the prolong' of °there and in his own arm to be himself 
and to be consistent with himself" (1960). These oharacrteriatios 
which a persam is clearly able to &wan as part of his 
make■up, constitute the phenomena of self. "There are other 
faults of a porcomle ksoup wraich tni'ltaenoe his ideas and 
attitudes vrtatning to himself but which are smealeitin 
— the eons* that he 40eo not coneatous17 receppise thee" (1960, p.125). 
one of these unconfloioue influenoes is the Idomaismd inaae" 
which nerney deccribes .ua a "pseudo identity." 2ho idealised 
selfionet the ideal melf is part of the "real" self end 
frontline veneers, defences, and distortion. which the individual 
Me assumed — tut hal forgotten that they are summed .0, because 
of the inconoistenciee in hit phentILlenal self. 
tames (1954) presents the self 410 PriMIX117, a learned 
perceptual system erisina and developing in response to 
invirerguntal 01,44 Watch are associated with the laillvidualas 
on experiences and the *Otiose of others to bin. Gradually 
these perceptions are trensformed into a peroatuslokooneeptual 
structure Ihich can be analysed into throe aspects (i) the 
cognised or known sel4 (Li) the other self, (ill) the idea 
self all *fib/eh the individual is constantly endeavouring 
to maintain and enhance. The individualte self-picture is 
unique and there are differenoes between individuals in the 
406rmi of mavens** of the self-picture, the ammo* and areas 
of differentiation within the self6vieture* integration* self*. 
sooeptanos* &dowse'', ability* etc. 
Moustakes (1956) draws on the n Freudiens (tram Harney) 
and the existentialists 	finds the notion of a self.ocondept 
as a construct or entity limiting and obseuring. To lain the 
self AI the individual or that "central core within each 
individual which is the deep ecuroe of growth" (Horner). The 
self le the "exploring* sponteneously expressing f iieraan) 
finding satiefaotien in personal being*" sad in intim*, 
contact With, andundivided from the world of nature and She 
social world. All experience contributes to the growth of 
the self since it helps in aetualisation of the individual's 
potential* But growth Occurs scat reedi4 in settings *ow's 
the person is "felt and experienced as sheer .personal being" 
and therefore left free to explore the environment in the light 
of his own interests and potentialities. The most stable 
27. 
and conoistent value an individual has is naintenance and 
enhancement of the self. Uoustelam *mesa Imes &taus 
"that the duty to be alive is the same as the duty to Woes. 
=War - gOel which is never full y attained. The self 
erOwe by expressing its own intrinsic mature and experiencing 
its on uniquenese. This results in "will creativity and 
Crowth which in turn *moorage end free the individual to further 
aelt-exprecAon and diecovory." 
r.*slow 	 (1965) pate up acme basic, propositions of 
a growth sad a self•aotualteation psychology. The oath** am 
oppreciably hereditary determinant. It is the inner core of 
linatinotoid" nature which grows into adulthood only partly 
by discovery, and partly also by the erection of the individual 
himself as $ result of oontional *holes* made because the 
Individual ie who and what he lek 	Frustration and denial of 
the inner aora lead, to gemaralmIllnese of the personality, and 
to guilt. Acceptance and expression of the Inner ears lee& to 
°Isotualleation," "WI functioning** ma inAlso selnisal Premiume 
of ill health*" The normal child, in the °aurae at nerilla 
development, and it givna really free °hole*, will, sent often, 
choose what is good fora** growth. 	AtUlta aentribute to the 
crowth of the mat by making it possible for the imdividual $0 
gratify his need*, and also by presenting hlm With eacePtabls 
frustrations which lead to frustration tolerance* 
20. 
tlileard (1949) postulates 	 O lao 
(1) the directiy observe:I ear or Vie stsifAuKkofroz-tout c.nd 
(a) the inferred self. Ulu scilf••litonaarenecQ nac aD 
inseourste pereeption of.? stp32 otz.let4e., viol ("lined, by latro.. 
ozreatiOn. is distorted.by fcioo seotaniecut rzai 4.-at leception. 
'Ito observed selfss itlfmtity lo bouiadeC 6=4 mant3ined by 
aenory .4id is a ima1uoloollos4 	ale infervAl ocif io the sett 
oip oozlotruoted by tite oboorvor frozi "data two to Ju external, 
obseroacci Afil vomit) "u coluirent oactmt o 	tivatel behaviour. 
It frailties zefoh t",24.4 	/4413en tra2 too aelf-fp,.tciiversuess. 
"Zik $elf Lø s product a 44teriersou4 1:01104.-Ctos" eld *rah 
is not the unfol,414; of an inevitabla pattera bat tu 
undeitton. 	ica 604' Zulu 1‘12.1 uetriina on3,y ettou it is 
fugetioning in 	oia settize, algard supiva2...--os the part 
palwod by society, Lo in the fa= of pozerits ona medal ettreotopes. 
la *laying on indiviCilfillo waft and oeas Jreutits (fiqino of sex 
Al itto totivettus or fu behirriour 40 too oilo•oe of the 0114) 
organic need avaioa iraeritabl.7 Intenersoual." 
alesz 
Zose of the kafteiples oT devolotaaut 4 1a 4/aintoo of Qui 
sol-T4PoonooPt 6ler-44347 W41wened 	lost two or Ur** 
deoadoso are as ,Tollowso• (1) Tha self cudtt self "lotus* 
ere oduets of *MAX inter, tion. autt4dic Arm lmarta 
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helplessness and pondenos un others r cavival and oars, 
'van ths earliimt colorations that contribute to the dawn of 
salf6seareness occur in a soots). sotting, and ooze to have 
emotianal aud value overtones socordiagto the cumer Lwuich 
the chili le toadied. 
OHM= IT 
The Child In Trona:Mon 
tolinatticitimd cfbalgee In the self-plature 
The self.pioture end the leeming situatica 
AttMies of the teacher sal the ohne' eelfoliotore 
Perente3. attitude end their InfImmo on the eiltvieture 
31. 
CILUTIM XV 
(a) rnition td Ohancto in the 3olfwvicturo 
T,he aubleots of V4 ,3 PtT Oro in tIle course of aoviR4 
fron prinary to secondary eehoola Zt le aT1 eduzatioaal 
trAuoition. Does it Aarl: Ax.I) a noticeable eiLla:;o la t4e 
inazo 	th3 se12, mil do boys :,Lnd ciris cuter and a.4orge 
traasition dt corzsarable self—imagce 
nn inCivitlu:d. is 1y31ntrcoitto. Traracition s. 
involve° t 	 inin;-1 a now ineits, percaivii7z rie;; 
uad thcreby ne%in3 adaytatioao to now situatio:ts. It 0,..unt, 
aal 	ezs .J.M. 
 
F4 tc ttollaht of ['Gray ao intellootual e4anse s 
-.atliree the individuAl is mdaired to establintaalf 
in now enviro=ente, to attoLvt new t=ks,wi to incoroz-irate, 
therefore, new concepts of. hil2se34' and hie relationehlEislato 
r, Lto co1i iivo. 	e has to eotablish new refere!we points, and 
th referenee points he establia4ea on enterinz into the 
sneoattlry 	eir likely to dirsot his behavionrfor the " 
next few yearn. 
Qmr,, wolld exgeot that Girle, bees= of taoir earlier 
aataraAoA,1111 be, at entry to tbc m:conder, =4001, at a 
serinat different,sta:0 of 4evelov:ent fro 	It iz 
reasonable to nomuss that the two sexes sill already be aware 
of r4ther different oultulellywestablished roles ea expectations. 
32. 
and that therefore their attitude* to the seoondary schcol 
and the features to 'Mich they most readily attend, will differ. 
nohow and qastjen (1966) suggest that sobool m7ste= reheTdes 
that individuals ditto** in their needs, and their abilitioa l 
and their desires to learn sub3ect *atter, but simultaneously 
*some that boys and girls learn in the seas way; hence the 
existence in the secondary school of duo..0ex *Iacono= with 
identical progImummisan4 teaching methods for both VMS, 
exsept for speoialist activities, suoh as physical !wattling, 
home arts and crafts, 'trades, etc. 
Sot only sex differences are important in oc-educatione 
classes at this stage. One of the most striking features of 
the final elapses of the primary and the initial classes of the 
secondary school is the mixture of psychological stegve they 
contain. iattenburg (1957), using physical etatue ac mtkgh 
index, calculated that a typical sixth grade of 20 boys and 20 
girls was camper's& of 2 fully-adolescent  girls, 8 pre*adoloacent 
girls, 10 chilftshiarls4 4 pro-adolescent boys and 16 childish 
boys. 
There are not many studios of the self-ooncept for this 
particular period of development, that is, the period from late 
childhood through pro-adolc000noo into mil adolozternoe. 
Arena (19664a1ma reporting a study of Children seed 8 to 11, 
33. 
eoes az fret w3 to nay, "Mere staalo to be, no Study at all of 
pre-Wolecoont children's *its vorcetions o;.7 thenstilvei." 
Z;Ueh stalics oz thia doveloptiestal 	ss acre neenfible 
in4icate *Usages in to dfamic qunlitioscS childrest-e 
images, possibilitiol of diffem.lcee bettieen aimsi the self,- 
picture, ard of consequent different attitAdeo to ram situations', 
and noticeable dicomponoles between the Ohildts feelf.4ame and 
the 'Washer's picture of the child. The finiins of these studive 
are now reviewed. 
Girls aled 10 to 15 were studied by . Eandel (1963) to 
discover the influence of identifications and self.crozleept on 
their attitudes and valws.. 	he 13-and 15-yenr-ol4 girl* proved 
to be more unsure of tlicir selfoolotures aad to haw less 
favourable eelf..picture than 10 year old girls. 'kw shwod 
more incentietency La their mates on selfw.rating questionnaires; 
they were sore telf.00nsoicus, or envious of boys, sore coofUsed 
in their attitudes, and :Acre variable in their adzirations. 
Both 10 year old and 13 year old Girla iaentified uare strongly 
with authority figures then with friends. Tea-yeer•old girls 
anA 13 year-old girlo both preferred airle am their beet Mandel 
for alt1ou5h 13 year.eld 4:ir1s were =re-J interested ia boy*, 
they were prevented by telf•.eoLusolouszess and ehysees frals 
chooeing boys at their Monis. Tan year-,old 3irle szOrePsed 
a wish to be stmeroust honest, luinetuca,onA a dialilto of 
*sup OoTwom& pnwT00****xes twpa SOTywop uT pop*Wa OT 
4wq% 30Tsrom5T wmova 	agave% mmt0 1uTIX0m ot4; Paramo pulp 
iToottow Tuspon Ammo*, *man la r; *to aavoA t OS it w0.4 
po2u crtiV 	si:oq waotrator 0ez ;o Spuza u tIT 4960 uwatiwl 
**TzTJ wq$tqnnovm.;/00 avoql o4 luvlAoamT 4400 iv e4s•$ 
suozatoTtioo rue aoto:3TTTowT QuA, 44 peanweew sw **mug" puts 
enpual. psnoao 	oq 	•0Soci og4. uwq4 may4p*.;Tes 
sovzolD wrm aTaV oql, % 	!IUT4a0:70 Wog aql umica seq*Tq 
AvrouTtCTia p0aGoo alzow,V ctoq uT wiww •oexcasmo0 40 OWIT 
 
-1/4100=40 tou 40 OTSCT.TOSOW%0 eu 4404qus oqq, 	mooq0 
4***44014pri, oATIATappop a ;',0 loTt Rosqot o ZuTpTuuoo *twos 
4doovo.rio:: * peer eti toria ocopsaL) omq. alwe uT orroli *0 ;(:# 
*1cr,4 u3am4o* „Tau 4t4 put AT coprao ul iaoq ;o oulfoottoo.;1*6 *0 
uoamvaq aouvanzTp elquTcaaddr ou punoj (L6t) omparc 
.;Tos TcopT 4Te 4. ty70 oaT4*Td.;Tas sloql uao4oci ATawTTET* 
*ago w Oft eamz eTwAkad4UTp 4o TvAva4Vv ,To **Nli•p 
et= cm% 0T*. ;I** eq4 ;:4) wzoodaw znu 0E100 ;0 qou* piwROA 
4.00  PIP VA %modelsço ;o Vfoolloo e4T1T;op w 'Rum *.veti 
peawsidu Sew, 
 
•sylow 30 T0T000 Irmr4•014=0 1W1140aTIWIT 
ftwovatid wads*, ano; 30 O. Fav4T41* aTat4 uT cAlousa*;;Tp 
vnioltsTuZ,10 towett0 (094) tli•W 4ua3uotopw *444Tqwg 
egaallSOI44TOtrl OS 4ur4r0T(111 	awwia*stul irs4anq 
gpoaadt7;3.pliki ,otquIpaun 4routao 4z7poetat oqO mvorro PU 
42uTroao 	pur ImEoColno •4.(3ouott 0q 04, paiat torsT pt0.,40at 
u.a4arm puu eowapoaoamol.pwit occauoAT4exte4 
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sex differences are sometimes so large that one cannot 
defend mixing the sexes in soltftoonospt studies." The girls did 
better then the boy* an certain variables in the selfrncencept; 
for swoop).., girls were higher than bays on some intelleotual 
Ysvishlest 00hool eraluation4 sociel display. and Oontal 
adaptation; bore were better than girls an self ,.00nfidence, 
esit•eaffieieney. self aeourity, and ege-streneth, independence 
and emotional stability. 
There is some degree of apparent contradiction between 
the findings of Kostik (1945) and those of Fithwr end Waetjen 
(1966) twm4gh *hie mey be relate-4 to wrioh factor* uu the diff-
ering. in secondary school experience of the students of the 
two studies or to the timaudifference between the two studies. 
Zest* found that, on admission to High achool, both sex.* 
appeared to have the woe range of mental ability but the boys 
appeared to be superior to the girls in adapting to the new 
situation. Unworn* Fisher and Weelkierew loge stab4.0t* In 
the second year of secondary school were receiving Weer 
grades, oontributtog a higher proportion of disciplinary 
problems, dropping out earlier, having sore negative attitudes 
about themselves, and progressive Use soil than  the girls. 
Boys seemed to show more staves than girls in the Junior high 
school and this probably accounted for AIM or their difficulties 
with teachers vitiate rose to a peek in the early high school 
pare end thtn tapered oft. Eatever. when trat in segregated 
edam, there was no evidonoe that "th6 *elf eoneept Df pupils 
in the segregated elaasters3 were eaa.teed over those of pupils , 
in the Mood *Wes**, ti (sci,649, pAttal 
(A similar distinction between the prom** of toy* wad 
ciao appears to hold or the children of the secondary 
school in this miteret stu4y. gelorkrod over erreral easiessive 
Yetirsto the girls ...ikeve cou4steney tended to maintain or 
improve the aohievesient rating taw had on adreisaion to the 
secondary *whoa whereas Vato boya haVe conaistently tended to 
show a drop frau teitahera ratings of aonx— evirsiont at ran."11' to 
the ageocaulary sohoolt Mad. to **main for the next too or three 
years at this lower level of achievement. 	drop-out 
fur toys dose not apply to this group wince the l'astaniest 
*shoe' leaving age usually neesusitates all children staying 
at sehool until the second-last or last fern of the sclool.) 
Alum% Iith (1955) hold° that the self‘vieturee of the 
preosedoleecent *bows narked differwlsea Ilion that of the 
cliddleoprinsrpieshool child, 	he feels that the differs*, 
between the two sexes la their behaviour and their goals 
sakes general description of "how thieve ere" with the children 
of this age. alsnot izpoocible. Fbefevert fro a the onlooterts 
37* 
point of view mho describes them as Showing intensified sosial 
sensitivity* a thrust for independenoe, compelitivo, uriwtulng 
to cononnicate with adults, defensive of Voir own iadividuality, 
aatagonistio to the oppoeite semi 52 in ir.e4 or also guidaaoe" 
In a study of 50 boys and 50 girls aged 915 years, Amatora 
(1957), usir.g the Child isrsonality 0eale, *hogged a pattern 
of 'change for both swop, as might be sklooted slum children 
of this age are in their formative years with polo changing 
as they move through the brief stage of palm and sktuillbriun 
Of late childhood into the turbulence of adolestenou The 
Change') may indicste a growing awareness of realty. Jeth 
some in anatorale group aaoredited *namely** let* uigilly 
on intelligence, generosity, es,m0Poratioat aad =re agati 
on energy and "pelP as talky became older" 	hore w4a, too, 
for both sexes a downward trend in soolability aud popularity 
until about the ago of 11 (the approximate age of the eubjects 
at the tine of first tinning in the Zeounian study) possibly 
expressive of the sonsitiv4ty_ , and the untagoninato the 
Opposite sex found in preioadolesoeuee. with emergence into 
adolescence and the focussing (4 *Metal= on  walla approval 
and social skills, it night be *vetted that both *ems 
would tend to show an Inoreacing eonoern with social-ability 
and popularity after the age of 11 or therenboute" rite studies 
50. 
of Carla= (1965) and apal4ts (1965) suggest that there 
is a split in the attitudes of the eaves at about this time 
in reltition to motel coals. 
Carleon found no sex diffSrencee in eoeial and personal 
orientation at pre-adoleseenoe, that is with a croup of 33 
girls and 16 boy3 at Grade VI level, but found that as 
tI5? proceeded through eccondary eehool the girl* became 
irorowlinA7 socially orientated and croneerned with social 
Wale, f.nd the boys showed inereasing coaseru with personal 
success and the establishment of status. Carlson classified 
her =Meets according to their dominant orientation in 
Grade VI and again in Grade XII, and founds- 
let testing 	2n4 testing 02,4e VI Grade LII 
Orientation 	3coial Personal Wolel 2ersonal 	p 
sq. 
Girls 
;1.oi& 
U095 
16 
9 
7 
24 
9 
18 
2 
14 
14 
4.26 	.05 
blame- .07 is] 
Within the Oil: ysare approxinateki 45 Per *eat of each 
sat group had shifted, the girls chenG1100 to that a elSainaaatlir 
larger annap was socially oriented, the boys tending to novo 
in the opposite direction. 4aisht's studu of 00 Grade VII 
boys (equivalent to first year secondary school in Tasmania) 
39. 
also found "sli3htly different scolal orientations" for boys 
and girls. Carlson concluded that sex 41M:went:me must be 
considered is coLuloptualiting the development sad draamico 
of the self image. 
:Adzes (1954), Senett (1959), cad talkie (1962), 
soolated differences in the self-picture with both sex 
and level of intelligence. Staineea ln a study of PrUsal7 
school children, concluded that "differentiation grueVn" 
was nor, =eked with boys than with cirle, that is, that 
there was more change in the self (*wept between younger 
and older boa than between younger end older girls; and 
that bright children showed acre differentiation in 
picture than dull children. 	According to Unnett (1959), 
different age groups eapheeised different aspects of the self, 
so younger children aspired to a letnt sense of "doing right," 
whereas older children showed more differentiation and 
evaluated sseeAfio deeds, for example, rightness and wrOncless 
of cheating. There were also differences between brighter 
and duller ohilaren, duller children shmximg less sensitivity 
to sooial attitudes and atteohins less importance to goals 
and enbitions, end having sore uncertainty in their self 
concept, than the brighter ohildren. EInnett'e subjeots in 
their first ;par of seoondgry school emphasised the following 
categories of values in the order given social Value** 
40, 
aoceptaaec a and by others, coalo. social Inter■relatione. 
f • afo.p. 
=ride (1963i round that at the age or 11 and 12 children 
characteristically lilted hobbies, reading, apart und games. 
2hey liked to stand well in the eyes of the teak -ft end to 
help therents. There were 410ferenoes in educational 
goalie between briffit end dull children. :bey had swell 
confidence in their status, school performanoe and relationships 
with their tesoheres In their first yesr of secondary 
cowl there were differenees in the self.concep0 or ohildren 
in various typos of schooles girls in :lode= wheels showed 
mudh Greater self-confident). than those la seleotive aohaele; 
boys in hicher streams had different aspirations flue UO3 
in lower strewn.; children in Grammar schools were less 
certain or their poesession of devirable qualitape Ulm children 
in TIodera cacao. 
ilowever. Aron (1965ffound no significant differenoes 
in the self..plotares of bare and girls aged 10 and 11 14 the 
=cunt 0 ggreocion they expressed to the aoselumwic :10tars 
,ruetration Tont, although the girle did tend to Glummer, 
intropunitivencle than the boys./. And *coasting to .iiatora 
(1957) at e 13 (approximately the age of the sub3ecto or 
thie study at the tutoond time or testing), for 20 oat o 22 
personality variables tested, the two sexes Gams clooer in 
0./ 	Pr—kz..hoe; 	 X.e• 	(c•cocelot, s•ac.?•:=-/ 
k;v1 	 /7po 	—441 t•e-- fri r '1( 	grn 0 rt_ 
rt 
•Vkr."."'"-I! C") 	-14e- pcp,4 	coc, As_ 419.4ele 	•s- 
'XI'4iC.4 "ev -.4 le- 41 ..? 0210.4.41 Acesi.se.„4.0. 
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their eelf-ratinao than at any other age in her study. ant 	/7 
feral?, that the girls' self-evaluations throughout the 
ages of 9 to 13 remained consistently higher than the boys' 
for "punotuality, disposition, courtesy, honesty, dependability, 
senate of humour, patience, and good sportsmanship." 
Azonget the changes that are taking place in this 
developing self concept is the eatabliskaent of sex roles 
fromehieh can rise "another important sot of probbons" 
(Wattenburg, 1957) associated with changes in status and 
social relationship.. 4attenburg found that quite often in 
the 7th tirade (equivalent to first year high school in Tasmania), 
the girls eaergod as class losoders. Oneas (1965) in research 
carried out with nearly 2,000 young people in youth groups 
in 2ritaiu, the majority aged between 15 and 20 years, found 
that, as the concept of the sax role developed, sex differences 
in attitude to authority and to parents occurred, the girls 
showing more atTection towards their parente than the boys, 
and mothers being regarded with stronger affection than fathers. 
Davies (1959) found that both boys and girls changed their 
Juges of themselves as Students within the first VOW of 
seoendary education. 2he secondary Modern school voile Of 
her study began their secondary eduoation with favourable 
*Mtges to school, but within the first year , sew themselves 
as unfavourably disposed to, and inadequately intend for 
by the school which they aloe regarded ao presenting lessons 
that were too long, lackinj in variety', and boring, while 
the discipline they regarded a* too restrictive, and the 
teachers as looking in understanding of the pupils* Aseey 
(1940) on the other bend, found that her aracncr sohool 
pupils displayed favourable attitudes to sebecl, and retained 
these attitudes over a period of a year* 
Ons sight aloo expect changes in the bod,y-image aspect 
of the self-picture at this tine* The problea here is 
that in children of the age of those in this study, there 
ill likely to be a wide varlet, of physical stages, and 
therefOre changes in boar-inage of individual children nay 
• be passed over in studying thy children as a group* Ctudies 
of the body-image of this age croup and of the influence of 
batirvolzsg* on self-ooncept und interpersonal relationehips 
and attitudes, are laelinge Tho nost relevant some to be 
the two by Amen and Jones (1957, 1958) using 11-Issr-014 
boys and girl*, in which they found late maturing girls and 
boys tended to reveal greater feelings of Inadequacy, more 
"negative" self-4onceptione (us in the TAT category of 
"negative charaeteristice), rere cz9ectation of dasinence 
and rejection kra the part of varento than early-maturing 
girls end Wye did* 
43. 
..These *Audios t440446 that changes in the sett. 
pioture at this stage are likely to be fairly nualrous aad 
fairly narked, thca&h algelte etudY (1959)suggeate tao the 
children may be approaohine a ton:Anal potato or at least 
an integrating pause, in the forzetioa of their zelf.idloture. 
la her investigation of the hypothesis that c'criatallistatica 
of the self6pconeept is achieved early ill develoPuout," 
there were no nignifleant differences 4etweee older on 
younger gip. 	boys and cirls in amide VIII mid Z "wit 
respect to self-self oorrelatione over the two-,year pcsiod. c ' 
(b) 'Zee ;3elf..pioture Gad the Learaina 5itac4tien 
The influence of the self...picture is pre!1=t in emery 
learning situation. time self...concept %as tome to be 
recocnisod az a hitherto unnotioed factor in ovory learaing 
situation, whether the teacher la mare of it, aiwinz for it, 
or not" Uhillipe, 19644.00t affects coIlvation cad the 
determinatios or ftilt part of tho learalna chnll be attended 
to. In torn, the reaction of the teacher *mists in 
enhancing the child's selfd.coneept or in reinfureiAI certain 
ideas he has about hisself• or causes tle to become enure of 
inconsistencies no that he has to restructure hie self-concept. 
Since the oaf-picture eontains not only 00Altive qualltiee 
but Alm e=tional Qualities or ewiponents of tho oaf - 
°beliefs, feelingo, attitudes and values" ceerlanas 1955, 
44▪ 
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Lewin (1935), Lucky (1945), a;r3g  and Combe.7, (1949), 
Rogers (1951) all postulate the self-picture ("the perceptions, 
beliefs, feelings, attitudes and values which the individual 
pica 
views as Part or charseteristic of himself" - Perkin% 1954 
as the Sentra factor influancing,total behaviour, of which 
behaviour in the "learning situation" is a epecific but 
important part. 
p.ZrXO 
Perkins (195910esoribes the self-concept and its changee, 
whether apparent or not, as being "real and crucial to learning 
and development." He points Out that if the child can see 
Vrimaaie in Irstrfefillit kittAtinnit y it in helpful to the child, 
and similarly if the parents and teachers can seo how the 
child sees himself, it is helpful to them bet:wipe then "they 
can understand more clearly the child's past behaviour and 
anticipate hew he will react in similar future situations." 
How the child sees himself is expressed in his actions, words, 
gestures, facial expreeeions. Jut bow other people see him 
is not easy for him to appreciate because people disguise 
their reactions; it in eomething he is loartinc all the time 
to do. This is why, perhaps, he has 	anxiety about 
teaohere attitudes to bls4 A child to aomc. , extent is 
engrossed in trying to penetrate the teacher's mask and to 
adopt behaviour appropriate to the needs of the teacher, who 
A4,fr 
46. 
just like the child, ham certAn goals and certain need* 
whioh he ie caulk; to antisfy t4rauch the child's reaction 
to hia. ibis InWraction betwenn the child end teacher, 
between the child's attitudes to an ruccptions of the teacher 
and thereini'orcia; etfacts o: the teacher** attitudes to the 
Obild, to 4cocribel in Goldberes study (1958) where she 
reports that LiElay coapalsive children, wordng carefully in 
order to #o well ..,11; school, Derceivud their teaohere as more 
non..authoritaxian thn otlaer children, and tlavilr, omma their 
teachers as nea-outioritarisat ia tarn beoome anxious, 
aumably becance tbz7 then oco the struoture of the olasereva 
as too tzscouro fr the. 2o, having bectoze =Whist they 
aohievid lower porfoman000 in their work, en the other hand 
the lesu-c=' siva children were in turn lees concerned with 
eohool.rovol4k aad school, eueoeso, 	saw their teachers se 
adthoritarion taaa the other children., flut where taker 
Authoritarian beltsvicur caused the comp:draw obildren to be 
enxiouei the lens comuleive children %or:red better and achieved 
more in this oert of climate. 
Alkit (1952) evallatod the relationship between the 
/ 001f and action in Vic 20110A:of; woo I. ithwation *hoed 
I 00 ololl oo to Lap pole to dovolop nn adevate phenomena Belt. 
2, lAilwatioumumt iv.7.1ep hold of tlia idea that the pupal* 
47. 
An objective in to maintaia are enhenee bits oe12..pioture 
and tiat thro-e•trut the 7ohool:ho io'learnia3 to cue 	 
on oopotent ur incon9otent, liked or not liked, boneot or 
Ciohanact, elld co an. 	5. „;catetance• to learnik; io one w.4- 
ia which a child on maintala ocnAotcney of his self, ae he • 
seen it under thro-xt. (ano etated by ;404, 1945.) 
4. If tho oaf-concept in to be raaintainod or enhaced, 
cortaia nendo nuot be rant, and them) ore four in nuaber, . 
oceordtal to alxilloc, (1953) vie.: (a) the need to receive and 
to cive r_ap'?reciation and love, that io, happyinterporesua/ 
relatiochipm,• (b) a need to participate and =he a 
rooD:In -iible contribution, (o) a need for educative expee.eacue, 
and (6) need to aain nom dc:2ree of iaLlil.;ht. a thee() xleedo 
31°0 met, thiJi the picture of the leit' lo enhanced, tau eclf 
in able te develop, the individual onericaceo feciiins of 
eaourity aad adequov. Other tqwrioto ouca as auerer (i949), 
Jtoc4 (1)49), and ;4ornan (1953),dave 370=4 ()vide:nee 02 LAwitive 
correlation.beteen oalf-a.:eoptadOe acd the accepitee 
uthero, az1 betuoil inaif,atinw th soL:f L:.ad dexaJptiau 42 ot:Lor3. 
etudy of 20 notched *air°, of boye aad 24 :aai:olle44 pairs 
jrie in the 	(;rade Contimed 
there ic a. relationohip bet L4dequac,4 0.2 salr-cei.e.44 
and level ofaot..1.e:Ac t:whievealeut. 	*he oni1dve4 tithaue4uato 
• 
celf—eoileepta ekcwc 1h aea2e::1o 	tic= with 
iL.c_Qez,uLto 	acfvJenic ac .e..f.ovt,natt. 
,14(3 w„41 iA 	 12,ore 
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caw eoutz-ibtat;.1. 	'.;.011.1, TerrL' 1)1A 
	
4sliJ 	1t F?,#:0 
inter:QM C7.1th 	cltiV St-a;.kr, 	,A)7 r:,..; . Vt_Lajp (196,343) 
CartWriZlit 	CAA;Ei", et t.1,1, 1,y., o`,4 .A.8400t1 ti?,14t, 	 X 
vo o :;,11 	 !;-,c-ft-stri.:721 	ea:.,yaracx,....sal 4:11a 
f1IG Q1)3 t';C::7 rr,re 
tf.e0. 	cne t;203.r.7 
i.iCfl . f.;;,;r,raltv: 	 (1 4)!*() 
.1,1 -,:a",7:47..";;C:'%.7tt1i 	jc1i taley 
pereeive 	nt 	or.11.'7-.,4:71",vihip to tair 
selfwima3e:t 	xcate7,• tho maladluJtallat of Vlecucot, 
the creator the difficulty ill recallin 4zoterial whio11 goad 
not be perceived and organist:4 into mome relationship with 
v/7 
the self.Ticture. 
• realiaation o4.7 the effect o0 the learnina alteration 
on the developmeat of the child, Lio bo4rmicar and his selfie 
ioAge, h'Jle lod in nor° rueo.4 , e' t,z. 1 .,:;:erLA117, cwarmv... c 
of the rmed or more ceidnee and couaoellinz in the 4 schoolo. 
49. 
alaL 	Tar:A) 	Ot r.74 rAr4.2.' 	orc: 
1:74 C;(2 allto4.)1 ',174Ct 	 ilir; IVO, 043 will be 
1€3.vnic4..; 
to :,K; 	 f -It?"ollea 1;ho .z:44.tIc.11 
o' eA.1.19 ,2n/J.In 	 ".A.tIviairtl') in 
their ;:orf %vs 	 ,:uhleal a 	-Jrl a 
work (1952), 	:Ate t.4tori: stresses ;•.t,i) .1aQd. 	 the 
hearcr3h of fiejVfoloeal eoaaict nal 3t1"003 Lu aehchl 
tatticso t  the alma :or 3.7aroaaa1 
	the i., :roblzah w.b.!,ch 
chxl.lettIrlme trot:017..1h i.t.,7;:t echos). -tudentn. 3ii,10 it 170iO3t03 
et:67ZM.3 f.4.1t1t 	e1o .)1 nitiation han 'Qui to ::Inlatljtzatznat 
ana failutro to flaish hif,h rIctool heurnos. 
tdbViatinly there are d,ifferent troce cf etttgontion 
uni 	1c2znia ; C.tuation varieh fron r.chnol th 	t‘nd 
also, vresumably• is experienced differently by the two eczen. 
',:torne studies of tho offeets of the different oortl of leaminc 
situations provided by different types of nehool and clasres 
on the self-picture ezv,: benafiour o eAldx:eu .1%-tvo been rz43, 
eapooiallw tith reran:Ace to Vile ofete of strew...U.3, 	tittiti 
(1956) inveetizated the 11134ZiOnt) of children who were re-:*yeuped 
each ivill'•-year according to their attainzent in conpariamn 
 'ioi c Vlocxva sort:try:I 	•anbrh: Olt 4•73-aps 
throughout the yeAet a. 1 	thz. c. 	tt..e 
continuing group appeared to develop acre adequate self*pio 	s* 
Drummond (1947) fOund that obildram w . 	classified into 
trims aecording to ability, achieved better feelings about 
themselves as students and about their work in general than 
children who were not stressed, It seems that the continuity 
of the group rather than the stream in whiah the child is 
located is the more impartmat faeter in contributing to ie ' 
heeithy self,mpicture• 4illatete (1962) aubaeOts, irrespective 
of streams, showed certain similaritiso in their solts• 
picture*, but the children in the 490" stream, the stream of 
r_ lowest ability, were mere 	tine then children in 
[ 
the higher ability streams* 
that the children in the lows. Mean might be better intograbted 
"more realistic, or lees laeginetive than children in the 
higher streams, but decided ultimately that 	 
selfeanceptinO, Possibly bad a lower level of seltgiesteent 
and perhaps bad lose insUbt* 
Anxiety and backwerdneso in the learning situation may 
influence the self6picture and the child's nation of 
his edequaey* Lynn (1956) concluded that anxiety enhanced 
the attainment of the Junior secondary school obildren studied; 
t Hallworth doubted that admitted anxiety did have, in general 
Positive correlation with attainment* Drummandis (1947) 
dered the possibilities 
51, 
normal and backward children haa batter attitudes to echool 
than the dull ()halm. The dull abildreal itHeoteettvolT 
anxious, apparently were aware of the "normal" goals but felt 
inadequate to attain them and became hoipleoe and apathetio. 
In Umaersonis investigation (1949) no alanifloant ditromme 
appeared betseen the no.rael and beekward Ohl:Wm in 
sociality, td moral attitudes though the backmost ohtidsim 
had fewer !Kende than the normal children. 
liohtor (1960) otAring ohildree rather older than 
them SU this study, via. uo and 4t1* year secondary pupils, 
deoidea that hie results "indicated little real 'Uneven** 
in the influence of the various kinds of sehools a the attitudes, 
Confidence an4 sociebu3r o' their enellel hut he also 
coneiderea that there was a significant relationship between 
certain components of the self-coneept arol the attitude a. 
school. Both toys and girls with high 1014,10 of eantPlenee 
and sociability had better attitudes* towards school than did 
children who were lower IA *earldom* and *viability. 
It is noticeable in these studio. of secondary school 
Children that, with the exception perhaps of Drummed's, stair, 
little attentiea seems to have been paid to may howegemeity 
or ec=sualitel of experiences in the groups of children studied 
There appears to have been no epee/fie control of the samples 
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with relation to early sehool experienees end the effeets 
they may have had on the development Of seltapieture end 
attitude* up to the time of the stuAri• mule doss, .pexhape, 
aeknoeledge the posibility alas In his statement that 
he coaduated his study in an industrial area of Zest l'andon 
when "the present population* espeolally the middlesaged 
and older member*, has an identity of community feeling. 
arising from the experience of economic differences in the 
presser period* and the trials of war time 40r4 the populattaa 
is not a growing one 	[but there EA newcomers ..*** who 
Wilkie, tell, 1 ; riN, come into the area to take UD enolorment? - So in his sample 
there will be differeneee in educational and baokgrorund 
experiences which are not deliberately takzal into account. 
In the previous Hatton sex diVf•renoes in the kelt* 
picture were diecussed. It is re=12. 1to oxpect that 
differeitoes in the selfoopicture of the two sexes will spill 
over into differences to behaviour in learninea situations and 
so to differences in what is derived from theme situations 
and to resultant °bungee in the calf-picture* In our state 
education system the children* with Ow exoeptions, pro00.4 
frost a commoducational primary school to aecoeducattonal 
secondary school. This seems generally accepted as eminently 
desirable but is not nemearily so. Fisher end WaetSen (1966) 
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thought it possible that co-educational classes ndght not 
be the best groupings in tams of enhancement of the self- 
concept for secondary school girls and boys, but in comparing 
the results of such segregation in schools, found no conclusive 
evidence that sex segmegpillorthelped to enhance the self. 
picture. However, they did find thatjumboys and girls in the 
experimental (segregated) groups, in contrast with their 
control groups, developed a significantly better view of 
themselves as problem solvers than they had at the beginning 
of the experiment. Goxi1960) in his thesis warned that the 
findings he made about boys in Grads VI should not as a matter 
of course be applied to girls because there was no evidence 
to indicate that the generalizations made in regard to boys 
could Justifiably be applied to other child populations. 
Several studies indicate that there 	differences in the 
reactions of the two sexes to the educational process. Wilkie 
(1962) found significant sex differences in primary school 
children: be found, for example, that girls more than boys 
rated themselves as fond of reading, and excelling in English; 
that boys showed less eagerness to excel at English but had 
a far more competitive attitude; that boys were much more 
interested in sport, and considered it more Important to be 
considered successful in sport than in school miff whereas 
girls werecono0rne with pe reozia3 qualities suohae neataess 
and ability to gat on well with their pears, and to be well 
regarded by their firoilies. 
There was * signifiaant relationship betiatenadequany 
of tho self...00ncapt and level of aoademio achievement le Pinkie 
first...par ugh eohool papils (?ink, 1962), but whi,,e this 
conolusion appeared "to be unquestionable for boys [itimm] 
oonelderahly lenec so for girls." and he concludes that 
"the relatiozalibi4 of me differences an the self•oonaopi 
to acadeale achievement would appear to warrant further ressarobr)). 
Etaines (1954) °lamed that differentiation "growth" of 
the solf-picture MS more marked with baps than girls. arora 
(1966) while otonsidsring that the scores of bey* and girls 
aged 10 and 11 on the h'4. atk luntor inventory form sad the 
Rosensweig Pl.:Aura avatration Teat ewe stailloiently equivalent 
as to indicate no significant differences in self000neept, 
neverthelene, found that girls tended to snow more intuitiveness 
than boys on the Rosensesig PloAure llustration (Asti. So it 
does seem that in a co..eduonticnal olasS sem consideration 
should bo pad to differences in the attitudes and spproaohles 
of the two 110101-06 
Zhe degree to which concern for the personal adsquaoy 
and squataant of the child, the hsalthy saltmoomospt 
should determine olassromm climate and educational goals 
• 
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has been fluentioned by lofx 19$00 	flmlo Vaat 4.1%1:414atore 
zay to adoptimn a 9ni*dinenclonal Ivratettl (twl f'Vw 
indirldual reacts to him avirwmaeat om a totit org. ,air-4") 
7tilich is not juntined. !Se helevon VtAt Hal oaaiiqacie0 
07t oaturatica .ard nore wlecialise el!rcrieacc:a t 
and young adults Orel*?ratherjm:;collt • ":0.*:,0406 to i.4rtiemlar 
tituationo" (P. 121)0 If thin tc nop 	t:m total osltw 
Picture ta4.. Oc lees worthy of' e6rlideration in oduoatiou41 
gleaning s tad it "becommi ik4tkit1outi if mot ;rotentious 
to %adder the *bolt perwality 	ra?ilii ii Uta 
environment Oben planuiniz educational roractiew 
04 social adjustasnt 1es4s to derigrOlion ur ir.:11r13;t4ity 
=A individual initiative. 
"dowevcr, whetner, in the ellenrin.m nitztt,T=1, 'Vie total 
organise 54.4 making general reS?onzt or rf&ethzr tho zottvity 
is only a tatter co ',specific rwonoec 	Art;74..catz:? o .:Ailationeo 
(Cox), it atoms sufflelently OMUIlleiY0 and z;tmezully 	600ed is o, sign Fican fac. 1-ar- 
t/at the eolf-Tiotire firapno.:!--1.7ziy In vmee loamijn 
eituctions. And it seem* too, that rilconztecr_tion o the 
learning.' situation in constantlycovlanr. 	.,t,t1drt.-':. aro 
saturing in cultures which arc mpidly euming, w41C4 
present both teacher arA child with 4eTand, mr1oNnauirs 
Conceptual chance,. l!Oustshve (is) holdc %%Int thc 
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educational situation which moat effectively promotes 
significant learning la one in which, first, "the threat 
to the self of the learner to at enlaces while at the 
same time the uniquenese of the individual is regarded as 
worthwhile and is deeply respected", and aseondly, the learner 
Unfree to eXplore the materials) and resources available to him 
in the light of hie own interests and potentiality" (Dexacheck, 
1965, D. 46). 
(c) 	The Teacher and the Child's Self..pleture 
The learning situation within a school cannot be separated 
from the teacher and the teacher's attitudes. Cox attache the 
Obsession of educators with producing the "aocildly•adjusted" 
individual. Nevertheless part, at leant, of the function of 
the teacher is to help children to meat their needs, to develop 
healthy emlf*concepte. 
Differences in the social climate of the cimeeroom 
induced by different teacher attitudes have been shown to be 
intimately related to differences in the self-perception of 
puplls (Levin, 1935; Lippitt And Whits, 194)), and recognition 
of the part teacher-child interaction plays in spelt perception 
La evident in the frequent criticisms and evaluations by pupils of 
school and teachers occurring from roughly the end of the primary 
ecnool years on. 	The peak of dislike of all that school implies 
comes, according to Jers114 (1932) about the 9th grade0 we with children a 
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little, lower down the ao1oo one would =peat the towbar .tat4 
his attitudes to the ahild already to be or ecnoldorablo 
intarost to, and influence On, tint ohildron themselves. 
Jeraild saw the tearo'or ao having much the role of the parent 
elpecially with 4roung ohildrah (1952. po 93), alo the relation-. 
ship between tie ahild mnd the teseher has, en important 
peroonal lowaot ou tho child from** early age aulltoon 
(1947, g. 	oo4.4dered that the power and the effOot 
the teacher was sufficient to be able to brook down a 01144 
established attitudeo out; worthotillo oelf.imageo, and to 
teaah him tomui.4 -"reiterated pain and humiliation" that 
the scLool male Q0 an "utallandly end °mei world ond to 
force /444 1x-escape Zram it Into rovories of agesednien and 
aggrcooive behaviour in an attempt to free himself poyabol-
oglealle .frat; th14 situation. - 
Lieny the importaaeo 	earlY Q 40004 in the 
formation o the oe141 uauld Co fOolise. wayeiroreild 
(192, P. 95), °int it would be oqually foolish to ..0. write 
off in advonos the posoibilit$t.d tn 0 long 440011440n of 
h04rd, 1 Vip 	ao4th*, mad wears. a 41414 *grads in 
sahool caa hove onli an laaidoutal or Luton* impact an his 
total 	of: lift.
2ting =variative t.o ei 	etio.e with 29 girls 
and 31 Wya in tile -awl pritaryacho4 aass,amanita (1950) 
eencluded that "teachers who *oat froinently invas Status 
situations and r.M.to snlovent ctownents o aro root liWly to 
modify tit a child's self,pictare in tIlle directi4152td that 
therefore, the classroom eituation must yroduce education 
outcomes other than the tre.ditichal skills, knowle4ges, and 
appreelations. He ohowed that good and poor adluctaaat 
were linked with the goals and. the teaching nethodo! . aucti 
in the elan:croon, and that where pear, ad2ustmeat and 
inadequate selr.aceeptance mete the outcome, these attitudes 
not only spread into the child's celf.,oancopt, but were 
expressed in changes in the ideal 8,14 and children who 
gained esourity one greater eelf4aoceptance becn -use of the 
methods and teacher attitudes) tended also to =Ice chaages 
in their URAL zz421 to do rather tatter Use the lose well.- 
adtasted children LaervvAne. ition results. 
In classroom intimation. the teaoher's, as will an the 
pupil's self..conoept and needs are in: plaky and teacher's and 
pupilts needs are often deviant. The Omahar is chiefly — 
orientated towards the cognitive needs of the *hint he 
wants the child to summed aoademically. r2he child's needs 
are muohnore than swan:Mire s he wants to belong in the mall 
atmosphere of the group 40 affective needs as well as learaing 
processes are involved (Aott. 1965). 	it "teachers tend to 
reps.% thole students who are not cognitively die9oeod in 
the classroom and to accept those who ire" (Tieleon, 1964).8)). 
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2he ohild with strong affectioaal needs le then in a 
situation of conflict; he needs acceptance by the teaoher, 
but gime he tends to dive prlae attention to the 0241:44, in which 
the teacher treats him uud not to the work he is required to 
learn, he to likely to deprive hineolf farther of the =lean, 
oZ Caulind the tehollerl e geeePtencei "In order to survive 
in the oloesrour, the child EAves hia first atteatiom to the 
manner in which he will be treated by those who have power 
in the group, not to mastering formal teaks as mote teachers 
xay naively think" (weleen t 1964. v. 81). Uo loos couvetent 
pupilo who do not measure up to the timber's need gor the 
pupil's echolostic ouoceoe, may look emotional support in 
their develop:mut, and Loy in concequenco withhold notiefgotion 
from the teacher. The teacher may be in unconacious or 
conceit:sun c*nfliot with the child because of his lack of' 
perception of the child's needs. or Wow= of confliot 
between hip =rude and the child's needes Tewaber end child 
also he in conflict because the child ie backward Leas 
self-perception in the school situation and because the 
teacher makeo g410• assumptions, about the child's preferences 
and about hio gaols. In her study of 6th 4gcade children 
Llarshall (1959) found that children could- lennn to evaluate 
thenselvoa adeauately but unless euoourazed and trained to do 
this, they oreorred, like =pat of no, to remcabor What they 
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wanted I,* racoMma.and to disdount the mt. Consequently 
.pareats, having asaunod that ths children were quoting the 
teacher' a evaluations, eventually found child's and teacheee 
reports Om the ohild to be ocaliderably discrepsut. Jackson 
amd Ishaderae (1967) found that teachers' evaluations were 
related wore cloisely to obildren's aoadesio recOrd than to 
th ,J etudeatel expressed attitudes about thq school, themselves, 
and their ouocese, and that studeats did not necoacarily'derive 
grat satisfaotiOn from se'aciaatio suoccese 	So, Conoluded 
(P91 Jackson, °teaohers tend to expect aUhi0Ver3ailt and catisfeotion 
to be zore closely related than they, iu 57aot, arc .4... 
correlatioae indicate that when teacher ot out to estimate 
ha/ a student will reopen:1 to au attitude quesUonnaire the7 
oome closer to diecaverinz llow well t11(4) student achieve° La 
selool than to how. he feels about hie sc7lool experience." 
Lite :12-ara1a1l, •Sett (1959) Zound childrea oapable of a 
quite maarkablo degree of latroapections "the ability to 
write upon cnele colfilt detail 02.1.1 -0 be able to criticize and 
c.walyce ones self, was beyond whkit tieca.itere would have 
predicted *44, nany tonohora were 	frJaly &Saud 	at 
th(a decree to which the self me lulown to childroeeP-aP 5) - 
To eau% decroogattho teac4cr :two the child alld haw 
the 411i1d acme hinatin 	xzy teachere fail to acne° many 
problem of the adolescent, to recognize his social nee, to 
Glo 
change their concept in keeping with his develOpnant (erkine, 
1958). Tbirtpifour tosohere in S'oottish Dritary ochoole 
asked tc ev-12.7.tato porw?ralLty 0%w:leferiotiu= 4.14 4.z-irtl7P of 
cD2 1230 11 o:Lt1 IP year-old boo a_-241 	i 	itrel:zeorl 
revvAeA Title 4riritiono in t7:::oirile0,:e of, aal 3ttito 
toardr4 t7tir 	"lor exaTTlo, ealle r,rlaried 
were mtv2h %.mt L-,aroctiva an to 7l3iei oyo we pl;ali.tr o ty 
did tot ftll tot!,3 tu7,3 onDeoi51ly 	tT.z11.1c ntz4c, 
wv-ten ton.rn :vort relD4tIve1y wablo to 14Exxif i/ 
were poritL12r t!'oa7j1 t4cv fondet 	3t ti1(3 1031A . 
popular tInr on ro3:7,ective1y tho 	3.eatA 1Qac -3to 
to:V.1cm tntied to °vale mtar,-; le!Aorolttp 	La',;i1Za 
with carve mkill ratIler tlxx 6.44V.al Wallo Al/ the tIcioril 
pt.:koien/ ,:r.turlty an flumilv 	7. .lolaUmr.filr) to 
porseualityo :Larriel ma:ea 	;au, ton:laa t4 be 1uo3 aar47tie 
of the rraniln than ola210 woLca, Qad 	wor loon :gniji;floally 
aneeenci thzn two* '144 ft=n7o of fLato ?1,1znIly co'AtK,1 
stay 	tl ho ta 	7e.th 	otJ21, 2 in 
ocoondary nlhc,tyle Ourtr=, nt 	1959) o . 
\ihethor 	nqt tnleterl 2_doluately mlarotaA8 c,L1 c, on3om 
their fIrilot nelf-acnent3, toy dn irNglimoo 	f0J-Jtil'a 
and ehaw_len in tzco :r1t.-coneent90 Pvelnn (1)1 	t ncS  
that teeharn :3L1 	dfrn1 throe or non jcarc 02 ehila ota 
prozotrtft bnalthlnr N,rtqnality c7n .,7th 	etAldvaz ea6 tetS'cr 
unkrntnod 	the eadrcA Vic=d tht7:molvon naa tc3o;',0= 
elia04 041 VP 
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by all teachers and its controlled development made a major 
teaching aim" (1958 p. 111). This is in keeping with 
Jersildss (1951) contention that development of the child's 
pattern of life should not be left to chance. 	Jerald 
has acid that much of what is done in' education is "an evasion 
rather than a way Of facing problems that occur in the lives 
of children during adolescence" and that children grow up 
carrying with them persistent feelings of inferiority and 
unhealthy attitudes regarding their personal worth because 
of failure of the education programme to deal with their 
fears and problems. 
It is imperative then, that teachers recognize their 
own importance in the development of children's self-concepts 
and the need to understand how a child sees himself in order 
to establish an emotional climate in the classroom which is 
conducive to the growth of healthy self-concepts (Gordon, 1966). 
The teacher's task then "derives from his concepts of children 
and learning," and involves "the problem of the match" (Hunt, 1961, 
p. 286), namely, matching the structure and organization of the 
child with the task and the learning situation so that the 
task is not "too threatening to [the child's] self-concept" Gordon. 
1966, p. 3). Effective matching can occur only QS educators become 
aware of and understand the problems of the children they 
teach (Clements and Cake 1967). 
64 • 
The understanding and the matching of child and eiteatiee 
becomes of marked importance at any critical stage of transition. 
The child Is constantly in a stage of transition but there are times 
when transition. becomes mere noticeable and dramatic, and 
adolescence is one of these tines. Smith W. D. (1955) emphasizes the 
necessity tO understand transition periods And adds that such 
understanding entails more than a knowledge of ago norm) and grade 
expectancies; it entails a capacity on the part of the teacher 
and the parent to relate himself to the child so that the 
transition is not Merely at an intellectual level, but becomes 
a Part of "him and m00 Transition involves gaining new 
ineighte, Perceiving.new.meaninge, and ohanging.onets self-image. 
It else involves the teacher in changing jgg perceptions of the 
child in order that both he and the Child can net up long-range 
goals of development, and se that he can understand new 
characteristics in the behaviour of the developing individual. 
Transition from elementary to secondary education in 
Tasmania Usually is associated with two major changes, as 
follows: (1) Physical change in wheel location; (2) Change 
in teaching etrudture. 	These ceindide, roughly, , with 
the period of pubertal change. ID view of all this, the 
move from Grade VI to the first year of secondary education 
is likely to present problems for most children. In caving these 
they may need help 
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which as Parker (1964) points out, has to come largely from 
teachers and parents. 
"Basic to the [child's] acquisition of adequate and accurate 
self-concepts is the teacher who accepts each child as a unique 
person worthy as an end in himself, and who helps him in his 
growth towards self-realization" (Bledsoe, 1967, P. 438). 
(d) Parents and their Influence on the Self-picture 
Parents, like teachers, are "significant people" in the 
social world of the child - more significant than the teacher 
because they are earliest in the field and influence the child 
at a period when he is most vulnerable and dependent. 	Freud 
was perhaps the most extreme of the theorists in placing responsibility 
for the development of the individual's self-concept on the parent. 
Adler attributes much to the parents but also much to the 
family as a whole. 	The phenomenologists see the parents 
as important parts of the phenomenological field because parents 
oontribute greatly to the infant's and young child's self-
evaluations, and these "come to form a large and significant 
part of the infant's perceptual field" (Rogers, 1 951, P. 499). 
The parent's evaluations of the child, both implicit and explicit, 
become to the child measures of his worth or lack of it, 
bases of his conceptions of his social role, and bases 
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of the attitudoe oaich 'yrovuil ia A.144 ituz'actio 4LoVauro, 
which in tura lic'at ti haul° of ,elt c1,7--;nzus in :1:, ae12...004oeI4 
(Davis, 1943; Jerald,. nO, 	oaeroX5). 
evaluatione a4d uttitalloo imauence 	cu4ettive otuauiardo 
of conduct, tno degree LI: rU 	ioh it vi 	.to  
abilLtiew tul. J'Ot . .ttloao, all; acceptance o: =alit:We 
linitationo, 	ailevacy wi.th aia oa,4ruice:! ec 
OU other ,614,111e, la view of the lAprtaace a:: child...Arent 
interaction in the.devolorzQat o2 the acl ..icoacQpt, taere axe, 
aocording to “yliQ, ralativ4y fea otateion on parat-ettild 
inteructioa 	1)61, p, 120, 11,.. tau 1;oot ouccofol 
type o2 coca stuc4co 1,Lat cziet are t4f.) Lesponhe-eoponac 
variety whore 4 044.104 zeovoneea a= (=pared with twee of 
the respease of tig) parento. Sra: -.1 a rovica of otilie of 
parent-obila in';.eractizrn 	vredaced fis.11i) positive ilaclia , m, 
drawo tne folleain coholoiene: 
aerc Lo f=e oviduace, not entirel;7 :tee of 
poosible• artigact, ta 	tiat cUldrw's 
ele4...coaceo ate amilar t the view of tlioelvos 
4itioA they attribute ta t'avir 	ThOI 
JP :ego liaited ovidalce tit u chlia's level 
salT•re,:;ard 	aeoeoiated wita the preo4ts/ 
reyortl level o rezaxl for Ltiz, There to 
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same evidence to mutest that children see 
the like.ssam parent's self.eoncept (as 
contrasted to the oppoeite..sat parent's 
eardgeon*KA) as being somewhat more like 
their own selfiwoonceptft (wls, 19610 pp.135-136). 
Jpeolfio areas in which parental attitude° have been shown to 
influence the child's self..imege and )11* attitud, to society, 
have been reported and discussed in the following studies. 
Andereon (1956) looked at the attitudes to authority of 
children from 51 home, and concluded that there was an 
association between intervarent solidarity and the chiles 
attitude to authority. Ouildrea coming from homes where 
4-, s- p..../r there was interwparent 771x). (idarity and a look of conflict had i
kaore favourable attitud s towards authority, were Wetter 
mottvated toward school, and secured higher test results 
than children whose parents were in conflict with one another. 
Zee* latter children were unable to internalise codes of 
values adequately, or they built up conflicting codes of value* 
which prevented the development of eclogue** psyehologioal 
security. This resulted in feelings of hostility towards 
authority, a wish to escape from the conflict situation and 
to establish stronger identification with a peer group at 
school and a tendenoy to indulge in predominantly anti- 
authority activities. 
In research carried out with nearly 4000 young people 
bele* the ego of 20 in Youth Clubs in Great Britain, :11vans found 
reasonable ground to assume that the roots of attitudes towards 
authority were to be found in family life and to depend on the 
kind of authority parents exeroised, and the way in which they 
did so. 
A similar correlation to that of Anderson'', between 
eohool progress and hone environment was suggested by rreser 
(1559) who conoluded that 4045 environment played a Raft 
important part than intelligence in producing school progress, 
unit especially suIWS factors in the home environment as the 
emotional climate and the motivational behwrimui of the parents. 
Parental evaluations were found to extend even to the 
child's concept of his skill in the °blear*** (Bookovert at al l 
v// 1964), the child's *attest* of his ability being significantly 
correlated with the estimate he considered his nether and father 
had of his ability .  
Parental behaviour was coneidered to be of h significance 
in dealing with the personal i)roblems of elementary milva 
children that gattenburg (1957) considered that °outset with 
the parents was highly desirable in any attempt to deal with 
primary school childrens 0 problems. 
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.1:hat parents misperceive adolescents, or at least that 
their perceptione differ from those of the adolescent himself,. 
dots sere to occur (Mop, 1965). XempTound that the 
parents in his stuey not infrequentlx set levels of upPiretiou 
for their 7th grade children which were out of Uesping with 
the adolmentis oen coals'und aspiratione, although the 
parental aspirations were not necosserily unrealistic. 
v/ The adolescents saw themselves as mare self-reliant the* 
their parents did. The better adjusted adolescent's saw 
their parents as somewhat better adjusted than Ussoelveol 
poorly adjusted adolescents saw their parents as man less presumably) 
adjusted than themselves. 3inceAaccurety ov: perception is 
a slipilloont fatitor in the level and reality of en individualfs 
adjustment, it la desirable that both parents wad children be 
helped to inprove selfeunderitandia4 and understanding of 
One another. 
aocloi.ecoaomie ;status of the parents is probably a 
teeter in dotersinIng self conoept (tasea, 1954), though 
there seems to be not seer studies of this relationship. 
Farental eeolo-ecencmlo values and parental interpretations 
of their social world are introjeceed by the child ond ars 
more influeatlal thau hi o personal experietces with members of 
his peer groups (liadlop4arrov. Aver cod Davis, 1949). 
Klausner (1933) fOuod a tendency for boys in a lower-sootoo. 
00ohomic group to feel insecure and inferior; 'Ayer (1967) 
found a tendeuey, though not at eignifiespit level, for children 
of higher scelculiconomic levels to hove higher *elf accepts, 
c.414 Uill (1957). found no changes io the leelf.00noept of high 
school students to result from le,Arningths details of 
their 110010.,4001100i0 toting. iittonar (1943) found that the 
problems of h.1.4a sehool 04144rrn least influenced by soeica. 
comma* variations were ticse which ooncern the individual's 
self,poroeption and his imuediste pereonal activities, 
attitudes aud relations' 
ClIA,Thit V 
/Pothooks m4 Ain* 
CaAiree 7 
.,yeotheees and A1345 
To eseeerlee i research aad theory in the area of 
the aelf-coecopt indicate that the oelf-picture is an 
important factor in behaviour. It will influence adaptation 
to new situations. It la influenced by the attitude of 
others and will in turn influence attitude to others. 
here are differences in the self...picture asacciated with 
differences in sex, intellieeneet aee, socio-economic status 
and Geographical baokeround 	There are frequastlyzie- 
apprehenelone in the understanding of the self-picture on 
the part of others such ae teachers aad pereate, but 
understanding by such people can faeilitate learning and 
adjuetment. There are also gape in the individual' 
underetandins of himself, aad problems ageociated with hie 
pie tare of himself. 
Arising from observations and the findinge of such 
ressareheo ea have been reviewed are questions which form 
the basis of tide studys 
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1. What is the eelf,opioture, ineluding problems, 
attitudes, cad pereonal rolationehips, of &Wren around 
the time of traroitien frost priary to s0000dary school? 
(;, Are the self-ploturos of boy o cind girls staler? 
3. :0 the di:Scream,' hetwaha pricarY arld comandarY 
eehool in the type aad puttorn , of educaAon appoar to be 
associated with differeneoe in the self.picture of children 
Llt those two levels og education? 
It to hypothesleed that, 
1, There are dilrerenceo between tho colf-picttxes 
or children ih VI La the prioftry school mld those 
or Vie children La 1; class, the firot your of secondary school. 
2. The self*Tieturos of boys and girls differ bees:Lee 
or diaemoos la aools, roles and metal relutionchipe 
which aso reault 131 the localisation of yroblens in different 
nrcao oZ merience. 
3 itle Vier° Tzay co variations between individuals 
La any of the cxoupc in the study, there le, nevertheless, 
oneuah cowoonnlity tetwen individual:: to perAit the 
forgulation of coxipeito (nit...picture° for the groups and 
to yourraut thinking in torus Of and p1ennin3 for the group 
ao well 4a the talividual, 
The at&4t at to give, primarily, a qualitative 
pioture. !lower come quantitative analysis is attoupted 
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too though it ie recognised that this obscures both intro,. 
and intermvercontl vlriations. 	clinician 1(3 otten 
rither concer=4 oith, tcr nnziom to reduce z!aterial to, 
mtatictical detain, l'ot the teacher End eduCational 0.aimor 
can have real uce for tic n as "develos ,mental nmis." 
ART xi 
MAP= VI 
The Zubjeete end their Baokgroin 
The subjeate 
The baCkground 
Call& VI 
(a) The 2ubjects 
• Criteria for Bele*lion, 
Cue wabjects for the study were as far as possible 
to meet the following broad criteria: 
1. To belong to a reasonably stationer: population, 
2. to come from a 'motion of the community itself 
fairly typical of the whole community and preferably 
to have also (i) a sooio.400nonto range eimiLar to 
that for the whole State; Which would mean that 
the group was also (ii) comprised largely of 
middle.workinp-olace families, the majority urban, 
the minority rural, 
Y. to share the same or a similar bakogrmxml of educational 
experience, 
4. to be headed towards the eaae secondary sehoOl. 
Aldl criteria automatically ruled out speoille areas such 
Its the capital city, which, as capital and as the centre of 
educational administration oonduoed to certain unique conditions 
and experiences in schools there, it also exoluded the smaller 
towns or indutrial and market Centres where the balance of 
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town and country =Inv° '23104 diCX0,pinignUtO to tbnt for 
the whole ctstl. 	 soc.xcA 	rtatira ,C)110i00. 
It is bif;  	t9 tsve eity ehcenletorlaties (t1017-31atic,F4 
approxicately cc ',e) i 10 antivo 39 a atErelal aad 
induetri31 aran. IcvorCol000 it gradetA into t?vo couatrj 
ea that it hi'.A3 7th cit caha, elo. cu4 Qabovla w4oco ottrolante 
case froa both uarbN and rmral areal). It oleo eontaine a 
broad ranee or livin obaWlann;ub ootobliabed gar 
capy jewel nowar tIrcao a bozeo tar thooc who eon at4brd 
to travel to wart ozd bland aory opacieuely; bouclas eatates 
populated ahialy by lower inelnio fa:Alico; landed praertlee 
datinF bank tt tho dlyo e2 	ftrot aattlonuat of the states 
aat is cores all of the o:.in be fouad in oao aeotioa of 
Launceston int 	 wNoea cuburbn and oahoolo 
reaeIi . from the tatty out it tho vural norta °ant diotr3.ot. 
ILMUIL4DV. 1)0. mr21010TO  
aBgalc4 vz=lahl.w 
(a) allna of oetwAlollal placcaent zW ttai=ea‘ 
All ohildron at the ti m o0 tirot tenting were to be 
ta 12vede Vi, and at tilo tic oc; =cud toatiac to ba 
La their Mot year tr; cceoadary 	ocil. ado ciould 
autozatioally cre1v4e oloz: learn= — IQ upprox=ately 
70 or below 4..44') 	b3 111 opsolaa clowns 2or 
opeoialieed teac!4a3s 
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O) Sebool attended 	The home and the school are 
the two main milieux of, and inflwnumme on the child. 
!lbw be sees himself will be ikaluentsed by his school 
•xperience*. (An aim of the present study is to 
see if end bow difference in eohoel is associated 
wits differences in the self-ploture.) Although no 
two children will ever have identical backgrounds 
of school experienee it is possible to oentrol the 
ei.tu*Uon to some degree by studying only children 
who have gone to the same, and only the mimeo eohoolo. 
It was therefore deoided to restrict the group for 
study to two primary schoolo. Two schools were 
neoeceary in order to have both urban end rural 
Children. All the Grade VI obildren of each school 
who bad attended only their present school were to sake 
up the group for study. 
(o) Age. iiestriotion of the group to Wed, VI 
autcmatically imivied limits 04 the age range. Under 
the Dtates system of promotion and transfer to 
seoondary school the age at the time of testing would 
be approximately 10.0 to 12.6 with the empritY of 
subjects in the narrower range of 13.6 to 12.0. 
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latmActad.wkAfti 
(a) I‘4. (i) Uo atteapt gas made to Unit the range 
of IA's thoueh school orgaalsation was likely to have 
excluded automatically the children of pproidzately 
70 14 and below. If Close ehildrea had not already 
been trraneferred to separata uohoole far opecial 
education. (honce no loner conforline to tho critertaa 
of onee.scheol background) they were not likely to be 
found in arade VI as their preview through the school 
mould probably be elower then that of otbmr pupils. 
(a) The study' was concerned with the oaf 
picture of ehildrea in. transition frola primary to 
secondary school and these abileren compriced a 'Ade 
range of tatelleotes1 0a9aeit70 
(b) socio-economic statue. 	he srne areaccat ao 
for (a) Li above appliel here. 
2111.21gALAMil 
I. It was intended to include in the croup for etudy 
all the studeate of two schools who aatiofied the following 
requireaentse 
(1) ?or the primee school croup tnomo who (a) had 
atteaded no iufaat or priaary echool othor than . 
the eonool at present attended, (b) were currently 
in 4rade VI - the flaal priaary school year. 
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;student intake* curriculum. and touching staft. who sere,. 
aad Ara drawn from tho one teaching pool. for the whale Gtate 
and are traneferred from time to tie to tzd trio= other 
soboole• 	i, the sectondary seheA too was to this degree 
representative of $11.9 total aroup of coapraansivo high echoole• 
But it would bD orrasimas to 04,7 that it sensa 4j.W. like all 
other, oorprohenelve A101 school° sir= all of these were new/y 
conceived and without lorkp-establithed traditions or developed 
uniqueness of their wm. 
It wag prop44ed to follow t'±4e priaary eahool group 
through into the Jtate secandury 2ehool th ,j follomdng year. 
Obviously there mould be a oortain "lo" of subjects gime 
some pupils would etv a second year la Grad's VI, sato would 
enter independent sehonls, uad probably, a few would leave the 
district. 
A second sort at loop ace eventually =tarred Qrouga the 
absence of otulento Oran. sollool ea days when one or other of 
the tests woe toilug done. Ait this accounted also 2or 40AS-
data through students who were absent from primary eohool 
testing .appearin3 at the tiun of the oecoadary adhool testing' 
Thus the croups of ouklcots finally consisted oft 
(0) n core of aubjcots 	did all teata la both yvars 
(b) subjects who 014 all teats in one year but neat) or 
only eons in the other year 
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(o) subjewto who did not complete the fal.renge 
of tezte in either mon.. 
The restrictc4 "core a oubjecto was used *lore A.atehinG 
techniquse or strictly txdore-and-atter techalues witia the 
lame craup vg*ret he uee. Lut.in othor part o of the staily* 
for ctatp12 whez atte4tiag to arrive at a commonly-44mnd 
view of the ;FOX, in order to avoid to men leen of cUbjecto, 
and coasequoltly of information, subjects fromcotocarles (4) 
and (a) were a17A) inCluded+ 
Areelysic of NAB ,ablcmto  
1. :umbers Gad ocil2Q10 og subjects: 
3ohool 	seJ.-reral colisel (that is neither strictlY 
urban, or strictly rural).lOpulutiaa nletiaL,, the set oriterial 
11 to/co 7 airlo. 
1:chool 5 - the ur4:42 catcol. kapulation zileotinz Vac at 
criteria; 2:3 bolo. 31 cirlo. 
3c1oo1 C - tl;lo seooadnry - school. z.vall,lblo Apalation 
nostin:f; the oot oriteria: 26 boy°, 32 clrio. 
';Ihe Anal cv4poo11tion of the croup studied it oho= in 
Tablo1 below. 
A 	Total 
 Iioys 	11 	15 	26 
jkl Girl* 
Total 18 37 
Boy* 7 19 
Girls 6 26 
Total 13 45 
55 
womessomov*, 
26 
32 
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Table 1 
Analysis of Cubjeots 
Oohool of Origia 
in the Grade VI group did all 
three testa, three did on14 . the Rogers' test; . 20 of the 
Grads VI boys did ail three tests, 
within these groups we a %ors" group who did all three 
tests at both wears. This consisted of 17 girls and 17 bowel. 
ohool A 	ex-Cohool 11 	Total 
Bays 	7 	10 	17 
11 
	
17 
Distribution of subjects for chronological aaos . 
Table 2 
Primary Bop at January lot of Grade VI oar 
72stailo 	istribution 
zahool La n 	1' 10..5 10-11 11-0 11.06 12.0 110.6 11•4112.m5 
A (1.1041) 10-1 11-3 10.-3 104.5 3 1 
(liv115) 10.6 12»5 114.3 4 7 
Conbinad 101*1 12.6 i 	10 10.41 7 3 (1/m26) 
Primary Girin at January lot of Grad, VI year 
Details o2 ite,rtbution aocoeingl to age 
3chool 
A (Mai) 10-2 11-4 
.3 (U=22)10-312-2 
Combinod 0,029) 10-2,(12-2 
f4ledian Loan 10*0 
10-5 
10-6 
10-11 
11-011.6 
11.5 11-11 12.4 12-5 
1009 1043 3 i 3 
41.4 110,2 1 0 6 4 
10-11 11.4 4 9 9 
A (2=7) 11.6 
1-1 (R=19) 11.9 
Co2bilaed  
01‘261 	
11.6 
12-4 11-10 11-11 6 1 
13-8 12-6 12.5 5 6 7 1 
13.0, 12..2 124..3 11 7 7 1 
83. 
Secondary Boys at April let of 2 Class 
EitScbool Range 
Details of distribution edian !dean according to age Y  11+0 11..6 12.0 12+6 13.0 11-5 11-11 12.6 12.11 15.5 
Secondary Girls at April 1st of i Class 
2x.Sobool 	Range -Median san 
Details of according to distribution age. 12,0 124.6 15-0 11..0 	1106 11..6 11-11 12,05 12-.11 13-5 
A (N=6) 	11.6 124 12.2 12,0 1 1 3 1 
B (N=26) 11 ,4 130.5 12-4 12-4 7 9 5 5 
Combined 
(N=32) 	11.5 13.5 12-4 12-4 1 8 12 6 5 
DietribUtion of subjects for 
Tabla 3 
Primary Boys at January let of Grade VI Year 
retails of distribution 
naive Eediall meari according to 
09 e.1 	0- below 99 100- 109 110- 119 120- 130* 129 
A (14$11) 
(17=19) 
89.0420 
91.125 
106 
. 109 
106 
111 
1 1 
2 
4 
5 
4 
4 
1 
4 
Combined (U=26) 000425 106 109* 3 9 6 5 
montwireinfrow 	 
Primary Arlo at anuar7 let of diode VI Year 
!etat1e of distribution 
U13, 
	 no ,ordiaa to II:4 
01110•111.11.11001.111.1NOINO....111.1.....04.1R 
09 a: 	90.0 blau, 99 100- 109 110. 119 
120. 1304 
129 
A (Nii7) 	974421 109 109 1 3 1 
B (U*22) 85-138 109 109 3 2 
oonthin 
(na29) 
85.438 109 109 2 4 10 2 
85. 
Qecondslog Bova at Apsil lot of :6; Olas* 
TAotalloo:distributiOn according to Gobool Ranee :Lodien nCon 09 t74.: 	90- below 99 100. 109 110- 119 120.. 150+ 129 
A (Na7) 89.418 106 104 1 1 23 
(3*19) 910425 109 .110 4 6 4 5 
Combined 103 100 1 8 7 5 (NO26) 
2s0 
Godondarj Arlo at A,pril lot of Class 
4; giva 
.,:)stails of distribution acoo4in3 to IQ 
39 	90. 100-110- below 99 	109 	119 120- 129 150+ 
97.421 
66-133 
1.5 
109 
109 
106 3 
3 2 
2 1 
66.015e 109 107 4 11 4 1 
atm" 
,Ciathool 
A (tin6) 
Combined 014,32) 
to me2tal age Details of dietri 
Median 104 1 104 11.0 11-6 12.0 12.6. 13.0 13.6 14.0 14.6 it 
below 10.11 11.3 11.11 124 12-11 13.5 13.41 14.5 above 
Prism Girle at Janus* lat of Grade VI Year 
A (W) 104 13.4 11.4 U.8 1 5 1 
B (Nsi22) 8.0 16.0 12.0 12.2 2 2 
Combined 104 16.0 11.4 12.4 a 3 
(%49) 
1 	1 	1 	2 
2 	1 	1 
Diatriburtion of subjects for mental age; 
Table• 4 
Mama Ewe at Jenne* let. amide VI Year 
A OW ) 9-4 12.4 
(WO 10-7 14.4 
Combined 
(2126) 5.1 14.1 
Ronan Mein 10.6 I 10411.0 11-4 12.0 124 13-0 13$ 14.0 14.6 
below 1041 114 11.11 12.3 12.11 1344 13.41 144 above 
11.4 11.0 2 	2 1 3 
12.5 12.4 
11.6 11-9 3 6 1 2 
•ixt next px8o) 
Baconian,' Boys at April. lot of Z Class 
Details of diato . according V) mita age 
School. 10.41 & 
below 
114'0 
11.5 
It 
11.41 
12.0 
12..5 
12.6 
12.41 
13.0 
13-5 
13.6 
941 
14.0 
14.5 
14-6 
14-11 
15.0 & 
aticArs 
(Rol) 
(Na19) 
ImiONNIMe 
10.3 
11.0 
134 
154 
12.9 
13.4 
12.3 
13.8 
2 
1 4 
2 
2 
1 
4 3 
eambusa 
(N1026) 10-3 54• 1344 13.3 2 1 4 5 6 
Seconslagr airls at April tat of 13 elaae 
tab.00l &loge Veil= 
wo Details of Oa . 
10.-11 
beta 
11.0 
11-5 
11.6 
11.11 
12.0 
1.2.5 
12.6 
1241 
13.0 
13.5 
13.6 
13..41 
14.0 
14.5 
14-615'4 & 
14.41 above 
(3126) 12-0 14.6 12.41. 13.4 1 2 I 1 
B (se.26) 8.40 16.04. 13.2 15..2 1 2 3 2 6 5 2 3 
Degited mo2) 840 16.04.- 13.2 13..2 2 3 3 3 7 6 2 3 
ow. 
p7. 
* DistrbutieA a000rding toklooupational status+ 
Table5 
Primary Dore at Jwry lot of Grade VI rear 
“obool Level of occupnti nal r.s.rtKr, 2 	3 	4 
(ii) 5 2 1 
3 (U015) 2 6 2 
Co:Albino: 1 7 3 
Primary Girls at January let of Ge VI Year 
Litteendzgt BOO at A 
	 f 
Johool Lcve. Qt oeoupational vonic, 2 	3 	4 	5 	6 7 
A (a407) 
	 3 	2 
B (5019) 	2 4 	3 
Combined (026) 
1. a e also Appendix 	 69,900 
7 4 
3 Clam 
Mee 1/1 
Lois) 
Secondary Girls at April 1st of E Class 
Ex— 
School 1 
Level of occupational etiaMai 
2 	. 	3. 	4 	5 	6 	7 
A (N=6) 3 1 2 
B (N=26) 3 1 13 7 
Combined 
(N=32) 2 2 13 9 
Tab1* 6* 
Oaau1&na01r!"34.11catiou 	 "S 
	3Ota 1931 
gq 
3 1 4 
2 
1 9 
9 
7 32 
3 
47 
4 18 
2 
4 
26 
26 
'it Dor °lama (r.-,tioa. Of ocaugAllono 	ANceix I, 	19 90 
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.04 The Baokground 
Inc subjects uso41 and tho eciaoola from i4Uch thsr .wore 
drawn bay* be 4:Iowa but the nature of CL:e azaeCle mad 'of 
the educational cyotU.T., of the ante LxzaD to Do oziolaincd.' 
viq Udhools  
At, nature and orcani2stion of primary schools at the 
tiitee) of the collection of this z:aterial.had been established 
Tor sovorta dvc6dea smi was consistent for the whole 6tate. 
in a school o2 aus also au ialUnt 4cpuzt=at (tallinL chil.Orea 
:rot 5 to S years) iv Conducted rv4tcr independently pf the 
rout o;Ue priLa4 cehool thoui;h naeler the rIrniaal control 
or ti 	y 0Wol headmaster. In smaller ochools there 
is no infant dewtment headmistress but there 	still 	. 
tradition of conoinornble . inUepondchoo in orGanization snd 
teaching methods mare es thaa vita the privary classes. 
rioarv schools with the full rano, of prial4 claacies 
(Grade III to 	Vi inclusive) are under the airoction of 
a 	 4m4eter (not nea4Aa4roso) W40 it.* uQ1,1001 la C.A.4ed Uclan 11 
or above Ls -1.*r;x.d a." classes thsucfn ho 	e314E1os 
adA.Mstration witA 50= classroom teaching. 
The claaoroon teaching in F;rimary oChools is mainly 
in the handz of female teachers. It is not maul their last 
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year (i.e: Grade VI) that pupae are likely to have sustained 
teaohing by a as teacher and even so many 4ru4e 	aro tauGht 
by rwvilets. 	:t3 of this stuly io lara enough to nave 
a "non•tocching" headAaater, and ono of the two Grade VI 
is teuGht 4 a sale: ;,chool A has only 040 .1:rado VI ana t4is le 
taught by the hantsastero) Until three year's prior to the 
beginning of this study there was often a tendency for a 
Grade VI to b000ay a "preesure 000ker" in its efforts to 
prepare ohildren for the selection proceurem far ntair*ion 
to esoonderi schools& 2hie had osant in any uehools a uyetaa 
of weekly teete ...ozo pattern spread downwards though all the 
gredee oven to the infant tawniest, 	uoeits or failure in 
the tests was often given great importance and tMet to -be-coma 
the focal point o - the whole ourrieulca6. 	children of 
tote study had begun their schooling in this systems-ad it WRO 
thought probable that tloy night have acquired eons fear of 
failure in testes 
In IM t 	thods of selection for secondary am:n*1 
changed in neseciation vo4 changes in. the nature and vpe,s of 
secondary 
ACIIMPS 7.Z01.4. 
Zhu earliest fors of secondary schools had been the 
aCedesie high ochool aad the more trades-based technical 
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collagen* Both of these type* of mhos' were Melly selective 
4,44 took only a soall woportion o2 the children sittinc for 
the aeloction we in k, - , e VI; ke an addition, to cater 
:or the 130401110 educational and vocational needs of children 
la country C,istriets, the arta eehool evolved (in 1935) cad 
entranco to tho ocoonJAKI level of theca, sohools did not 
require, enolio hichvl oacademic auceess but ati uzually 
muirs that tho 	reside in the district. Arta sehoole 
4.ad not often otter cdoorAtion to th lava or saa„,4n6tioas 
for ad:lesion to tertiary education, 
,aty obilfami b4d notaing quits. coaparable to the area 
Houswer, la 1)46, 2.ti thc acttla6 or We acool 
leavinTiode et 16, modern school; were Introduced to eater 
Lzetly for those unsuccesefUl in solatag entry to Kith nohoola 
nnd teehoical **heel* though a few ri?10 sere cut owirml in 
selection cx*ILAatiens preferred to ttent 	schools, 
'4110y conc.oted unualy co2 2 or 3 ymru ols Otudy Vallt on to 
the primary school con:mea l with the pupils romainios housed 
in ,arivaLey a411001 hailainen. 	Schottle net with 
cua2i4erable criticiaa aad vent cut o: exlateace in 1961. 
juriag t. 	sohool period an ox5erinect with a 
different VIP 041000a447 education, style ef school, adatimw 
ietration, and education goal was mad*, 2hus the G. 4; 3ro6ks 
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Comlunity Zohool (Sohool C of this study) originated* Dao 
first headmteter of the achool R. Ii. 11itZOr4 (1954), wittag 
of its Inception and character awes 
n****in 1946 the Government of Tsain took a 
oourageous atop in misting the school liwing ego 
to 16 	A fine ideal was tirm realised . the ideal 
of free egoondary eduaation for au .*** 
Education in this State is now therefore, tree and 
ounpvlsoxy from 6 to 16 years of age* At about 
years of age the ohild enters an infant school 
where he spends 2 years* The primary =boo' looks 
after the next 4 years from 8 to 12 years of ego* 
At approximately 12 years of age the child roves 
to a seeondary school* Three types of schoolo 
cater for this stop the high school, teohnioal 
school and the aodera ohool* Oar well-Mom 
area schools provide tor the prel.school, infant 
primw, and 	ra stages* Of course there is 
the usual controversy about usthols of seleetion for 
the type of secondary educatioà to be followed and 
as to the advisability of providing one oomprehensive 
secondary school as againzt three types of sfoondary 
schools* 
Xn i,uera it may be aaid that the hLgh school 
provides an academia education leading to the 
precosious and the teohnical school cetera for 
the highly skilled trades 	In* Uodern school 
however has quite a different function. It is 
designed to meet the edueational needs of the 
average child .4,4'. The Acdern school is not 
Primarily concerned with vocations and careers. 
Its chief coneern i* the makix3g of good citizens. 
It represents the first attempt in thia state to 
provide * type of secondary education specially 
d.igre4 to met the needs of the average child 
iherii dose the Community school fit into this? 
Our *theca a;peare to be unique 	we hate no 
prototype, But we are a type et "Zed= school 
the first Wad•= school to be established  as a 
•operate phytlaal entity in this Btate, rolls 
our basic alto are those e ;Worn school education 
in Consral, our physical set.up, organisation, 
activities and special aims are quits different* 
We aro an experimental achool, a testing gronfil 
for ouch that la new in educational theory and 
preeticep 
It became probably the most eonwehensive of all 
the modern schools in its soope and range of 
sottvitleas" 
Between 1945 and 1959 the Community school existed 
in its unique form of offering a three year course to * 
relativel,y mall enrolment drawn frog every Launceston 
suburb* In 1959 in keeping with otherobanges in the seeondsry 
school system, it offered for the first time a pilot oourse of 
4 yams' study loading to the Schools' Board Certificate 
(i•es the iltate,solde Leming Certifioate of the waisaio 
and teonnical secondary schools) in &With= to its established 
three years escond3r7 cotool Cortifionte course. Uemotims 
the Worn *Opole bad had diMsulty in gaining community 
acceptance (,:duontion Record, February, 1949). And, in 
addition, opinion as to what constituted a satisfactory 
carrioulxmi and a satisfaotory leavine oertificats had oeueed 
a re.thinkinc which led to the establishment in 1958 of 
Comprsheastre high sohools serving proximate districts, and 
csepleting the abolition of Xodern schools« flo in 1960 
the G. V. Brooks Community Sobool beeame a Covrehoncive "113h 
450)001 whose enrolment boundaries encompassed all students 
in the Xorth Launceston districts who were qualified by age 
to enter secondary oehool• Courses were devised OD that 
each student had the opportunity to achieve the best possible 
4 0 
ii et' 
otroT4ecoti  
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specialist wort-shops surroualed by schcol/farm and orehard).. 
and in the resultant postlible combinations of basic subjects 
and optioao. It was housed in buildino oitite separate and 
remote from the imimary schools and therefore was. (like the 
academie i'Lgh and technioal schoolo had always been but aodern 
schools ilad not) a sohool to which one "graduated." 
The reason w4y thia particular school was chosen for thin 
stu4y Should nor'.) begin to be al,parent. Ath a population 
41:awn fram both town and oountry it i coaething of a microcosm 
of the whole 3stel more so I believe, thaa flny other 
ox.ipreboalve Lich school cantina at the time of the study. 
It is nod kDropriate to look at the aaange fro* priaary 
to secondi4xv school LIad at tho procedures 'Client in this ',late, 
acoompa4F -4;h(J tra;:laltion, and at the type of orgaaaation 
into wW,Ch il&1ro nterin a Comproheactre Mat 'school pans, 
and to loo:.; vartioularly at the organisation of this specific 
':omprebfiastive hi2h whoa. 
At4a the abolition of 4odern schOols aad the eetablionmant 
of'Cospre!leAsive hicSa schools for all, there ceased to be ay 
need of a cualigyine ezaLlination for entry to aecondary.2ohools. 
However tho Zomprhensive hiPh school receive* students of 
widely Oifferin3 abilities and e%ille and in order to organise 
efficiently ana with the least possiblo delay curricula and 
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teaohing appropriate to welt (averse etudeats it to accessary 
for sehoolo to nava indications o their student' intellectual 
level ,414 tuairattieuent during tie i)riwaror school years. 
chic iu available, ond 4ao been for ti4 i#ast.A pears, ia the 
fo= o.‘ iaAviduel reoardo of results id iutellii;eice Usti, 
jMi of stiardizo.-1 testa e ei1110. The 4ea4 teualarr of 
tho pritziry ocilool also contributes an am:amount of the 
child's abiliti bad on his kacludgo or tLe child uad nia 
s4ccese at tho eahool• Araed with t4le iaierLatiou the 
sscoadari scLool Ay organise Its inm Lit° struaau or 
Qodify its standards or adapt ito ourricaluu. ,, accorain6 to 
whatever pattern it preform, 
-chool aus prerred a streaaa6 Liathed. 7.IiaLeata two 
cajor parpoweiztalgatu343 first, t4u. axing of pupils from 
different seaSuls and localitioal cocondly, the oxuatioa of 
fairly hu;;Ageasooa intelIcotuul Groups. A4s organation of 
t1ie. achoa lo at coavoied by quoting froa. the lieskLastar's 
report ia the Siboorvatlifor 19. (Tato is au offloial 
4=1=1 rUC4r u taio sehoals ka,irriatreation.) 
1. 2bough this report is. for 1965 (because the 1963 report was 
not available) the . !cadnaater states that the sams Whams was 
in practice ia i953s the year of the E class under study° 
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"Clase Orouvinp.  
(a) trealings- 
(1) In ".7 Grade, 3 classes follow the l'ongt,zap Course 
(:reneh), 3 follow the Teohnieal Course, and 3 the =-;econdary 
Courso, They are selected after considering the 
7riaary ohooi2acord, 7iiteral Aeseemment of Standardised 
Teste by aaidance and 'delfare °face, uad the recoulandaAon 
of the 2ri-zar7 !lohool an to eotential 
.31..6 follow the basic subjects at advanced level. 
follow the Ntcondary Course in baela tubjecte, 
while j3 	awaseted croup of retarded children with 
I. of 35 or lees. 
(2) In "D" Grade, ,D1, 2 and 3 follow basic subjects 
at the two..point leveli 7)4, 5, 6 fellow one-Toint basics 
• w%tle D7, atd 9 ore eecondary cxoups. D) to a selected 
retarded situp. 
(3) In "CH Orade Cl, 2, 3 fellow two...point banio 
subjects, 04, 5, 6 one-point basics, while 07 and 0 
are Oecondnry course croups. 
3rief1y thc basics eubjeot are oreanimedo 	3#5tep 
streamisa ulna% with poseibility_pf recr:uping in pone , 
subjects at the horderlineg... 
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/Indorsed "A" :Arttiag possible in basics 
01 # 2, 3 	!idorsed "13" Jetting possible in basics 
C4 5# 6 	Jecondazy 
Cl, 8 
(4) In "13" Grade modified setting is used. 31 and 
B2 are followinz mainly tarToint basic subjeots while 33 
is a one-point basic group. 
In aathewatics, Jocial Utudies and ,:bglioh # there are 
2 two-point aad 2 one-point groups. 
In Science there ie 1 Science IIA gToup, 1 Biology 
croup 	two Science IIC groups. 
asio subjects are timetabled together in most cases 
to allow setting. B1 caa operate on its own in latherltios I 1 
and :Jcience IIC. 
(b) acne 1100m group° are relatively homegeueous in 
groups of 2 or 3 °lessee:- 
Lanuege 
-7 L2 3 
ion-language 
23, 5, 6 
I.  L7# 0 :Acoadary 
  
I lieuedial C9 
1. These numbers may vary according to the size and quality 
of the Intake of a particular year. 
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1 conclete of the beet poteatial a 4 tot IZ 110* 
a, 3 average i.i 103+ 
:33, 3, 6 average IQ 100+ 
8 average I 90+ 
./) average IQ 80 f.itoroxinatexy 
OS contains the beat literary, coirInce and 
matheaatice 
The other prudes are homoieneous in mire or t: -.rees 
but are not rirldly streamed in deaceadinc order of 
ability, for example, 12, 3 are not of eual potcatial, 
while D40 5 and 6 are of oval potential at a lower lovol. 
Coss delree of hatorogermity lo retained in "LI" and 
"C" grade, (except T4 sad 01) where bYtional aub30W-3 tteuse 
renrooping of students 
Slow learning pupil 	eia1lenses 
in first and eecond year 09 and"t9) and aro tauZht on 
the nonsoursom teacher basis, (i.e. by ths sane teacher 
fez. all aubaecte se wan the oyetem in the Pri=ary 7414014 
Thie is intended to give a reater Sentle of seearity 
and less disruption and loos of effective learmin3). 	. 
In third year the weakest secondary students are grou ped  
in CD. Other slow learners folleo secondary courses in 
8, D7, 8, and C7 with a less degree of specialisation 
o2 teachers than in advanced groups. 
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(e) iiaoelQra‘ed 	aro tau34t oa adieot-..411st 
'Ale vary Ortg4eut are la 1, 761. 01. awl L1. Cttor 
, paals atudeuts are crouped heteroLoiecusly IA2'4, 3. 40 
5, 6. vi. 3, ). 3 ana 1'12. 
ual cad of. tiio seao44ier. ot.'urat -2.C.i;j -Lu3:41cata 
44Ve separ1&tQ4t MDi 4. 	LocoA.w stadcots 
quate olearki. 	cz.;en ia...Uvit14‘a oases 
are studied and ci1jauta4 ot ovum 	L:jdc 
oases. 
	
'',.ne.ro is 	dcroo oi* .auidit,/, in 	4)0 lova 
in " ijlaeu 4at durlk; t 	V C141s3 dcar 	putoltioll 
level o 4044 atadeut is well oat:A:Olio:Jed. 
(e) :414ief an ioti  
(i) (Jranersay 	L3ct bo urrJel by an 
avorago or iwiuU pages 
. (ii) 	ora e411i441 111vor1 bi.c oubjoots, 
easo is considsreaintYUr.GQ""-Ot.' levels 
are eatabliohcLi. th 	tiauil 004r4CO o2X0X\24, 
(iii) 'Joaree UouLittocs ur.er oLiair..4.11.:117 of 
oan44or thA 	ioatos 
1. ;;;4o1414 stu4out rf..4Aatti 	ixi at 
saae 
2. abould stadant repeat the ytrir at a lower 
level. 
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3. ula studeat PrOooela to the mat 
year grad*a',.; a Iowor 14'41. 
I. a tom *ass o2 a otuaoat osi aga 	ropattioc 
W.! a your undesirable, adjustasat is wsas in the lova of 
tao oourae. 
4.)au4tul oases aro proaotad oa probatioa ace taoir 
programa rovlawaaat eacatekL zawiaatioco u 
stu4uct tatatse itAS a A140 ra:.kA of ability, imt us 
iniAcatoe ay grapas ;,1,a4s in ti l iatteie of the puet 
several yoarop .ollo43 u nor.cil curve O . 4114U/button* 
a earoat t4a children aro . etromaed along the outlines 
previously ladioated into alas:Jea ivad also into one or 3 COUrge* 
(44 litonaly 
(b) cAaaral 
(a) oesoaaaw 
Amoo ail havo cortata 40=43 or core saajavVat 4.414y, 
414.0.10119 tiacz;atics. :ocil 3tadius, 41alcal .41uaationt 
Aotivi'alw, tat dlfrar in the optio1a4 aaOjaota offered ouch 
as ALaguasso, witness, coe'rcial uubjeot•, tooluical subjects. 
The core subject° chsaao a li4Ale over tau yours lc oocfOrmity 
with tila aacaaam OJ aucaticat Industry, aca ilmthor education, 
aaa tie cuNbar of optloas aloe lumacAre eacordin,1 to 
deaand acd aDiliti unit timetable ororaizatioa• In 1 ,Ja3, lOr 
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example, the currioultru was described by tho VeadrAster 
as fol1030: 
"Wrriouplaam: 
t.he tAde ramae of the curriculum iv calf-evident from 
cost tuo alreAr peen said. aere io a rich interp 
mingllk; of studies and sativities throughout, and the 
subjeot areas are not always convenient or 4Asirable am 
paints of referembe. ast iu terms of the subjects 
studie4, the curTioulum is vatic up 23 Za101011 
(a)62'610 subjecto 	1i82:xpreusion, 
Literature, Wocial atudiec, nmthaDaticat Cams 
Arts ma rafts, Agriculture, Ihysical Training, 
Aaliaious iducations 
(b)‘Iptioaal subjects .v 2oienoes, ro, Art, Lerestry, 
iduzineas zrineiples, and l'ractical 4plac amd 
ansrtaande iater, options or =tor yeare ter* 
addedo.g. eam.inG, Art of more advanced aud 
varied kind, Lotor I:ec1io:110s0 LilatharaurAl additional 
trades. 
(0) ortra.ourriculpr activitico, e.g. the t'seup Interest 
r,eheala" (acacia' activities sw41 as :Ulric lovers, 
,raom, Junior Lamers, Amlery, Pigeon itmeiers). 
Zobool k;ouncillore code/led on the Adainietrative 
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pattern ot the city with its :IsYor ead 
•CounolIlore later introduoed uaa still fUnctiona,” 
• In later yea= Certain options huve been restricted to 
speeifie core and levels of ability, vs.. are intmlacedvon 
exam/nett= eueceso,os the pupil pregresuee throue:a the school 
Glasses, and teie re-heetabliuhwnt in 1965 or extort:J4 ezw4natianc 
for 4t4 year pupils brought Wok attention to einmalnatione 
because of the poauibiliti of envandertue tension, had previously 
been reduced as Car um pociAiolc. 
Sehool C draws it population k7r,O4ief1y, the districta 
Of Hortizern ,Launceaton, 	'eoth city soboolo pervini:; 
residential us4 indastrial aroma col nemi..rural sehoole eituated 
on the revel Joraerup thJ, 	a34 tik; ewe ohildrea Asaa 
the country. Alum are oleo suze st2dente couing from more 
remote country districts; but in 1N3, at the time e the 
study, ouch ematry otudeate well) :ewer sine t4ere were not 
than available the prevent hostel 24411/ties, .0he nuzbere 
of children coaiw; 131cm tlx city and eeLti-raral schle in 
1963 were roughly tu the proportione ot 14 5, dt three oily 
and three eemiorural schools involved. 
The area serfea bj the school ea:44es fairly representatively 
the full ring, ot ecsaios•oconaao levelso of Ihe -;.ounceeton area 
and its close hinterland, exocit probably ;:',to e:411 ;11j,4y 
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profeasional and executive groups the children of Llally of 
whom mould in aily case attend independent sohools« Eowever 
the aeoio-coonomie classes adequately repreceated maze fms 
the managerial and self..employod tavola acen to unskilled 
oity and fara labourer level, 
Cue of the earliest **Mersin the area was Captain 'ethew 
Friend, a Mimi jcglilWriAval Captain, who in 1053 built the 
fine colonial home w1ie4 is the heart of the estate that 
constitutes the °affix* of Uoboo3.0« Other wealthy citisene 
also rad• their homes on large parcels c . 7, land in this •same 
area. .4r1y in the srot h of 4aunceeton the land nearer the 
cit4' became a Noorking alas*" suburb nettled relay Closely 
round a few earlier large well-ptado houses end the outer 
urban area beaame an upper-worldng-claan residential area 
grading off again into large eatates and farms« :ore recontly, 
following the second ,tOrld oar, a mit..n.a13 hostel sae net up in 
one part of these outer suburbs and two laxve Oovernnent 
ramming L;statee built on the rural fri4ze« 
eae of the two primary schools serves the outer worling-
oleos suburb, the Wirmat area and 'oart oZ the lower worAng-
class area, the , other draw* its puyila Zram oce of the ideueind 
42statos uad the cuter raachte of the worlAni,alatoa suburb on 
one hand, and the rural area cu the ether. The mecoodry ciobool 
in turn serves the ease arms as both theee sohooles 
/07, 
The Study Population against this Background  
1, The two primary schools were considered to tap fairly 
representatively the whole district feeding into the 
secondary school. 
2. The district was chosen as bet* itself fairly typical 
of the State ae a whole. It had both urban and rural 
Ocwponento, was not 1ighl7 nelective in socio.eoconomic 
*lame cod the Qetizolo avicdapy uniqumez:a that acht 
attach to eir.11or c000lo 4aich wore in a oarital city. 
3. he ratio ot rural to rr:J..;4 atilidren in the ntudg grour 
CorreelowIdea ntsrlIj with the ratio for tho total 
populatioa for Java C. 
4. DistribuiAon of the meojeota 1Q. taQ aecotdar,7 ehcol 
classes followed uiuoa #ho a:4= rtio CID for all the 
clam pupae, uoa (in' oAte of tho irpood 
natation that on4 eAildren vho Lad aene-zriri-
eahool 1:11c;zv Mleuld b 	bjecta in thia Otudj) 
followed a mcnual QUM dietritution for rjetuatial 
and streaniaa. 
MAZUR VII 
Th. itatsriala 
Se/onion of the test* 
The test chosen I discussion s ednkinistratton 
Outlino of Analysis 
The Cheek List 
The Hoge& Test of Personality Ad3uatter:4 
The Michigan Kota', Story Tut 
Statistical techniques 
CHUM VII 
(a) Seleolion of the Tests 
The study is an attempt to ascertain the self6pioture1 
attitudes relationships of a group of young peoples to look 
for a, moment at their stage in the developmental mesas with 
a view to seeing what, if anything, is woman to the group 
and how the individuals within the group differ. It is 
primarily an attempt to present the pioture the child has of 
himself but it must be reopiinised that a child has &callable, 
as has any individual only a limited number of facets or ideas 
about himself. There are others deeper level* of personality 
which influenos his beherlear.o. needs perhaps not really 
formulated or which he may not be able to admit even to himself. 
There are attitudes wiltooh he has not incorporated into his 
cognised pioture of himself and *awl may be revealed only 
through the aedium of projection onto, or identification with 
other individuals whoa he views as separate from himself, in 
the same way that a young child uses the imaginary eampamion 
as an externalisation of those parts and Ideas of Mama/ which 
be is as yet unable to integrate into and accept as part of 
his *elf. rAa data presented about the self image is therefore 
intended to show the child as he eeneolously.elalthimeelf to 
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be and as be probably 	be as suggested through pro4eetive 
material. ;:eiiinnon (1949) briefly expresses the difficult, 
implioit in ttliq situation of trying to discover features of 
both the eonosious and the unconscious self, as followss 
"And so it is that we have traditionally two *Inds of diagnostie 
tests -0 an the one hands test, that reveal (of course s with 
large probable error) what a person has done, bow he has felt 
aud no feels, what he has thought and now thinks in ehort 
the person an * phenotypes and on the other head s tests that 
reveal what we have been wont to call the underlying dynamics 
of a persons in other words, the person as e genotype. Ilut 
between the two there has been a tremendous gulf to be bridged 
we have nxt yet discovered the formula whioh will enable 
us to move from one to the other;°V-1,]0. 
Three measures are used in this stagy to get the data, 
namely a, ?hook Lists Elmore Test of Zlirsonal Adjustaents 
and the ifichigaa Zieture 3tory rest. Ay are these measures 
chosen? They offer different degrees of direotiveness of 
a;proach= the first ie quite directs the second considerably 
less so, Boa the third is projective and indirect. The first 
ay be expected to got at overt behaviour and symptoms of 
maladjustment; the others should lead to le3s oonsolous 
motivations* evaluetiones explwiattonss dyneacs. Together 
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they mey provide "self" material ranging frame the subjective 
consoieue evaluations of hie *elf in his unique phenomenological 
field to assumptions made by tie observer about conscious or 
unoonecicue* =formulated, nebuloue, or denied 	of the 
subject's self or behaviour - "behaviour is self" (Loustakas, 
•
in Ha rftetchock,46-6, 1).a4), 
1956 	and to artitrerily eategorised and numerically euzmed 
dimensions of the self derived from the aanifest content of 
the tests. 
But there is arzwarat as to how valuable or even justifiable 
it is to attempt to explore notions about tile self by such 
di:ferent measures* Can auyone other than the subject himself 
expect to know his unique self and explain hie, at the time, 
appareatly unpredictable and inexplicable behaviour? But then, 
can the subject be expected to be truly inniditfUl Or to be 
able and willing to reveal his self in direct self-evaluations? 
s'A self threatened j ite perceptions may deay the perceptions" 
(2nygg and Uombs, 3 1949 ;;Pi#C;re-aster 1;mith (1)50) takes up 
the issue or combining or atteapting to combine the objective - 
observer and the phenomenclocical ap -oroachee to personnlity 
adesesment* "as phenoeenoloalcal flpProaaht the clinical 
interview* the projeative protocol* the behwiour observation 
none of these yield direct kaowledle of psycholo:Ooal constructs, 
subjective or objective* while all or them oen provide the boois 
for inferrin3 explunatery conetraots aad t:aoir relation-104v 
•s.• Uotheda that get the subjcot to reveal hio private world 
ac ho tees it need to be aupp1emonte4 by others which permit 
the observer to infer effective factor° that arc distorted or 
disguised in the elbjeetts awareneoc*A1), o.05) 
znYa, (1941 . pointo out that whoN behaviour to to be 
r  
studied* "it mast be observed froni one oE two distinot points 
of view. It mar be *Waled objeotively* as by on outoide 
obeerverl or it nay be studied vhcaoaosololicallys from the 
point of view of the behaving organiom itself s " 9heso two 
methods o.C: ot,rservation — the objective and to phmonenolocical 
approao%es ...say produce tAtieral whiCh to nonoldontical d 
evea.contmdlctory. VAC Vauere , Test an tha Check Liet teat 
be recarded ao a meaae to eet at * primarily * the phoneme:a-
olozical viewpoint the subject rates hitsolf ao he 3003 
Uneelfg the :ichias 240=o Otory ct is acted ac a mean* to 
get at cone of the tn3o 	.tlo subject cannot neceosarily 
toll about himself* but wiioi aa observer 	infer from the 
data civen in the OtOriee. 
;;nwzg sees attempts to combine naterial feats derived erg= 
those two fraAto of reference ao undesirable and daageyoue 
boanuee he ooneidore that a cwatea attemptang to coabine the 
facto "leadeint. .? cultiplicity of conflicting laws and 
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aoactepts or . into the postulation of loci of action inaceasible 
to oblimmittoW and in either case &counts mediation of 
behavinur becones inposable. 
;Jetsele and leh (19$0 coneld•r that aoet Lebaviour 
etudies do and should include some concept of depth of 
zwaotiOas• . The; consider that a response to direct procedures 
such as t;beck 'ante is valid at "its own level of reeotion 
repreeeate the level of behaviour at which the 
individual wait° society to look at his it iz the eapreesed 
reeetion7P• Vadaver, in rozponlinG to projective asterial 
the subjct in uot aware that *tut ho saje re:ere to higael4 
that he may be applyia value Jude:eats, and that he is 
attributinj to others behaviour whloh he aUht be disposed 
to distort or awasor if he were attributinz it to hlaself. 
emfore(4tzele and .aluh feel that it in desirable to 
elloit both direct caul "top level" reepouses end grojeottVe 
on "deeper40e1' respellses tro4 the mai' subjeot, so that 
the reepranees my be oompered objeotively. 
"Ca* of the problems of itelfioreportinvwatorite is that 
their rarpsee is too er4viouz ip and caneepeatly they are easily 
falsified, A (ma= Caaraoterletio of projeotive %oohed-Woo 
in contr..lat to tavaatoriest is that their purport() le diesuieed 
had the subject does act (molly seGprehend the way In ehich 
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his response will be utilised and inter *fla n (1eina41t, 
1" p. 261). 
vide and lldner (ma) also coneider two aproohes to 
the assessment of pereonality whie4 they,mtegorise as 
(0) tho etreiaht4orward evaluation of behaviour as observed 
through external appraisal and reported introspection, and 
(b) t441 psychoanalytic approach, aa exemplitied in projective 
teohniquespldhich atresses humma irrationAlity and determinism 
ana miphasisen uaoonsoiouo instimotual motivations =4 the 
influence of ear2g ohildhood learaina experiences. 'Me ;ATM 
(1941) they point out that material obtat;c4 from these tee 
atTroaahes atm results in contradiction, from *kWh follows 
the quozJs Are projeotive awl direct technique,' both making 
OS 	the same axxaisal of the normal individual, or 
should t4ey be rezarded as mama:is two different aspects or 
levels of personality? Art (1953) considers that the 
separation of ,Itatrial °Willed from direct and projective 
2easeres in unreasonable and asserts that both teahniqueu 
reveal the same information about the motives of, at least, 
the norlal well-.adjusted xreontaity. "J'ylie (1961) thinks , 
CAC 0411143 expect die03.1Qanoiee between the material obtained 
from introspection ana from projeotive teohniqueseince 
"becauye of tlisorcrtigal rewone ono Lliht expect that important 
14 , 
• obaraoteriation of the subject and his relation with his 
environment would be unavailable to his pheaomenological 
field. Theorists point out that math learning occur* Mew, 
verbally, and the used to maintain self.owtoom will load to 
repression and denial" (pp. 250..251). 
Nor will moly the used to maintain self-este= lead to 
diffioulty in getting at repressed and 'Waled material. 
Seaford at a14194)) ammuting for differences between needs 
reflected in overt behaviour and those which are not show 
in overt behaviour but revealed *treacly el projective tests 
sue& as the VA, suggest that this difference between the two 
sorts of material could be duo to the functioning of cultaral 
prohibition or internal conflict whieho by preventing their 
overt expression, turban= their lel:malty in the subjeetsm 
fantaay. It has also been suggested that motives that are 
culturally emouraged are "likely to be as strong in their overt 
as in their covert manifestations, while motives that are 
culturelly discouraged are SS to show little or no relationship 
between the strength of fantaoy and overt exprossleaulLeenar, 
195744There is, therefore, acme explanation of ehy some 
needs expressed in projective msterial reach expression In 
overt behaviour while others do not. 
Wylie (1961) concludes that "It is obvious that the 
phenomenal self, at least as measured bY ourrently used 
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instrumento, is gar froa providing a su22leient baete for 
accarato predictions of subjects , behaviour* 	Instilments 
which purot to Licasure tae paenouenal field will provide an 
incento inventory of relevant variablea, uo c4attor 1.127i 
Liohly perfeetod tiav nay bottom for the puvpooe of aeaaaring 
the p:Ieneraorn1 field" (p. 25)). 
Ailport. la rite of 411 lao...; of re3ard or •tho ueeful.less 
o . projective tests oith normal inilividuolo, does. tain tbat 
&rojectivc teats wld te pluiarwienUo!ical data lu tno case of 
t,,,ao neurotic 'VuoLietives are rspressed add. displaced Iv 
fears ani . i;oettlitics." 4.arl for vi4oa "pr4cotivo w.atcriula 
arc beet able tO elioit reitruoued zatorial" [DO ttat] "iaormation 
Jo obtain14 which io oostradistory to coasolous.reporap'"" 
p 
;_)avide ;,a4.Aldder 09544 co.21tin.k.; QU results tx; stuUes 
they tsve made, state that intercorraations were lowest 
between projective un4 direct r.;e4surs5 and concludeo "it 
• readil, uppareat that pereonalitj appraisal is to be based 
on both direct ani projective measures if Llaximum validitl is 
to be ac!aieved. iroeoUve assesnwat uet...ode. in addition to 
providia3 a lurj;eiy fool-proof moans ' detecting atteLlpted 
dibtortiont arc able to elialuato oritical emirs of persaaality 
w ioh vitc41 eluie dirtot ;Aeauuree me projective ant 
tochn4ques can contribute a areat4Ci1 uore to V= ei,udy of 
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uormal personality than Allport seems willing to admit and 
should not be restricted to the study of neurotic and 
distorted persons!' 
'411ess seem su:ficient evidence and reason for including 
a measure oth r than those wUch are core direct and aimed 
more particularly at discovery of the phenomeoloioal self. 
Zhe.need to get at underlyin;; dynamics or levels of the 
personality is generally *greeds the argument is as to whether 
the projective test will contribute the repressed or denied or 
unrecogaiss4 material, or add earthing valuatae, justifiable 
and capable of validation to the self—picture. (pinions on 
this are so diverse as to range from Vernon's (1964) claim 
that projeotive tests "are the paychologist's X—ray apparatus 
for penetrating beneath the facades and barriers to the 
deeper needs and dynamic forces oV the personality," to 
4ysenckle statement that "they are little more than a vehicle 
for the clinician's imagination to rua riot. They are based 
on muddled theorising, and all scientifically conducted attempts 
to demonstrate taeir validity have yielded almost negative 
results." 
4lie questions 4 -Aether unocneoious attitude towards the 
self is what a projective test reveals. "If one is to say 
that a certain projective responoe or score represents an unconscious 
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attitude towards the self, on xuet prove not only that the 
subplot hada thie attitude but that he is unaware of it. 
At least one ehould chock to see wet er the same attitude 
might be consciously presat, as inferred from self-report. 
if the ihfereaces from the self-report .id the projective measures 
differ, one may then have grounds for explorina the more complex 
assumption that the projeotive ueasure is revealing aa 
um:mese/cue self*attitude." 	at actually it is not important, 
at least in this etudy, to decide whether what is revealed 
to unconscious or simply withheld. 	The important point is 
that there may be differences between the iaferencee drawn 
fro aelf-report and those drawn from projective naterial. 
Davide (1955) coMparing the three methede of personality 
aeseacment - direct s. indirect, and projeotive also found 
that there were differences betweQa the material frau the 
three soureeo and concluded that thia substantiated the idea 
that the validity of phenomenal self-eonoopt otaaares may be 
impaired by the cubjectle view of the purpose of the inveet- 
igation, 	1;omx; differences between such set') of data and 
inferences may occur, then, not because the projective measure 
is getting at attitudes of which the subject to unaware, but 
because it is gettin at material of which the cubject ie 
aware but in such a wes,that he to no aware that it is being 
iia. 
it at, ;hat le, tho eophaeis. can be placed, us it in by 
,q1port (1953) 74 :raUtin (1950 on unwillingnese rather 
than unconocioueness on the part of the subject. A number 
of other researchers, e.g. .ccodel and Idpets (19 7), ;irt 
(. 1956), ;;ader (1957), Clark (1952), offers to support tUe 
view, .;:uretein based his opinion on thc reeults of his 
inwatiCaticna (1956) into "responee-ieet" and he coneidered 
that willingness ana response-set were more important with 
sop:Aoticated subjecte, for whom, consequently, even projective 
tests 111; be relatively inefficaciou3. One oan reaconatay. 
claim little sepiotication in the subjects of this study, 
and my therefor* capect their discloeure of material through 
. projcctive tette to be little affoctr:d by inhibitive responso-set. 
In lirte with All 'We eupport for the use of projective 
techniques with. the neurotic, it mizht well be argued that 
the pre-adoleeoent end the young adolement can be said to 
be at a "neurotic" phase in their development. They are at 
a tima of dierUptien.of physical processca n1 ef relearning 
and adjusting to new inner and outer domande' they are paasing 
throu3h a stage of "weaning" from the:breast of the tazdly - 
a proaaa which recapitulates in social if not physical 
torao, aecording to mom* psylehoanalytic thought, the problems 
and maladjuetments of weaning and toilet traininz and of those 
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early years frorewhichare said to arise the psychoses. 
Therefore the „lichigan Aoture story 2est has been 
included as a measure in the belief that it will reveal 
both material from the unconscious and'aleo ooze of the 
inadmissable, denied or concealed attitudes ' relationships, 
feelings an ideas about the self which eight be said to 
constitute a self-behindethe-selt not easily or perhaps 
at all reached by direct and phenomenological measures. 
Agee on the chim= Picture story Teat the subject is 
not asked to make statements about himself, it may be 
assumed that he will be freer to admit to conscious but 
derogatogy ideae that he eay coneoleraily conceal on the 
'ieegerse and the boi 4ot. 	e la •ffered a poseibillAy 
of logicel detaohieent not uulike that whleh an uneomfortable 
interviewee attains py ecribblinc and doodlinj e activities 
which tree Mt froa direct coa2roatation hl the interviewer. 
"jiace he le under leoe constraint of eenventionality or 
reality, 414 reopen:woe are more liely to deeiet his inner 
fee 	!s" 	195), p. 196). 
Ilhore will be no attempt to valieate otatiotically the 
findings on the two eypec of teOaelquee c.gaitiat ono another.* 
a lack which heo been deplored in ether studios also (eylie l 
1961, 	p. 274) - 	an attempt to • rove the creater 
veliditg of oithur aue. 	13 Gotzelo (195) potato out, 
each 02 Mme aorta of resimasos iu valid at it own level 
of renation'; 	"the rezpoaso to the direct inetrament 
exald in fact a,prozimate what hao imen called the °sive-load 
reactio3 wld the real:owe to ti,:e projeative instrunent 
bec,n culled t:Ae voraa.nol hypoti4eis" in which the subject 
rovealo levels of behavioar• no 4::)13 ot eralse be dic*osei 
to distzat or censor' 	to what love' of personality is 
bane taapc(1 417. tD =jective test "clinical pqycholcriata 
diered, Qh000 diffemncou have doperlAd • 
priarily on no tainin3 of tiis individual papholocist t 
:1,14 	 .2XJULKo to .41ccusot •b articalur 4ipotaosee ooacornins 
..1(14.40aoUroo bet,v,J0,4 overt aonui0A und unaorlioz 
L:otivaA.c.:A° ctro s n4), L. 
Laother criticia: a=ociatedcit Vlo two of projective 
tzch-,-.1qaen 0D:1(?.orag thy dL.arcu 02 oorinty with wnioa the 
tzru oz. L-,- 01;22- CU4 Co tLUi' -en ae 
jc0t1Tk3tZ 1Cot'u ti44 rcianciiyus ‘4ttltudoo, foolinas, 
(Ac e 	adzod- 	cent 	nay not 
bo jvx4iUca 1; Llf.-1UCJ ik11 t4ora ic only cue ideatiUcation 
fiLarc — the 	— 0 uven in cA.L4n6 Cat QUO can coirectly 
idcnti* trx.. ooncluco Lt4 c-a--41.aa‘lon Q evidehae 
f;'cLJ 14.0 cv7-4 ct i c Lit "altoLGI tic :;:oacibility of the 
oATonyouye ofT44TT aprr oF, .•cuas4rd seev4 ;',,o sieve 
om aazum o4 my so 4rw puu anoTmon moos :544earons 
;o au/044y4 	,e 444.) am. elm e.1400road 
17,413 4tm aimen0q (e560 Aaapur oseumulnaMP leTWTATPITT 
ao tvuoszad au nem ay a4uturanay moos xo lean4Tno 
4dTqaaaqmso4nomi2 watTax TuTaa4tma almoecoad Lunt evc4 
DT UGT4t0T400AUT 01A4 O 	120Tlet=00 48141ra V 
euoldmrairs us yore 4aoddne vow. 
suoTIvaaplauoo Tutopma ,To SOtuttu 13 04W exatie aaphemop 0A4nun 
a41 litzuva4eucc.'op Gauen.° 4oeaTp ola JO 0T41.TI GT aaari4 
tiltnowry aa.44.4 a.T4esCoa(! 4.000 A ST4u04.Touoo PO4400041 WW1 
•ACq o4 mos uoT4dcnnay 07/4 4=14 'tVUO 	L •(1) 
1s4uTua4suoo animm440 Jo ecoo4no my4TAaul 0114 2uTee alma uFil 
aomea cow% again Purples° ImpTATpul aul urtz4Tm 000405 
OrlitadtT.oaw exam 4rm AVuoalla caTtdm peasula trip1ezov4 
UDOO Grq'ucTWATO uninaT40 am u)KE, U0A0 WW1 OWSO 014 ;o 
evaszoad man •apunoxf0 TruoTwa uo arx4 Atcwooad eT aTtil 
Asaotts4-Zao4e 	zo a4aTuuoe ptt salnauT *44 2 *4 01 AORTI 
A/A171110T4aw: say esTaola ;o eoTaea e UT somata 4usainesx 4uq4 
•omPTGo TroTzT&ca Jo l!ouT 0174 Jo aSTilsUT44r14 GPIoR aR J344JR7 
18.clAik4rmertaa siqvuoatea RUA PaRaTIGnap act Rro *wag; 
UmrowT4ulopT 	04.elnt9 sompTaa reowTdrza 	wassad 4111 
ps4rx4suar3p Ataseto eq 4ourso umemnsalo uouvoTSTIVAITIT 
•LZ 
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evidenoe ea tAo core Vat 4aaat evido=e lc av:Ulablo appears 
ta u4part, t.tU asraciptionAp421icroforo. fUlure to ta.so Litt) 
aoeount the imaucace of factors trach au culture, s=ial 
allicu, oe iffferences, o2 subjeot; aould introduce a source 
Of 10410142 error in derivinG concluoiono about them as a (jroup. 
restrictin; thQ °election of the subjeets of this invent-
ication in the Alva described in Chapter VI the likelihood 
of this type ol error wan recognised and attezpts were made 
to eliminate ito occurrence. 
whatever the l‘vel of personfatty topped a projective 
teat bap a useful place in the otudy - perhaps to add ca:Lot11ia3 
new, perhaps to affira soLuathirc already indicated by =other 
measure. °If wo accept the hypothesiu of detemLaiimi of 
poycloloGical hteaaviour. it V011ows that deduotioac concerning 
the perecaality of •a individual on be based on am kind of 
performaaoo 	'4:Alarly nearly any teat can be saalyead 
or a great aany diaerent aopecta. and singe each dimension 
to afunction of the tooteele persoAality, one le bound to 
have soae resets" (lAaluk. 19500 p. 190). 
Jo in spite o the conflictina arzumiats about tho 
validity of tho claim that projeotive measaree aot at the 
' /14,40Q1 -WCiO343 self-conce2t," about which charaoter in the 
story..projeotiono reprise:145CA suWeet and vresents 
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attitudes and se1f6tdeae l about contradietions and reiterations 
ia the material obtained, the ,:leUza -a totare"atory leet 
G:44T) see included in the measures used in the et. - Aated 
briefly it was included primarily for the foilowiag reader,e8 
1, The LIPX2 does present provoeative stimuli citautione 
Very mush of the stuff o2 the livee of the subjeete, 414 
allowina them to we if they sleh, outside the mos 
prescribed by the very struoture of the '.ioacral 'AEA and 
the Check Liet. 
2. It deco permit a degree of• detaeizaat from tho lEmdiate 
obvious attention of the subjeot to Wasolf. 
3. ..;hether the eubjeet to conacious or nut, tateadina or 
not, that the attitudes ana co on tLat he le ewproulac, are 
true for himeelf, they Lave to be ferLuluted fro:a tho b:74,4ground 
ot. his own experieneee Egad taereforo preewIt. idoao (attituden, 
relationships, 	outeomos, wicheop oto.,) tilat to iu 
Iseea appropriate to the ottuatiount ur aeairOl(1p or espoctable, 
or expected. in other fiords thoy il'iup4aa'to 41a °R -iotem o2 f'01,7) central Lenningi" Gaviatiata t i 	all" W4444 4Q 1174kea 
4 his evaluations. 
	
,,asseonmaat of 001401.046 4414 uaccaucieue aapecte uf the 	• 
calf seem accuouazi or a conpluto ua,14erotunains of to Oaf*, 
concept, ,;rulcActive techolciues aay ee o vuue in o24.1cItina 
certain aepeete of tho ealf-concept witch are unobtainable 
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by other teent;lleo 14loo 3ut rhile it is Nosible and 
a4v1s4able to depend on a Rhenameaal wmreaeh, it is !MAW 
and ineuffieient to depend only on non.Thenonenal approaches" 
(,:ahran, 1967, I). 
:its basis of ally7es (1941). resistance to mixing phen. 
omonoloridel data and objeotive evetemS data is that. 
=certainty of prediction Tetouan. 3owever, he adsits that 
such a nixture in suitable for explanation in retrospect. 
Airther, it is also true that once one talke in terse of a 
group one is hexing le :3n record to tadivi4ual differences, to 
the unioueneas of phonozenelogioal fields, and so the ohanoe 
of error in rredietion for eetArate individuals is inoreiuted. 
In a otudy swh an t,in wbioh in rritiarily dercriptive there 
is none-thine: of the mitl!re of an explanation in retroepeot... 
2here hae also been an endeavour to lAltp in attention the fact 
that what has been said of the grotto need not be true of each -
of ite indtviduals, and that while a group ray over a period 
of time yield an unchanged norm, separate individuals within 
it nn r have °hanged markedly* 
417cfges approach is that of the clinietans hot is concerned 
with the unique individual. "This knowledge of what "most 
letople," "the average individual," or "the typical three—year-
old" is most likely to do in a give4 situation "other things 
bein3 equal," is of little value to the applied weaker, the 
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Olinical payeholojet, or the a1aesroc4 teacher who oust 
predict and control the epecifio behaviour 02 particular 
ihdividunle (441,35, 1)41, p. 409). This is only one way 
or looking at the olaserco aation and the educatorto 
or cliniolan's tack. 	Ho =et aloa wor-A; with groups and 
Oink in tame of t4e optimal Good. -.51ch of at is plant
in sohocle and other social cituatione net be planned in 
relation to 'Mac „Iroup and t;o What best suits the ereup rather 
than to what best cults the individual, °yea thoaga the 
desirability, of catering fOr the individual is recogaised. 
-o i2 it i 0;..leiblo to diecover %kat hel,e for thl:J droup 
or for the 47,:njority of ite unabers at Given -Ulan% thea it 
is surely reazenlo to prediot zajority needs and to plan 
to meat them. 
o croup plc -axon have beca drawn. individual dliTerence3 
have been conuidered, z.,atcrial 2roa the phe. -.4o:::,eaolo4cal 
field and from objective gyetwia have 1oci -4 used, and a 
desoription of the paet crul the po:;o1biliti of prediction 
I) 
	 both offered. 
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(b) .4-2he Teets Chosen 
detailed discussion of each of the three tests in 
relation to the study fellows: 
1. The Cheek. List (based on the Looney amoblem Ulm* Iist) 
(a) . 0eneral discussions The problessof The Check List 
used in the study were seleCted sad adapted frai the items 
of the Junior atch chool Ora of the ....4on•y Check List 
which was itself composed traa counselling interviews and 
froallets of problems elicited fraa approximately 4000 
high school students (Looney and Gordon, 1950). This Check 
;Jlet uses the same problem areas but exemplifies them more 
briefly' cr.1 in 1-Inzus ap,propriate to the local culture. 
41 :;111at eontaia9 al opal number of queations, eamly twenty 
(Co), In fr-",0h 0: aoven (7) areas which, to3et%ur with V.:air 
letter desicnations, amsd. 
I'llealta and Zhyoical javelopmat 
'Ahool (C.;) 
III ;:a3s cna 21rAly (V) 
IV -. -.cney, ,:or:-1 1 and Patulm 
V Ley (:„1-id Girl :.elation) (:.) 
VI Ilelatiom to 17eople in General ,-;) 
VII =.3olf-oeatred ;;0-.3.aerm (X) 
Celection 	its7x, wJe ll al in the oricUal thc.c% Uott on 
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aufa.misll basie* 
The amok 33t is the =et obvious and direct of the 
three 4easures usod. Ite approaOh is more direct than 
tit o oaers , 2sst in that there le no displacement of 
the subjeCtis attention from himeelf to the "pattern-child" 
and 40 coarchinz out of Liu sdjustaent via the indirect pathe 
of hio siohest Lie 4ob aupiraticts, his fantasise about 
d•sert islands. Awe is no attwapt to disguise its 
intention* It requiree conscious reconitioa by the 
subSeot o: his problepa* "In thiL; seam, it rate° almost 
completely on the emaineele motivation and willinGseco to 
co-cox-mte 	 p. 107). 
The G:A;" allevle4lou of the stric 4.; altornative-reepance 
lot 0.464xtuultw to indicate, 1.17 clreltic 
thu sos -Z; t,-.9ortzt rob3.o i eae:1 area* :here le no 
provioiv:!, intUeatia,; thc,itiitr TJL;oblo,;ahLtu 2er 
a uaejGet 	ooLaan 	om 	com:„Ivc 
tho relhiavd latu:.IQ141c45 O 	1c er vriecao, (Aojcets. 
It io poozd'olc.! taw,; the 4i;o3e child 	ha over-lous 
to b 	i.1.4d in 	en- .24 	rut:Lz Llo-drobl',.rao 
ion ca',.:sou, or Llre causla,; 141.3 uo Esit tro, 
sliGht 1:1; ocnorm. 	L-Jeat.1 tht tho Liot 
no :.n.oro thad u aarvog of tho 	u2 i'ocoalma or 
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admitted problems. The usefUlnous of the ant obviously 
depends L:ot only on the subjootts motivation and willingness 
but also on Liu Laving a degree of insight and intelligence 
mr22icient Xor hi:a to be able to formulate ble anxieties in 
words. • Because of certain features of the :leasure such as 
its Uri:Arles* and its dependeace on reading skill, and 
bcoauce or the desirability of getting spontaneous reports, 
come specifio adminietrative conditions were sot up. 
b) Administration: 
1. 'Ihe :Zeck List was 04vA4stered in alas groups 
atl cr.71 the same day to all the ohildren in the final year 
of tT7x two ot-ximaziy o boo's, uad in tae following year to 
all in the Arat iea of U.a: secondary sehool, without 
rec;ai'd to c4Lotaer or 4,:ot tiley were subjects in the study. 
IneluLaon ,o J.i 	ii i the alas:sec:Jaz made to avoid 
ac far ao posUble adverse reactions taut eight arise ±rom 
fear or hmtility JA the cubjects felt they were bot ingled 
ci.lt for scli-criticikta. 
2. laatractions and procedures iacluaed abourancso 
tLe :1st would not be ussd as a soleotion or grading 
asure for aeoondary soLool and tilat tho results would be 
ecm7idential. 
3. ..,!e L4.ti6ate diffioultieu ariciac from reading 
: 
tavsolcot _to keep res9asses as spontaneous as possible, 
ard to drevent discussion a:lonc the children, the questions 
were read aloud to the groups 'by the investigator and marked 
by VI* ohIldreu as the reading prooseded. At the end of 
tue ceoslon obort s tine was allowed 2or checking back where 
subjeets thowht tiey ueeded help. 
(c) ilnelysies 
Amayoie of the problems MLR made first =lording to 
areal) 
 
as set out in the original format of the iet. But 
it was apparent that there were clusters or constellations 
cf item whioh tranaversed the limits of tam, areas and that 
coutadcar4.; these iteas together could add valuably to the 
analgae. Jvilt suci a recroupinks of ite.:,x4 micht be desirable 
or accessary 44riso partly froLl the fact t;Lat sew.le items are 
•pDareiitly related to two or more clasUficaUone l thoulh 
listed trifler oity one area (1 -..boney ar4 vordont 1009 9. 4). 
quo ectod at Vier° iii bo obakes in vroblems 
or 1,ireaao problen;s ca71.= to the whole Grou t and changes 
eriacigie o itivi1wls.'aac.;es in t:te T4at.erno of 
vidaals are ce:leidered accordiafi to Jae notion uO 
.;113.ft (olio Y. 103. 
2.Yin 	no_ al 2,$t pf 	44 . - uatTielvt 
(a)t'seneral discussions' The Rogan's' Teat to neither 
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direct nor projeetive. It io core subtle than the Vheck 
:Act and lees- divolisod than the cichi4;an icture Jtor. Teats 
Ito eituatione are etructurod and restricted for the subject • 
;-4tt open to ilferehoe for the observer. It :lees on evaluative 
apreseh, uad solf-evuluation ylade sawles of the self -
picture sine, "when ua individual is asoi6ned the taek of 
evaluatinz himself, whatever the cethod of hie evaluation, 
ne inovitably Llakes referonec to a systeu of central of,nolnas 
that he has about himself and hie relations to the world about 
him which we call the eelf-concept. „very evaluative 
etatezent a person makes about . himself maw be thoujlt of as 
(.1 cazple of .is self-concept fro hici . 7 be inferred certaizi 
properties of that self-oonoopt" Wrm7af4n, 19520Khe 
approach therefore, Jo a oubjective or pfaenonenelejical one. 
he data sprino" :roll the subject himself andom the outes2e 
of his own inoi3h14 the revelatimn that he yermits himsolf 
to tiae for public coneuaption. The facts that he Oyes 
are net 21eeeesari2y the facts as tOey ore 8001 by the onlooker 
nor do they necessarily express in their canifest content the 
way in which the subject really seep himself. f2hoy maw be 
part of a coLeuflage, featuree o a self which he is prepared 
to preaeut to other people or iones other people to accept 
ao ais real self, but wUch he himself does not conoistently 
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hold to bo true for tlisself, wen we use an inventory to • . 
macure a pereones ideau about himself au he thinire he really 
imp or to cle=re ais ideas cencemins hie ideal self the 
hind of persoa io thinke he ought to be 	cannot be mire 
to what extent one or thu other account reflects sorecoanizod 
element° of au idealised iwaze of self 	Ileither can 
we %now witaout deeper enquiry to what extent a. person is 
revevaine, asActs of hie inner lifo wilich he consciously 
rece,, zoo but is unAiiIiin to atooloesu ()ersild, 1960 1 p.125). 
bat tanorinc;$ dietorttna, .und denyina of perceptiono way be 
done by the subject in order to maintain or enhance his 
s current ear-atructure to a tenet in Roaers theory of the 
develop=nt of the oelk concept. • °In some inota4Aces the 
denial of the perception Is rather concetous 	'24ore is 
however an even more elifioant typo of donial 	In tido 
lasteace, it would appear that there lc the orawlic experience 
but there iu noHoymbelization of this experience, or only 
a distorted syholization, becaLles an adequate cosocious 
repreeentation of it would be entirely inconatotent with 
the Concept of the self 	Van) individual ray deny oxyerioncee 
to awarenese without over haviaz been conscious of thelP 
(oserer 1951, v. ;46). Awl; results ao the structure of 
the celf or the pelf-concept to "an orarizoi conflauration 
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Of perceptions of 	self which are admiaiblo to auareaose 
either as figure or ground 	dad the self-440. 
relationship, together with the poeitive and negative Values 
%each are associated with those qualities and relationehipe, 
as they are peroolved as existing in the past, present, or 
future" (liogorft 1951, pa 501). 
rjhothor we call thin approaoh phensmenoloaical in the 
terms of Unygg and Combsz: (1950) or subjeotive in the terms 
of Lvewster Smith (1:)50), the field of Rogers' test to the 
conscious experience and perception% The 
field of conecious experience "provide* certain Undo of 
data, not all the data. It fUrnishoothe baste for 
certain valuable cOnstruoteg it doeo not give birth to 
them in full Concreteness 	the psycholoziet, theorist, 
or clinician must infor,the mower* (Brewster Umith, 195cli p.ver). 
Roger* does not deny the ex:Latent:se of material not oUrmatly 
in the pheno.rs'uolotiloal field (or at least not currently 
diifereritlated out of it) and in using "the methx1 of truaroot 
queetioningl as far as possible in the test (Hcaere, 1931, P. 9), 
he does allow fez., and expeot the eiaminer to draw inference% 
There are, then, both problem* aad adVeatage0 in using 
noisere Toot. Rogers felt that he faced end ouoceeefulli 
dealt with the problem of camouflage arid self-deeeption while 
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still operating within the phenomenological field of 
oonsoious experience and oausation, h ihen constructing the 
test, be himself queried: niiitb a test of personal attitudes 
how can it be proved that it is weaman:ng. it it is clhimed 
6111,f.4)? to meamurel ilia reply was that in the oitee of the group 
used to ettablieh the test "the completeness of the social 
history on each casts. end the possibility o: obtaining 
disinterested opinion eatered in, 12 a Child'e response' to 
a teat Indicated that he felt unhappy in hie plcy—life, that 
be it44 no Good friend*, and that be ,preferred eolitary tun, 
these attitudes could be cheeked •#4.. Juilgosato could oleo 
be obtAioed from the peyobologist, the.payohiatrist, and the 
social worker who bad etudied bin, as to what was the onildio 
real attitude, ills test reepoaseo, 14 other words, could be 
checked azainet sirljsatiefaetory oriterte (ecerci 1 931 , 
40b5). 
(In thie et4y the thek assu may be marded ao providing 
somethins of a check on the subjest's responses to the itogers' 
Testi the ohienvioture 6tory fZeet oanoot proper/7 be 
regarded au providing a check since it ie being oscupied, ia 
accordanoe with opinions held 47 omineat researonore, that the 
projective teat is likely to provide controdiotoi7 bat valid 
measures of the *elf sprinGing Prima low coascious levels of 
self—recognition.) 
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Farther, Rogan recognized that the answers given by the 
children would not neceeearily truly reflect the childle 
attitudee. In fact hie test vac deeimed to cot at 
discrepancies between the child a etated attitude or self-report, 
and the genuine underlying attitude or idea of the self. . 
"JudeUg Iran experiencee with children it seemed core than 
probable that coma of then would not even try to toll the 
truth but would definitely attempt to oislead the exaniner 
as they would ale° do in ua interview. 	Zuch children would 
be likely to paint themselves as "coed" children or ;meld 
wish to imprees the examiner by their "badnees".(Rogers, .1931, 
P. 9). '.-;* the test was 40eioled lei such a way that direct 
reporting was to CQUO deg= avoided or disguised. As itocerc 
points out "few people will 0x° truthful ammo= when 
directly questioned about their feelings end so indirectness 
was essential" (Rogers, 1931, p. a). Queatione were organized 
in saoh a wv that the truth about a child's underlying 
attitudee or feelinge could be supplied by the observers 
patting together two or zorc separate reopen= made by the 
child. 	or am=ple, in one place the child dm aeked to say 
bow many frionde he has, and in another place he Jo aoked bow 
mny friaadu he would like to have. 	Me discrepancy between. 
thee() two replies enables the oboerver to deduce whether the 
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child is unhappy or hat:py lbout the cite of the sircle of 
friend* ,41thout the subject being reaired to face directly 
tLi revtlatielk or his self. 
-1:sre LAI othx possible de2iciencies in col:'..ratins males 
.eua as t4eir sufAeptibility to faking, biased, wiemers, 
restriction Qua depersonalisation or' resp4nass. Zurstsin 
(1963). considers oeUt-ratiug scale no soore ogari to oritieisa 
of; the score PA Zakik; tILA a projective technique siuce the 
abject'o coMtion aaa Li o ei&t to zhaintain isee oLlu 
efootively :4I:lutince the :::aterial civuu on iwojective toots,. 
Leviels aaa ildinsr (1950), hoJever, thinh projective tests are. 
not really oo wocoptible to fe.::14; 	iaare direct tests, 
or at lclat tirct the Jwj mzalaerent results since 
oub.;ects attezpti4; to .faLe oa rejt:ctive testy reveal 
thArdeasuelvcaes; UV= restriction t.,2 recAusen can reveal 
peraaity defeaceo, 
In reply to tht! criticiado that questiounairce peaait self-- 
deception, that they are uLTscted hy u:A4liinzaess, yield 
blaca wzawcws, and Lo aoC; allow for dif,:spoca bet4eau 
&:Ojects it :Levels of 1.=areness, 	(I-J6'44 pp4,164-5; 
Llt.leelf with ,,Liat;s (1934), iuiz 	at fitlere is 
a tiji, de5res of stability i VIA *:4104 the subjeot coasoiously 
1.airgt4us concerat.n4 the eel: audi, is tl:ie conscious 
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Of the self.pioture. "The self...picture is influential in 
seluoting the content of memory and the individual behaves 
in a manner not only to maintain hie selt-picture but to 
enhance it" (dillde ll 1962, p. 62). 
"One of the most common criticisms beard frma my subject 
taldng almost any popular personality inventory is that 'so 
stertY of the its seem ambigums" (Goldberg* 1963, p. 467). 
A sitoon4 frequeat eriticism is that the exibjeot felt that his 
responses would have differed when answering the inventory on 
another occasion. 	This latter protest my reflect only the 
instability of the subject's feelings about himself or ney be 
related to the first criticism in that the item wee so ambiguous 
as to leave the subject uncertain as to how he should respond 
A third and allied problem is that of ;liking 4 decisimairthen 
the subject feels that he falls nes: the borderline between 
"yes" and "no" for a dichotomous-Nob:Ace ittn4 or when the 
response provisions do not allow for an underliin3 co:tiuu ua  
in the attribute being checked. 
Rogers' Test of Pereonal Adjustment, in r4ection Pour where 
personal attributes have to be rated, seem to have avoided 
fairly successfaly these problems. The child is not asked 
to eeke abstract judgments but is given a stereotype whioh 
exemplifies preoleely the attribute to be chsoked and provides 
a down...to...earth objective criterion againat which the suNect 
13c. 
iC t) ovialuAto 	;ii) 1.4 k:j.k.) 	wit, a 
w'aio,a to rate 	 •  
ta; .‘"z=toru ca10, tkie o441 4 :aity 	uaaorviz‘; OLXII..311 
C;2411 	 :fliire you t.,;,:od ‘.3:t 
0,z,ti 
 
it 	i.ca 	....,itter 	tut. ,ue 
o4cot f;;.-zo,,4t 	a,a , ovor—ii,aithij response 
patter.2. of 
	
	(.4r l'aor" or the too—great i„Veedoin where 
1cA cootoly open* ..here Le= 
ooiz theie is in ts 	 ite:is 
..,'eatioza _our, t 	cubject 	give: 	eiees a r1/4;;Ice of 
'Ay 	1Witf 	 tiii3 rroa, vinichtO 
,:e :13 taerefkLz.e ,:e1;efi c el:nature 
r.lituzi•Uoi in tzt.u.3 com:.lon to iot ir,a11 ana. the 
ao .10 allowed to rate 	in decree 
in oiulao it 	ittr nositive aud necatire 
c.!: ,..itioat the stereo4seso eotion kitiur posotlay 
to ilt;.°2.00 4$0140 tieCree O etnotg-et or 3.12—o4ectivitor 
f0:0 the a.:1.16. 	'Alouja :7.e is roilmeted, to answer about 
1-41-„.3012, •ti) Geld 4.4.Liote. -, ieTkieda he, ir 	aair Lae to EA 
zutt,er oE)jeCti:iYa3r.i.7 iinria U9 uloneside avother csolV, 
tIlLw 	ti.e stereotype who it.] 4 reanon of the l'I'or,..a2..ution 
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of the question a sort of group norm. 1 
In. ;3eotion rive of aogers' teat the weationeare ouch 
core direct thLm in any other part of the teet."but multiple 
choice i* allowed and oleo "certain pairs of queetions ehould, 
however be noted ....bautyi are eignificant both in theta. 
velvet; end en oompared to the other r.;eber of the vale 
(Eooers. 1934 p. le). 
Z_Por the test as a waole '2cegers olaime (1931. p. 18) that 
"it resembles most of all au interview with the child. • It 
taires questiono such an a skilled clinician would ask and 
puts thee in such a form that they can be ansoorod by markiwz 
the paper rather thaa by an oral reeponee." The operative 
word is, pres=ably.• "skilled" and a skilled clinician 
avoids • usually . provoking o 'Kase:4 deliberately untrue, 
or hostile responoe frma the =Wet. The Weilled clinician's 
aDproam.q, cope/atoll:, in the case of aogera the Jaster of the 
non—directive or client.centemd sPproach, io core subtle than 
direct. 
1. This une of a etereotypo to not unlike teohni;xes employed 
by 4etsels ana 	(1958). :itOteels and 	waited to be 
able to compare reeponaes to direot procedures with responses 
to projcotive instrumento in relation to the same object. 
.4110y asked their subjects to answer direct questions on the quettionnaire relatinc to the same object as in the projeetive 
The projective zaterial consisted of sets of 
lacumplete 'matinees civen in the third person. The 
otereotype in section ?mar of hogere produces something of 
tie same detachment ac the use of the third person in .;etzelo 0 
and v4219a's study. 
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(1962, p. 106) deooribeo ilozeral tost . as an 
attempt to get an alli-round view of the self based upon a 
etvoline of the protocols of woes, and eve: "It appears 
to be the first . udequate analyeie of the. self known," and 
:=z-Lmett (1559, p.tql .) describes Rogers' soale as "the sole 
attaupt [to datid to zather data on a global view of the . 
coif." Anwever ,:mmett is somewhat critical of the 
construction of ',:oaere' teat ta that he considers "it. was 
not planned on a ayetenatic theoretical basis but rather is 
a randoa sampling o: the protocols of therapy oneestp-10. 
nett wanted aloo to construct a ratin3 scale which contained. 
a "selection of items which were typical responses to various 
aepecto of the self and which had been made or could be 2ade 
(P'12 ), 
by chil4ren:'d 11e felt that the licars' test did not have 
sufficient ite740 to cover adequately the alobal view of 
the self, and seemed doubtful that it item:, were tiPioal 
or children's thinkinG about their selves. But, in fact, 
c'eseral test itemo were derived frau therapy Bette:Jona with 
children, frau their own co=anto, expressed needs and wieheo, 
nnd so were related to those aspect° of the self that the 
children had indicated ao important to them. "In looldnc 
for the material for the test, it was found that the createst 
help came from the interviewinc techniAues used with children 
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by psyohologists and paychiatrists. T.hese clinicians 
are daily makia,1 estimates of the extent and areas of 
maladjustment in indiduale. It was felt that a aound 
Oasis for a test would be Lade by systeaatioina and puttiag 
into test fOrm manw of the vestions which are ordinarily 
used ti clinical work to get at the causes aud motive* of 
bad behaviour" (c3erep 1931, p. 7). tther researchers 
sIF.oh as Jersild (1952)p taines (1994)0 . i1ie ( 1 962), 
ald 
 
:nett (1959), hxrc preferred to use childraals on 
co=positioae fro:a with tG cull und categorise iteas and 
attitudee. 
(b) Adzinistrations 
The test was administered on the saLle deb' and in the 
mac way us the Chock List. ihat log it was dons by 
whole crou?s salt° followed th..:): readin3' of Ulu test bi the 
omminer aad Larked tho itena us) the readiaii nraceeded. 
civn if a anbject asked for it, and it was 
pareat that anwering the teat was not without difficulties 
for the subjects. In so= iteas the exact Dature of the 
,awstion is cloaded by introduction of rore than one attribute 
or oriterion, for ezaaple its= 1 and 2 o; ,:ection 2our Zor 
boys. 	child-tea tended to be cuurused over the use 
of thc.1 extre,ie ends of the 10-joint ladder in :;:eotion 4, 
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perhape due to the fact that the words "yes" and °no" 
already occupied thew finfal squarest and since it seemed 
highly probable that Gone children regarded the ladder as 
haviag only eight ueefUl squares t it became necoseary to 
treat the first two an4 the last two equaree as extreme. 
several children otated that they found it difficult — oven 
imposeible to rate choices in -:eotion Two in the order 
firett second and third. They were unable to solve tied 
ratings. Thirdly, there is no proof that some answers are 
not faked answers though the tethod of administration was 
thought to reduce the possibility of faking. 
(o) Analysies 
Is this reoearch it was felt that certain notions 
of Sieger& teat weret aloae t Sufficient to yield the sort. 
of data required. The material was not always treated in 
the original divisions and sequences as et out by Rogers. 
The idea of comparing reeponeee and drawing iaferenoest as 
reoemaended by Rogere himself, was ()Ilea reeponeitae for 
Unly oertqin sections of the test were analysed, 
that is Z4eotions Two, 3iOur t and Pivo t Zectiors Pour being 
especially required boom= in it "the individual rates 
first himself and then his ideal we to oortain traits and 
qualities1 	e, r-S) If; # 1 PIO. 
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No use was made a the norms supplied by Roger% It 
was not the (leap of this study to measure maladjustment, 
as was the intention of Rogan). Rogers wanted to create a 
test whose "purpose" would , be to neasure roughly "eke 
oatiorootorimewo of a child's adjustment," and to do this by 
"attempting to estimate item which are largely subjective, 
intangibleapja Interest in this study lay not in comparing 
the Taammxims group with an American group of children by 
using American normay nor with estimating the maladjustment 
of the *WM= involved but in arriving at some estimate of 
the sallt14clariehichy in Rogers' otady (1931) see the 
"norm" against which he measured the parsholVxmadeviation 
of his subjects* There has been some adverse criticism of 
- -the-validity-of-Rogerst-norms.----aurchinal,-GardneT rand 
RaMkes (1950 criticized the percentages of children at 
various adjustment levels used by Rogers, and L. Smith (1998, 
pi, 1) questimed "the feasibility of arithmetically combining 
scores an each part FM! Rogers test Into atotal comma 
score," because he considered that there was a lack of 
relationship between the various sections of the teat. Ma 
the analysis of the relationships between aspects of Rogers' 
test he found practically zero correlations "the individual 
who =ores high on one scale does not necessarily 
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*core 40h or 1=04 ony of the other three wales." 
Ho considered that the test could make &valuable contribution 
to case study but that In difforentiating adjustment groups 
it sass neither sdeVatal nor satiefmatorys "in eoloeting, 
soh the maladjusted group one would include too many 
falsely olasaific4 subjeots." 30 in this atety the teat 
hos Rem used Ripply as a sour** of ideas about the child's 
pioturo of himself, his attitmles and relationehipea with 
responses being taken from differsat parts of the test and 
used to supplement, 1.11adsioto ornodify roaPonaos trmo 
other parts of the tett, or from other toots. Pori employ 
ages motion of his 0/sis4 Wove, ton be drama fro& 
Mai of Motion Pour and itoa 3 of Sootion Pivot they con 
be matohad with his &misty or luOk *fit over items of 
physical health and strength an the Cheek lie% 
3. he guts"; Piotp st9ry Tokrt  
(a) °moral discuesioas The bashigoa Picture Story Test 
consists of 16 24011ke pictures for obildren aged about 8 
to 14 years. 
Ltc "has boon milled 'the goat aystomattoally and solidly 
eametraotod thematic opporooption test' since the Thematie 
Apperosptima Toot, and it luta been elopecUCLU commondad for 
its osrligul design, good otioulardioat•ton, adequate norms, 
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an4 carefUl cross-validation. Yet from a strict psychopoetria 
poiut of view, evidence for ite validity are still too ceacre 
to aurrant its uze" (lacinnuutz t 117, pi 323). 
2here lz cu'rrt1 icaleoussion of a,-nd CV2ereaoe) of 
opito vor aoerooptive catho:hap tae Any in which they work, 
the ts:pw:tanao of variables affeetinj UteJlt i1 the vali4ty 
predlotias Oehaviour or deducin,; .-.‘Uvations fraz ther4 
.:uoU of tAs centres round (,:izo nature Laid effect on the 
subject of the stiaalas cards. 	:enny (11), in a v4per 
oivon at the Conference on oeaporary Io in ThLfiatio 
Apperception, postulates two xtmary probleJs. Thu first 
lavolvez the relevasoe of the OtLinllilD properties of t:e 
piaturts in Zhe deteraination of the the.fiatic stories. ral, 
second and ‘xnerel problea coztcerns the level of purconality 
funotionino refloated in thatie ,:.lourcuptive stories. 
"There aere to oe, at tho precont o no aL, roopcent between 
writer° as to whnt lovel of personality ilaiultionine is t:ipped 
by thosatic 3A)oreeptions teabnilues" (i;tnny, 191, p. 239). 
Arly in the use of thenatic clwerceptive aethod unstructured-
nose (vulepeos cad lee: of uhitj 1:4 the ilVsia31 contaAt of 
the ViCt4r0 ) Etna GLAIluitY (Uncertainty of s,2ta1in3) wore 
th9uOt •te 'as desirable quallAss in tIe stiDalus cards because 
their"k7=1.1nifest nerac9tua1 ,7,canilve could be inercd in the 
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ia the evalu%tion of tic story content" (1361, p. xi). 
taretein (1963) and others. (2-tagan and Lesser, 19610 pp.229467) 
stint owt that the objective nat,zre of the 7istuxe i L1portant 
and can I.,:flueace the story in :any \ ,;aye. 	,,uotin:>; .'r•.v his 
0,!;1 and cither studies of the 1f2 ivea to various ,,;roupl, 
".uratein (1361, U63) presents certain filidias ouch 32 
(a) tht sminabe series of 	(Lirds elicited the creater 
part of the theme° or ::1J2Tessioa, hostility, conflict, aid 
ocearAonla asp1vAie!4 ;;hile the 	fairy 	=rico 
centainin3 few inctancps of social oituationo provD%ed stories 
of a doscriptive, iralrorsonal and syra'colic t'.aturc" (1)0, p.236). 
(b) "7he nem 'ploasactt the stimilus propertico of the TA2 
card, the nore t)lcasantl thp -notional tone' of the etories" 
(1951. P. 230. 
_ 	_Response, to 
(o)/"an ambiuous etitulue Inv be a les:;'8onsitiveindicator 
of (3 LztiVation-11 predisposition than a theas told to a U0A-
cenbiAloua. ettmluo. 	. . .. 'cuni that boycl rated a3 non-. 
_Iregt3ive were difitreatiated from by rated as LILLrecsive 
via storie told to IliGhly otruoturcd hostile Jet:urea but not 
di2gerantiated by ambicuous dicturee (1:Y.51, p. 240). 
((i) "Tho nier deter. -lnant of' projection. Itas the noe2e 
Oopiotodu (1361 1 14 251). 
(e) "Aoilarity 61Z t-e central c:iaracter to the oubjuct to 
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the point of idiosyncratic identification promotes ego-defensive-
ness und a reduction in the degree of projection" (1j61, p. 254). 
( 
	 "24e. iniluonee 02 t,'ael stLialus is uo' a eiaple funetion 
of ito siailarity to tae subject. .611e ou1tur i&ru 
crucial role in Vac interpretation of pereeptions" (190, p.250). 
_dOed 
 
to thee? can be Jruner and '&eati.use s e fiudtw6e (1)40 
that the individual selects thew objeots is the pieture 
which he v.Uucal "neede and wishee deter ■Ane Lie choice." 
Z. 	Lasser (:,acian and Leueer, 1 ;:f61) diecuesinG 
paper, counters with: It ie not my intention to siniwise the 
role of the otiwalu3 in determinir4; theukatio material. It 
CQU4B clesr, hoaever, taat we li7104 very little about the 
2,4piricu1 problci ot catimutinG the relative proportions 
of vuriusce contributed by stimulus, buch .csround, uad orgualemio 
1 / variables taad thseir oenplex interaotions) to thu pv040104001 
neaniaL;fulaos::; 02 thcaatie reaLionses" (p, 275). 
Li view of °ugh studieo as theoe and their conclusions, 
the otimulus pictures of tho 	:;51. are discussed and references 
oade to the plaoo and conditions under which the test was given, 
not vvith any intention of tryino to cotinato V1G relative 
1, 'eroaaisLic variables are "the 0Aective trzits1 goocwoced 
by the individual, hio celf-cony4A with rezard to 'va,Q.E0 traits 
oal the totality of :lie ezporieace aproyos or nese traits" 
(p• 231). 
I ' . 
proportions of vobrickao3 ooltributca 	otiauLat t 
or or;.-.'47r.10 7,41,10. 7 1o9 41L14 ao rcLainUer o tile c3 crep 
:_a141 as an 0::::,vtulit,-/ t t!aniz 	 Ltiwit 
'o tio retnato 	later. 
ne  1,11111bln 
(1) 
ilz -vet raw (i953, 	17) in Iier 	c the olotureo 
a91,0,0tzil .7.0, 441'1,-) 	0,e,-mleso 	":LIont, rJ,,,•:.1.rati.2cii 	, 
Atc 2.414.11 tta„4r.-4.17;': 	 i!,1 -4;;Orte 
.0T t1 eZZtot o 	 3t1:14-1 oa .14'1,:.Q !story 
produatiorte. 	The al90 	 0 -2.c.L 
reiratiwwaip biutrecru tr: tt ,.bvi:xv3 o ,;v4tel 	VAQ 
i:21(1 tAo x1t 	storito. 
tvoro O i att aa 	cf 
"amahair"' :alp,7:,otIta t an Ilroctatin•j: 	tv 4.:1 o: 
persc,,va rz313tiol'xiTz 	 oZ L:otcat41...1- 
ce3flicf 	Clinf:10f zLth 	tty (4% 
vernittian to 
14 Jeakal a ae 1A7.*nin 	caltlarLI . 	1.4.42 
be20:1; rejli ado 	 C;4j 
(Talroat111S,DD. 1i'.1-.14. 
:airtrit Ulm ,urstoin t,19 1,3) (lo.abto t%Q. aGo:2,;_ao,7 o -Z z-T-2043 
	
dutel:ntit: 	 cy: oztl. 
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P , a 100 
•aratoiti (193C4 firolea, Arab, te.at i2 the export hoe heard 
czny Wearies civan to a card "Ais Own Feree)tioa 7roab1y 
now roAeoto aronIA aqzzary o2 tho rcs4mnuca Le nue collcoted 
to tha Aett.lra," nail secondly, thIst apintoorx ea the oNeoUve 
prop 14c3 o2 	pletnre arc likaly to 'oe in21ueneed b:y tho 
judcper.eiln ace, cox, eJ:Arienceo, pertenaliti, etc. 
aus7aoto tilA 	dreai' o4T. 	pudUirk; io in the oatire 
tkat 	vlotureo no .usel k7 tht ric11 auaatractees 
invetir. ivibeua nuoceeaul ia Weir iAtictlea of 
sorecain oUhljuated Oaildrea. (:viever, it priuiaryaoe  
in tUs atady io not to serean aaldjusted oaildrea tut to 
ace wAat cmAribution the oterios ca aillf.e to revealiaf, tho 
sali-znaceTt czai bel;avf,our yt1cø a2 taa chiLl =Wets.) 
ar.2iiij Is2 the 	cardo io l',Itandod to ba that 
arieim.1 fra3 th,a p*otAbility of aulti 1 interpretation. 
p. 19.) Inapeotion of. the cardo m›,:cato 
that tLC 	rea in ti) oardo ara i'airly clearly depicted, 
C32 bo readily related to si9Afiennt people in the childta 
social enviroa4lant, clnd toot the caotiona ex3reose1 ap,7eur 
to be ,fairly unabinvouo. 	only tua cardo which, 
accorl1a3 to reactions in VAI.c; curreat ihvactication, Lint 
be oaie2 to aaVe oe:1 uLibijaity, are ,rd 	wacro iGoatiiicaAvni 
of sex (4) MOMQ Qf tao ehildrea wca cci,o digleult, L.nd 
Card 	baok;roun puzaod cone oubjcoto. Accordim; 
to Paeh otualee up those o2 ajou oid Lenny (1951, 1953), - 
are1 i 1iiai (195,), tone (19:X), :arateta(13W4 1iG1), 
a:1d 1.:acsa (19!;9), thia o.odiata Cei3reo of eL;bicaity und struot. 
(tho i4etures are :i:ore struetured c.;:an theme of the 
favolwo 	revealinc, projectioau than would be 
accorded 72ere Z?i,52:1,/ straotured ana leas aLibi,sueus 
oarde. 
steltes "the stir:1211as (.ay c.:zithuole) i ,7 . 2ar 
the i..-zot 117:19ortaAt deterainant o2 a 2:,; reoponos" (11 -G5, 
iv. 195 22), .id Vr uzably aloe o2 aa 	response. 
doeo.aot, ho.'iever, =wider ot-Aer variables to 1,9 o2 
inoenaiderable ioz/lortaliee ao will be oho.:a. later.) ::att 
(1955, 7). 5) azyNos '1.hA part o2 tio otory io deterlined 
by the otiallw), but to htu thio io aot tiio coot ileportant 
wa.1.1Ole. 
:urt of the yiousr o2 the otiLeilao In Ceter.,irrit%,; to 
ojcatioa lieo ia tie eharaotero, eolmciaIly tha ventral 
figure, ta the iiiotare, ,L'array (1943), ihosen. (1949), 
aad clatt (1953), hold that the Liore a ftgure aivrozir.kcAteu 
the =Neat, to :,;ore readily to Will LiaitilY Wi.ta it 
ueu..rdikqj, be likely to prodaeo Lore 
;Jatt (1953, p. G) ova "u aubjeat'iiraUably i 	re able to 
ideutify with a 21Garo in a plotare when the aikarvat 
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the 
of the floAre io close to his own ace.° 2o og .the 12 
Lii;T calxie fop e:44 su only two do not ae54ct 2k3urea 2ro. 
tgp 8-14 years ace cisup, ud o2 them on4y one of therm for 
both coxes (ra VII) 41w:shot include Obaractero obviouoly 
2ro1,4 each ocx. 	0ex identity, at leaot with e4u1t subjects 
04 tiie 4W, does uot meta to be uosntial to projection o2 
(Lcintyre, ot al, in 	awl :.Jusser, 1951, pp.251-2541 
ana 	ten, 193, pp. 2US-WW).. LOIrray (1443) theurInt that 
tho oubjeot sasuld bo sown at leaot one 412 cara in which 
tLere wse a figure of rouehly the we ackse ead sex as the 
oubjoot. Luratela 0963, p. 220 considers "the role of 
phisieal siLiltattj between otti:alus'an oubject ha o b.an 
over4-value1, wizile the oecioloGioal value 02 the charasters 
asActca h!..In been underestimated." ia support of this claim 
ho (Luoteo =moral oi.perimante with TAT (Lurotein, 1563, 
p9. 2■52,-214), iaclualik; 0=0 which indicate, 2urther,. that 
earati arieciAcally structured to tap certain feelings 
hostility), facilitate. exprouoion 02 similar fooling 
In a cabject "only .:inen Guth . exprecoloa:,io conolotent with 
olf-coneep o the subjeot" (p. 211); that la, "organismic" 
variable:3 o:i.o tied In wit:41 the otiEulup varlableo. 
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(2) 	Laekerattna and :;r3aaicLaio Variablen 
r themZore oetulato on the baoiet 	e30 
inveQ‘4.;;atioyau 6'44atione4 above that oa the 	cards 
which vile veastruotoro state are decifiaed La oo.ntent to 
preneat arak:e ef proesble conflict areas - t - ?.0 
expreasione OL 2Qc1irsjii iti relatioa to their identificatica 
fioirev• or heroes (that i their projeotioa o ti -x2elve3 
Into -th ntruothred stiaaus eituation) will be tone 
Atli their self-eehoopte. 
tt (1953 1 	5) en A the 	CUZICI an; esoezAicilly 
ar.1.4 that "whoa the patient projects fuelint;o 
into tile aterieo it is 	likely to be the renult of ;An 
non WarL,Cluivuti •tif2ede than el' . Zactoroi the4 interporct:=4i 
cit./at:tea° 	tit) investator and subject. it to Las 
o,pinion that tho44.0 ',Art of the t3t01.7 10 deter4r..ed 4/ 
stin- luo, and rather 1.;ore.• of it 74. the ,ieruoa.-.1ity e2 the 
exiinl9or (1)53, pp, L-At titv iert4ht datorathaut 1u the 
eaejeet •raiLL:Belf: the other two variables he al;yelro to 
room> ao relativel,y unizrUiat. 	3et4iac, 	which. 
Cp. 0, 
the te;.;i: itJ 1;:en t " lac ekkifix '414 q‘vt ',41e 1.wealumx.iee 
the La:ce:0 (.41.titiii ti a3C't ilLSta,400 .t211M ;411f,$)t be of 
para.:;zrai',; 	 ',Liaio view iu culyizrted. tF 
(1945) aad .411,-;orAte1 045). 	o tt (1:15';;) co=luden taat 
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much of the story is determined by the projection of the 
subject who apperceives the ntimulus in accordaace with 
his own need systeediand eta finds in the situation of 
nonm-traumatio picture plus ezaainer plue subject (that is, 
stimulus" plus "background" plu* "organismic" variables) 
a "relatively standard aad neutral eoreen" for his projeotion. 
Euretein (1961, 1963) and Lesser (1961) and others 
previously quoted, would seem hardly likely to accept HUltie 
relegatiou of the ezaaner and the stivalms to waoh insig-
nificance, since they streets that a projeetive reopen's° is 
the result of the pooled interaotion of the "etimulue," 
"baokzround," and "organitoio" variables in the behavioural 
situation e amd ...."variation himx, of the variables 
may chance the adaptation level" (i.e. the projeotive response) 
(6'uretein, 1961, p. 22)). And further, "mince thee* variables 
subsumed 47 the headiage of "background"and "organismic" 
oharaoterietice, are precisely those variables that most 
psychologists are attempting to assess in tieing thematio 
tests for olinical or roma:oh purposes, their importance. 
is obvious" (Lesser in Eagan and Lesser, 1961, 9. 275). 
Lazarus (1961, S4 51) states that the current trend seems to 
bce be emphaaiee "struotural variables related both to the 
external stimulus and to the ego-control oharsoterietics of 
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the personality. If the dirsoting qualities of needs have 
not been completely eschewed, then they have been sharpy 
minimised in favour of them, structural forms." 
fleawort Hutt (19531 P. 0) omen down feir4 fir 44 04 
the side of the organisnic variables and the needs 
"Probably the most important deterninant of the test response 
is the subject himself. His personality, the nature of the 
conflict, his precompations, his defames, and his needs, 
all play a part in his responses." And whatever the degree 
of emphasis placed on the subjeot, the advocate of projeotive 
techniques must agree that this belief is basic in the tnsory 
of projection. 
iUt just how the subject expresses his feeliogs, needs, 
and so on, and wider what conditions, is again a Latter for 
argument. -arly theory held that titers was a direct 
reflection of needs in the projective zaterial and so the 
greater the need the more strongly and frequently it appeared 
in the story. However, such a simple theory has been it 
to the test of experiment and found inadequate to explain 
lack of need-expression when the eubjeot as beam cubjeoted 
to conditions designed to arouse a hien detoee of need 
(anford, 1936, 1937; Murray, 19591  i.tkinson end t.caelland, 
1948). Lirect expression of needs still holds however in 
some situations (Atkinson, i61). ares principles temether 
7o1i  to the ba  
•6 
44 
0
 
it happens. 
rmopesed by Lazarue (1961, p. 66). The substitutive concept 
holds that "there will be a peel,. tive relationship between  
need states and fantasy only when the need has been blocked 
If there is ad 
of the need La real life Vlore will be no need to express it 
4.1 
3 
behavi 
The no-defensive principle  
conflicts), the o  b/ookaze or intern  
S
 
a
 
",ht into play. " the aced la altered, P4 V 
ts inhibited.  
410-defensive prineiples vier*  
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situatiaa 	1;o matter hot valid a teat Ley be and no 
matter how adequate the normative data may bo, ooze varianoe 
in the responses o2 subjects may be attributed to the 
porconality of the ezakAnte (Nutt. 1953. p. 9). Audits 
have been done on the difference(' in otorieo given to 
different szaltnero and there to emu) evidence, but not 
unequivotal, that the eavuoincea persouality doe° have sons 
effect; but what, and how much. and how it may be related 
to the personality of the subjeot touot haown, 
r4-to dif:ficulty in tato (study. in 00=011 with others, 
la the lopoteiellity of IL:owing such thingo as how much 
coterie ezprecaioa o2 acodo•oocurs,7Jhat COUStitta08 au 
axotoeively high level of blockaao curtly GA inciividua 
matter for ovary child and every oituation and at effect 
the examiner had on the subjects. 
iicwever. 40 formUna (1961, 9.79 	ooetin on Lazarus' 
paper points out. it is becauto overt behaviour io elliptical 
that one turua to the aporceptive 4143814,0 14P01011V to find that 
thofoelinrjo. thou81its, and conflicte in a story ale° become 
elliptical un4er certain coaditions.'' 
(b) The 1732 in this study* 	Obviously all %hie argument 
Lies served to show that however the fkinT is used the method 
will be open to oritioism, whatever oonolusiona axe derived 
they will be suspect in various mays. It should also have 
shown that in spite of the teohniqu•s, limitations, aad 
4unkaowne," the opportunity for misinterpretation ead 
disagreement, use of the WYST should add eamethiag to the 
information end indications derived from Lifters' teat and 
the Check List• 
The discussion hes highlighted variables whlotizight well 
be considered further end speoifically in relation to the 
or example, to what degree do the aU cards present 
stimuli whiah are ambiguous? How appropriate are the 
stimulus pictures to the experiences end socio..econowic 
backgrounds of the subjects of this study? Qoing farther 
do the pictures provide situations which would readily allow, 
and even faollitate, expression of stream) whioh eaalyees 
of the Check List and Roger.' test suggest the children felt, 
for example, probleas of money, work, and gator*, expecially 
for the boys, problems of personal acceptability, especially 
for the girls? Under whet conditions- was the test administered? 
(1) The *timulus 
A0 Structure a (i) The Content 
Aeoording to the EF6T tainual (1953) the cards& 
(m) "ere somewhat more structured than those of 
the TAT" (pi, xvii)• 
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(b) "seeh represent a kind of sesimetruatured, eneials. 
ewational situation" (P. 5) 
(o) "provide coverage of somber of meson types 
sooial at 	tiona conflict situations" (p. 5) 
Itlieh ad/ believed to be important in a shildrents-
apperception test" and to inelude potentiality for 
"intrafamllial conflicts, oonfliets with authority 
figure** conflictsinvolving phymieel denims, sexual. 
difficulties, **palate arising out at the sehool 
nituationt feelings of personal inadtelusay, confusions 
in celfmpero•ption, confliOts involving aggressive 
driver, and feelings of social inadequacy" (p, 18), 
athout adhering strictly to this enweeretion of conflict 
are and eituatienet analyses .of the eituationa in which the 
children in this stuty set their stories (see Table 71 and 
Appendix IV, Tables 9748) and of their themee (Appendix IV, 
Tables 99-100) indicate that the earde did indeed sumple or 
permit the projection of avariety of real life situations of 
the typo intended ky the test.-constructors. flowerer the 
analvses also arcest that although the pattern .of peroentages 
of memo, to various situations remains fairly constant for 
each sex over the interval between towage, there are 
differences Atmla the sexes« This it diseuentd under (JO 
stimatut value ON 164). 
Bessow Great* 
Olassitiestion I 
Other 
26.3 20.2 34.6 13.3 4.7 1.1 
, 11.5 . 39.1 11.2 3.7 1.6 
37.6 27.1 22.2 7.7 4.6 0.7 
36.8 27.5 22.4 7.1 4.9 
Prisarr 
Grads VI 
&mast.. 
altv 
It Class 
Primary 
Gras la 
A Seectul. 
E Class . 
TABLE 7 * 
Situations used, in EM81 shout as Persentages at the Teta Number et Situations 
Prim, 
Grade VI 
Seccgi  3 Glass 
1145 
11.2 
9.4 
11.2 
5.4 
3.2 
11.9 
. 10.7 
E63 
8.0 
1.4 
41.6 
0.4 
0.6 
19.1 
25.1 
13.7 
11.8 
13.3 
j ) 
11.2 
4.7 
3.7 1.6 
Arum. 
GIs*, in , 
,g- Sesoad.. 
" arr 
g 	Olasts 
10.2 
120 
16.5 
15.4 
10.9 
9.3 
214 
17.6. 
5.6 
9.9 04 
2.5 16.5 
18.7 
3.2 
3.2 
7.7 
7.1 .1 
4.6 
4.9 
0.7 
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* 	fel analysis see Appendix IV, Tahles 97-98 
Tho oettin,a for the stoxtee of most subjeote 
fell into fou,zoin categories: 	sohool, peer 
sooial croup, und natural Ognoncas ouch se *torAisma 
fire. 2= almost all the boys, 4ard XI *ailed up e 
rather wider gootol framework: a moetta.i of heme and 
rmnaral comity authority (the mother end the polio.) 
though a antler conbinatioa of "home and "Moro 
authority poourrad also in ooma of the storiss motored 
on tlle school. 
Attila til000 uain categories the ittzattona 
tended to be Vurtber reetrloted to wall° sspoote 
according to the ideatifloation of the figures In the 
ord. 	Lxoept for Cards IX and AIX *hers sere 
relativolty fow attempt' to introduse nonwdeploted 
charaoters or to weave complex situations into the 
stories. 
1 60, 
161; 
(ii) jae 4.1gures in the :Antares 
0,,Laa the figures of a series of pictures 
var./ in ee n sex y in activity and in 
group relationship, part of the atorY 
reapanec, is determined by the etenulus,:... 
it in in thin connection that the age 
level5of the figures la the story 
becomo of crucial imports4co. 4 'Alec* 
probably in nore able to identify with 
a 'Azure in a picture %Irina the apparent 
ace of the figure is elm to fin own 
ace 	or nligjhtl$ younger taxa the 
examinee rather than *it.. e1iSht4 
older, Ole Cichizen pictures provide a 
aufficitat voriety of fiVAren to enable 
mont children between the 4gesota . und 
14 ;fours to saZe ready identification (Lama, 4 
contains come cards used nith bath coxes avd 
amm: need tlith NW!, only or with ir1 only to 1-f-erait her— 
identification with own nos. It this atuAy a few picture, 
appcared to create toms identification diaiculties, ksird X 
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seemed relatively diffieult for personal identification 
for male ombjeote who, theaselvee aged 10 yearvor more, 
were confronted with the figure of a male Child much younger 
than thea4011044  The bore *tories often LAY* thefeeling 
that they. were standing outeide the picture; one or two 
introduoed a non-lazietent figure with whoa they awed to 
"4ard VI tended to provide 4 tte*V•IMA for eoverol 'subjects, 
both boa ana Girls, no one opecifie figure appearing to 
predominate and the the of the otory being along the lines 
of boysmveremo*girle. 
aailarly aard VII tended to produce a ;Ploro—rmoup, for the 
Wye, and w. hero but a detaabod desoription . frea the 61411. 
;Aor subjects introduced a hero for CardV on which no 
figures were imrtrAysil. Nero frequently they conaned them. 
selvea to doocription or to noae vague re2erence to "all the 
people," "tho girezoca," or a similar ill.4 ,1ofined zrouP+ 
(LW 
(a) 
30010-coonanio Level and (Altura zaitie 
"Ito total sextets of pictures represents a 
etandardserieq.og stimuli Of this type" 
(i.e. *octal...elm:Atonal eitmutions) (Anual, p.5). 
"Orto of the most intriguing problems which has 
confronted me is the effect of sooicp*econovic 
diffcrQices on test roeponoeo 	It seems 
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reasonable to us, on  a priori grounds, that 
eccio-economic status should have an effect 
upon teat reoponeee, and yet the 1Wrature 
concerned with pperception tests is 
singularly LAking in evidence on this point" 
Wanual, p. 1,). 
Do the pictures represent *moiety comparable with 
that of the '2asmanian subjects? The. Tasmanian children 
were drawn fram a society and culture generally held to 
have overall muchsin common with that of the United Stato3 
of America (the society refleeted in the Michigan pictures), 
excepting for the race and colour elements. The email 
local society - to Which the subjects belong is nade up 
largely of lower- to comfortably-prowerous working close 
families not eelfiemployed, together witha email number 
of professional and/Or self employed families and semi-urban 
eemp-rural families of unskilled artisan or fareS-labourer 
class. (For detaile . see Chapter Viand Tablets 89 and 90.) 
The background and clothing detail of the :.IPST pictures 
are generally appropriate to the •octio.itconomic level of these 
11c:11 subjects, though an occasional detail did strike the 
children as incongruous, not beicncing, or restrictive. 
Children commented on the American flag and on the swivel 
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chair (not used in Tasmanian schools) in Card III, nd 
decided the school muot be in the 	. Card IV broudht 
the cawlaut "old fashioned" fran several nirls, and on Card 
Xi) several boys inferred because of the boy's leather coat 
which at the time of teotinc was Itioal "bodeie" dress ••• 
that the boy in the picture nuet indeed by a bodgie or similar 
out-3rouper, aid therefore equally certainly must be In trouble. 
(iv) Stimulus Value of the Cards 
Do the cards have comparable stimulus potential for each 
sox? 4apirieally it seems rather doubtful that they do 
(see, for ezample, comments on Identification with heroes, 
9,161 le 'dor e;Ample, Card I seemed rather more provocative 
and/Or appropriate to girls and Card VII to boys. 
Again, at first glance the pose of the figures In MID 
aad VIII0 appear fairly similar. itionever, although roughly 
one quarter of the primary school boys saw the figure on 
thio card as being in physical pain, usually with toothache,- . 
girls gave this interpretation to their card. And indeed, 
due-awarenese of Wing accused of projection the exawainer . 
also would more readily concede pain and toothache to the 
ftGure an Card VIM= thee to that on Card VIIIG. Of more 
importance, however, ia liaelyto be the difference in the 
backjrouni of the came two pieturea. 2ho teak/round of the 
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TABU; 8 
Comparison of Situations Attoorded Indivi4tutltaP3T Cards 
•Jo... 
	4.............. 
Ai., _ Ntho. 
I 	
1 
•
...., 
One situation 
for me4orit7 
• (75) of 
•totbjeats 
I 	I 	). I 	X* 
VI 
* VII 	XX 
Gm, 2 
Tem chief I situations II (5a U 	• (40) , . 	Grotty ) o 	no comonly* 
4 	°boson 
situation 
VIII XII 
Group 1 I 	IT* 
..._ 
Xx 	* XI* II 	IX 
VI 
VU , 
GrOtlp 2 
1 ' 	Group 3 VIII XII 
Group 1 I 	IV* 
X* 
111 
III* 
VI 	IX 
VII 
i 	Group 2 u:* 
(VW . 
n* 
(52.3)(32A ... 
xi 
(341) 
Group 3 XII 
I) 	Group I I 	IV* X* II 
VI 	IX 
tt) 
so 
1 
	
Group 2 
U 
(47ei 
VII 
(35;3) 
11*TM* 
(52)(35;) 
XI' Xrli 
354 (5C) 
ii viz 
A g 	Group 3 XII 
* Indioates different cards for the 	1107.11011 
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bays' card la ocmpletely unetruotured and black, the girls' 
card prents a strustlired baskaround strongly evocative of 
the '2amILriaian school roc 4 whoro :Irea-frasd dee4s way still 
be fauna us otanear4 ochool equipaent. ,4urd 	cwpared 
with card e;Z, preoetts rather 41:Xerent °outsets the wale, . 
card fisures are ataaJini.4 rather atifay and at soma distance 
ui-Jatt u_tded te Vaich as :.entioned previously tae boy is 
weariva a pa:at frevently seen us a l'bod4;ie-juel:st i n 
(2ha iezalo-card fiaures are seated, a aeaima of relatioheaP 
between taen (a book) le iutroduced, and taey are geo3rapd.oally 
closer. 	tho b:41:grounda are di:ferent in o...'firltetor, 
rine ua1c-card baoltround is 2orwal, aleer, offici;,like; 
the ;Zeuele-maard back;round is loss disti4et 	tile vadded 
0110.r  l'itato as rizeth atheille uo.at u forwl or aface setting. 
It :4:ht be axIxoted on those grouada alone, t4 , ,;t the omeral 
tonor a.0 the Girls' zd bayot stories would (lifter, us indeed 
they do. 
Cords 4Ij arid 	al= iscei4to prerJefe.; r4herd1f2erent 
etiauli. iiavt .sco arU it i easy eneu81i to read a. 
senior theme - say, of punitive Uctoatiou - into tAlrid G. 
However, withuat thin prior plecricree, as ti e children are, 
since only their a;-'4'n aez cw.,41 is LAvcra tine, it oceou leas 
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likely that the two situations presented will tap *Lollar 
areas of potential conflict. 
Referring to the detailed analysis of reeponee to oards 
(ApplawitxXV Tablme91-.100) it le indeed apparent that soma 
shared cards "meant" different things to the different sexes, 
and that sons parallel cards for boys and girls (VIII, 4 XI) 
did not evoke parallel situations for the two sexes. Par 
example, in the secondary school year Card II (seas for 
both sexes) evokes mainly sibling situations for the WM 
but for the girls is equally evocative of peer as of sibling 
situation; and Card VIII (different for the sexes) evokes 
little but sehool eituations for the girls but relatively 
infrequent school association for the boys in both Giieficle VI 
and Eiciass. 
These situaion.respOnes differences axpre sed as 
percentages of the total situationmresponeasfor each card 
are shown in table fors below. 
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Pbr Cards II and VI the evidenee is not linflieien) to alai* 
beyond reasonable doubt a sex ditto:vow:a - 1a the situations 
• called up by the crowds. Brewer of the cards which differ 
for the sexes (namely, IV, VIII, X, XI) only the two /V 
cards ens to set as parallel stimuli. Cards VIII, X, &A 
XI protium significantly different situation responses Owe 
the boys' .end girls' groups. Thiejung&be due to differenees 
in personality dynodes (end home projection) butt is 
Just as mudh or more likely to be related to the difference 
in the structure of the picture* theaselveso 
fhase.situation differences limit to some extent comparisons 
which may be made between the sexes. But nevertheless it 
will still be poesible to lee and compare themes and relation ,. 
shiips projected for comparable situations (though not 
necessarily onto the same cards) or the  two sues. 
(2) Ambiguity 
(a)"The pictures should **Main realistic but 
generally ambiguous situations" (Andrew, 19530.10). 
(b)"Many pictures were fiend te cover mere than 
one oonflict area. This is probably due both 
to the overlapping of the areas themselves, 
and to some ambiguity in the pictures theaselvee. 
Per example 	the pieture of $ men itending 
.4 
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Oactiac a boy (Card X.B) way be isterpreted 
by the child uo a father-son relutionship t 
u social eituation, us authority figures or 
a school situation" (1',narc .:4L , o 19). 
(c) ":.4.414aulty uf the pictaro not be considoi.cd 
important, since u vague settisi; will probably 
callow atom Zuntasy una will permit thu child 
creutercholos in his story production" 
(Andrew, 1953, p. 10). 
Ambiguity, then, in the LT cards is not of the order 
found in the Objeot Relation est und to a lesser extant 
in the gymende and the TAT Where outlinot and features of . 
the character* are Tzudged, indeterunato, hidden ia shadow. 
The iLPJT characters are fairly definitely limtedi, e•Le 
broad definition of emotion implied, and the sex clearly 
conveyed (except porhaps for some or the fi3urce in Oardd.VI 
caad VII), but the interpersonal relationships are leen 
(loaned. (Tho pictures were ghotographs, hone° the reality.) 
.k) a vnrloty ot theciesvaa bo aad 10 projectod. 	* 
In AppengiN IV, Tablea 99-100 	themes, core ideas or 
ee:4tral treads o2 tho stories rc sawn in their appropriate 
ares. Theso are re2er not to th3 oottinz; of the story 
(toraud 4,ituation pee Table 7 p. 159 ), bat to the field 
t: 
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of relationchip3 (e.z. authority) or tuality (o.. DercoAal 
adequaoy) with which it la concerned. 2o a star/ nay have 
L! school citlatkap) W concerned qith the teLloherte authority 
rulatiouship to chi16, that is, t%e aiutherite are.:4 1 aad 
preseate.2...,e.,?(.1c-ra1O la w%lch tho teac7fter hels 
the child. fi 2ox stories invo core thin ene .%-ajor the=. 
D. Background : (1) 'ino Alit dotting 
(a) "One should be attentive to the possible 
implications of the settins upon the 
performunos of the subject" (WU, 19531 P. 8). 
(b) "In sous 04,00 the subject mew view hie visit 
(tor the test') as a fora of yruni' ehtvatt for a 
"crime" committed. 	How swill an attitude 
will affect the test,reculte usy be mi.dily 
understood" (Hutt, 1953, p. 0). 
Vile test was given individually on the school proaises 
ucuaily in roma not used an clasarcons, aauh aa the staff.. 
room in the primary wheels, or the Okfice o2 a deportzleat 
head or the ressaroh room of a laboratory in the secondary 
achool. Vile ensured some degree of privacy Lad ireedma 
2rom interruptions and hum, it was hoped, a feolina of 
"security" and relaxedness on the part of the eubject. As 
far ae ooal4 be jutted and as was expected from previcua 
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experience with children in these echools, the subjects did 
react to the situation in this way. 
In both typos of school, though with rather more 
A 
spontaneous expression in the prialry schools, the children 
Deemed to regard being "selected" to do the test as an especial 
privilege and honour, aad in all cases the test aas presented 
by the investigator aad accepted by the cubjeot not as a test 
of the subject but as a way in which he/se could help to 
lighten the investigator's darkness. The explanation was 
given "I want to know what sort of stories boys (girls) 
of your age can tell, and you have been chosen to -make some 
stories for me" - or as close as possible to this?rding as 
the situation permitted, since eometimes the eubjectle questions 
on what was afoot predetermined the wording of the investigator's 
response and explanation. 
In prder to avoid any toot antagonism th„st mi,3ht arise 
from the subject's missing a lesson or activity in which he 
was particularly interested, he was questioned as to what be 
was missing, and his feeling about it, and where it seemed on 
these grounds adVisable, the test was delayed till a more 
opportune time. 
(2) The Examiner 
(a) "Not to be overlooked is the stimulue value 
of the examiner insofar as this can be 
objeotively ascertained. Is the examiner, 
attractive' young, easy..going, insecure, or 
uily, old, stera end confident?" (Nareteini 
1961, pp., 2300). 
(b) 'There are two fundamental aspeots of the 
*meaner as a factor influencing the test 
'wren/mos. Ala first is his technical 
tak111 in administering the test and in 
making relevant enquiry 	The other 
awa7ect the more important one — in the 
pereonallty of the examiner" (Ialtt, 1953, pi. 9). 
Three different examinere partioipated in the test with 
the WM. In all caeca they were females* two recent graduates 
and one considerably older, 	be young araduates had been 
trained and -examined in testing procedures by the older - 
examiner, ay yart of their undergraduate courses and were 
proceeding to jobs where they worked closely - wita children. 
The older examiner had been a teacher' and later oliaical 
payoholotAst workinj as a echoolsi guidance officer. 
At the time of testing all three examiners lived and 
worked in a different city from the subjeote and so came an 
"visitor'," and free from the "stigma" of being teachers. 
This mined fortunate in that it helped to break demi the 
ides that the test was antimonies in English oompoeition. 
•etroweureea.r.1 3ten alTroltkr-tent dtparnead 6.xTet.:t t-ATtA vc 
4.totr.!";TTleenuTo &ours O reTe * trt ao owortaanon 
4.e3rort or treacere, pesTreeTp soot 	1,teaaTpu 
itTnAI4rTea ue nexpecoqt 	IMIT3.102 •unaPTTre 
act ;o uoamoT6-;Tos mit AC% pur aoutetp eee et 
4eT tar •cearerec aeo,te 7,eaz paATaop erruTpTrt3 
4oTpra=e at Caoaoityva fhtraereor 4titTm pueftwacte 
extrImnrcq neag potiTaer etTpuTz, ou.t 	eon in () 
n4=1,4110 
c;() 004TIVITCal,t00 ot puTtlee SO t.rogr 'nrepT 4$er. 
Fftr4 	1.:34• seize-3;1z 	utps.. ee 4veTtszeTebte 
81307A tvaj Cti ritPln e4 407e4413 04 (t) PaProluT err 41 
•areTArTTantO eer,..AmSp eneTosuao *MIT 
snt tv ton et ral...mto otTraeueV tunre7 jo eon are4. rfonapA 
oetornearag eT 	ar: et gRerrterctr; prm terrTi)pr 5e enoTteeTTenT 
8adTrtonortwlex Tmoiaeeaetrr doarrton,7, turuTtrop gearntTIO 
seueTterea istolfgrm 071, TveAaa et nT veT4u3t7 
,77%.777—t4 3:(1-577cdrazarformimu3— 
.:.,r17-1, alit arm ttouTterno ciJo 	eu4 4ou 
pun Arne etri, trrl, 30NICT 	env) vte 1atix.x3rirne tar trre ter 
reapme 	pepa*Pea flrfh Tygli saopecead (pops7:ecu-96vt 
cram 3oTao4.9 orl 4.er:4 4ork; er.t A peet.Itio erem uoTtmettc.00 
92.1. 
.fle Adoin$stration 
1e.1111 test W33 aaministersd to a randon saAgle of tat) 
priuwav c1cubjec 	Tg 	1f.0 the criteria og. selection 
for .t4e ot‘4' L,nd elm 7.-44 cslowered tho ;10 -30,ro!, r2o4'li 02 
Personality Adiunt2ent, and tho Obeck Advt. 	e nuzber tested 
with thu 	waa fzmor than tassa testudi . witir the Rows* 
end the Cilleck .Liet because of the tie absorbed by' individual 
toctiag and the restricted period durina Wnich the children 
sere porpol,tod to be available fOr teetinG. In the second 
year, because of einilar restriotions on tipo, to difficulty 
of ttina children who were. thou woraw,; under vaotly 
ditTerent t•achinG arrengeaents watch of to nade ,Z.vaunav,Alable, 
the l'act that ooze subjects had not coved to tLie seuezdary 
school, and incidental absenoco, the number Goins the 1202 
testdropped acipin, co ttat only tbirty-four subjects did the 
test on both occasion°. 
2. ¶b toot wno a&Anistered by throe enamiloors each with 
acme (Wore° cy;' extxmlencs, thoush not thy 0=0 deGreo, in 
wee4n3 wita children in clinical and obzervation 
L;aoh exoLTainor used the oaae initial imstructiono but thereafter 
was free to answer icAy questions ankcd 47 the subject in the we 
that Sealed most alvropriate, while avoiding oenvvytao any 
suCh ideas an tut tho test vino in any way related to aobool 
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attainment teats or tO to used gerewasumexat of the eabjeot 
for school proAction, or for selection fOreuployment. 
›. .44M4 onild was seen inOvidoally and $11023.0 in a roan 
set aside for teutina end to froathe pessibillty of bein3 
overheard. ihe stiories were tape-Preoorded with the :subject's 
414cw1edge 	consent. This appeared to sot us an inspiration 
to effort with aliaost ell the sabjecte wno reasted se feeltstl 
that they 'derived owleiderable statue from havirc Ceir efforts 
corded for posterity. Uo child showed any satilutNy- to or 
sear of being reoorded. 
41. The test properi4le preseated according to the 
inatructiens and with the worde as presorihod in the cla2nal 
to the laW2 (19514 po• G1.62). 
Analyala 
initial intention wau to us o the scoring and 
interpretation QU Iet 014 in the L:anual (19i;3), eopeoial4 
to dorive 'iO481GA al402, Lirecticil of .foretes and Interpersonal 
i;elations.te bed cuauiderably influeneed the eiclection 
og t teat bocaase it seeiaed, in theory, to oaer a relatively 
rfOol••proof" and objective method of an4ysia3 the responses 
to a 9rojeotive test, ilowever this ;articular clethod of 
ob3eotive seorinevas evantually abandoned largely because, 
in practice, some &coring teohniques were Insuabsient4 clear, 
,170r mtavle, tore was ditaculty La dos14104H4aat constituted 
_eiry. Verbal exprecaion *2 a need (Eahualp v. 6) aal the 
2,anual 14c41ed tu Give an ade4aatc out)Ai of exawles against 
uatch 	uee. affic4tion wore particularly 
noticeable ia t410 3t!erin7 for the :,:ension Index, where tires 
Lidepeildent scorers ware u:Iable to reach uiiy . reas5loab1s 
dearee of acreeL.ent. 	authore of the test thenselves 
caczest that utAf.ir iQii circu=stanoes analyoio ehould ignore 
their norms (Canual. pp. 
Uwe it was not intended to use norms . fran other croups 
or to divide the "iasAnnian croup aocordin3 to a pre-establiabed 
esti:rate of ualadjustaent based on wares on the :z1T, there 
was no need to adhere to the =mins. .aothods set out in the 
rJaual. Instead, aness (1951) 'Lethed of ob4e0tive storing 
Vif,33 used as a aodel for part of the analysis (sec below, p.179) 
as were also oaastruets such as :ain Aneme, Areas ofo1121iet, 
'aerc-streagth, used by other researchers such as 4e11ak ( 1 948)9 
;Andrew (1953) 9 'xIrraf (1933). 	The Pi'fl conoorn was, that the 
constructs c:iosen ezzould fit in with tho =eased' oharacteristios 
&boa Ato information was required, anA permit =0 natching 
up with the areas beic erViored by 2ogers' Aist and the 
°heel: List. 
Athens, in this analysis, 15 the core idea of a story and 
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is not to be coninsed with barmen construct, a ntheaa." 
Unless there is aa interweaVing o storiee In the responses 
given to a card, the response will have only one theme. 
Thwes have boon divided into five catezories, namely, conflict, 
co-operation, wzresoion, antalonisa or competition' and odequagy/ 
ina1e4uaoy (LIrouped under the oinl;le title, adequacy). All 
these poycholojcal state were thouSat bj ti.e constructors 
of Ole T:cot (Andrew, 1953), to be covered by the seems 
Constitutin3 the Test. 
. Ihe the=so occur within broad fraxeworks of personal 
• relationships, known in this analysis as "areas", such as 
•relationships it people in authority. They cay also oocur 
in relation to apeeific people in the= areas, suoil as Darents 
or t(e.ac:lera. »o the theme og a story le located in its 
relevant area and in relation to the specific person or persons 
oonoeined as set out in 4pendiz 1V, Tables 99-100. 	lho 
five them] ars broadly defined as follows:— 
0=211ot t Opposition of ideas, usually acoompnied by 
eelince o ostility, tvith One party attempting 
to dominate tha other. 
Co-ioprmatl= 	0411arina eZ ideas or ei.or aceeptanoe 
of' coe viarty by another. 
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Agreoreica 	attaoN4 whether payeictal or verbal; 
net osseasaray Gireote4 againit 
speolfied object, for example, °taroRIM 
thinaego. "fighting*" 
AnUTonien 	zaNr range frsa diaLke withoiAt farther 
aotion to oo*itioi tali in both cease 
with num:caved tension* 
Adequasy/inadelaaty : the oupacttl to deal with the 
eireunst:cces of u sitlettaft* 
Inadequacy ray aria, froa an inherent 
lack In the hero or fro a the weight of 
cirou3staacea be2na eo avast es to reader 
the berols efforts wince:vestal* 
As est:tic:10 earlif,r one of' tho disadvantage; of projective 
tests is the difficalte of lindln3 euNiclontly objective 
mays of,nsairoirkt..stud presenting t40 data taey vresent, and of 
working in terms that pernit ctotistioll deoparison and 
cvalaation* 
nap 	1951), in an atteapt to cope stth 
sun difficulties evolved a fer4 of wal,vole dohs along the 
linos of a ohsok•list* The method stresses primurilr tiro -
strength, ft-01We 4 v.:let/ow:hive* It adopts a pegcluotrie 
Zrole of reference rather then a puroly projeetive potat ot view. 
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It is open to criticisms for and against, such as these 
listed by Rortasen (1959), and particularly to the criticism 
stated emphatically by Joel and Shapiro (1951, p. 120) that 
"in order to understand how the subject's ego functions, 
it would help us little 	to olassify end tally the subject's 
reactions removed from the context in which they occurred." 
It is proposed now to use this method, not, as was 
Fines purpose, to diagnose for clinical use but to arrive 
at some descriptions of feelings and relationships expressive 
of the subject's private world and personality process. 
Pins's method is hero-orientateds it is the hero's feelings 
in the relationship between him and other characters of the 
story that are derived. Its application is this study is 
normative in that it is used to discover the frequenoy with 
which certain feelings and relationships are expressed in 
relation to the hero and insofar as the hero represents the 
subject, in relation to the subject = and how such feelings 
differ at another Use of testing. 
The UPS, then, is not being used as a clinical tool to 
discover material about the subject for the purpose of indiv. 
idual therapy but as a research tool to diagnose and measure 
elements in behaviour in such ways as to enable the findings 
to be expressed sometimes qualitatively end sometimes quant-
itative4, "There is room for the two approaches both in 
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clinical work an in research" (urstein. 1963. P. 7). 
tlitLap, for all ,s 
l e The Check List allows for the recocnition and 
expression of a eubjectis conscious problems. It enquires 
about symptoms. To the extent that the child is able to 
recognise and express each problems, hs possesses either 
insight or adjustment. It can not get at the problems 
of the Unconscious. It cannot therefore get, to any extant. 
at the real basis of maladjustment, the repressed or denied 
experience* inconsistent with the pelf-picture. 
2. The Loaera, test doe* not ask for a statement of 
Problems. It asks for a foelins about a specific representative 
situation from which the observer may deduce a problem at a 
conscious or unconscious level. It reveals more then the 
symptoms. It gets at both upper and lower levels of the 
personality. It epprosoh is relatively indirect. One would 
expect solo correlation with the Cheek list. but not *high 
one, of a positive kind because some problems would be 
0011404.0US, Oose unconscious. and 0020 A Little of both. 
• 3. The A.ohigen Picture story Test does not ask for a 
statement of problems nOr_give a clearly epsoified situation. 
It asks the subjeott , to supply both situation and the feelings 
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about it. It does not elm require the sutleot to speak or 
think consciously about himself., It can therefore elude 
consoious self...evaluation and get to unrecognized depths of 
the personality. Its approach is indireot. One would Ulm.. 
fore expect data both contradictory to end in agreement with 
that from the Check List cad the Rogers' Test. 
(o) Statistical Techniques 
A ma3or aim of the study is to militant a picture of the 
self given by children at two levels of eduoational placement. 
There is therefore much that is primarily deseriptive. 
aumerical distributions and percentages have been used as 
bases for visual and desoriptive comparisons. Where there 
az appareat differences between groups or within groups 
an different occasions of testing, tests of significance 
such as the at" test, chl..square, the Binoaial test and the 
Sign test have been used. Probabilities which attain a 
level of plF.05 (usually for a two—tailed test, Oise, 
predictions of direction of differences were seldixtamde 
before analysis) are considered significant. 
Group techniques such as the "V test tell about Us sums 
of individual differences as though the group ewe a simple 
unit. They do not indioste *tat is happaaing to the individual 
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members of the groups positive snd negative chaagee made 
by individuals may cancel each other out and eo conceal the 
feat that individuals within the group are ahmging, To 
help in expressing whet is going on in the nature of "internal" 
movement the Xendall rank correlation (tea) and the Index 
of Shift (este note below) have also been used. :Amines 
(1954) nakes a stailar use of the notion of Uhift and the 
Ghift Index to show aloneness of two sets of *cores or the 
aotwal oaf*  
reliability of scores (reliability =Pl. possible shiA), 
and Broenfain (1952) refers to a similar censure Of difference 
as the "stability index" - "the larger this diserepaney 
the more unstable the eslf-coneept to assumd to be." 
Siegall•liontrioDatist th e 
*atones* (ZallTrawilillf 1956) has been usad as tap basio Uact 
for the statistical teohniques, 
gale within the group of subjeots stuaied it may be 
found that enough aubjects give identical or similar reeponses 
to certain situations to enable usof41 group norme (statements 
of attitude:, generally held) to be presented, nevertheless 
differences in the behaviour of individuals urill be concealed 
er neglected in the group ,picture. 
There:Ore, although two testing* Pay 0;343Arotwdrable results, - 3-) 
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sual;cstir that no ce Lae oseurred ia 	ii=iterve-44a 
•p4rie4 tile] assuaptieazw . be quite ineowects It to 
possible to arrive at otatistcally sozparable *hays 
constituted 92 widely diesLailrata. Vor cai=p144 tao 
people av 1:ve identical intelliGcaos quotiente but havv 
achieved these quotients OA the basis 452 quite di0farent 
°kills, ono beina hichly verbal, tile other cuperior in 
perferaina tasks'. Uo la a stu4 where conparison iG zade 
o2 the ewe amp on two differeut occasions though the (7,01110 
reaults izay chow little difference, nevertheless the reaction 
of inAlviduale withtn the oup Ray have chance4 Greatly. 
dithin the total clroup of Tasmaalan sabjects there is a 
larEA proportion Who repeated the test. It let ttereitre, 
possible, hi- cozparina the responses Given by these eubjcots 
alone, to gain se2e idea of the aQount of ni-,xivasaat" within 
the grou9 (but poesibly coneesled in the graupsnerca by the 
couateribeffeste of /hail/it:Wale chanzina in o)oeite direstions) 
that ham been zaA in the transitiOn period. This to w%at 
is denoted by the Index of ONift. 
'che Index of Zhift but been desoribc4 aa an eatiaate og 
Xt is astually a 414381= Which tal;as into 
=moat tlo thUcti tho kluabor of pooplo olc46inz ttz)1.1. 
105. 
rating, and the 'dopes to Which they ohmage it rowdieu 
of tho diroation of ills *hea•. 	A high index of shift, 
that is ea index approsahlag 1.0,say ladioats that either a 
large amber of people made indivitually small °hemp*, or 
a $mall number of people sads individia3.4 large *haws, 
or south:Lag between these two. 	It is therefore, impressive 
Otlikiad of fluidity on the part of the whole group. 
